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12:00 PM-1:30 PM

1. Thematic--Cultural Boundaries and Power: Thursday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Cook Room

Organizers: Richard Lachmann, University at Albany, SUNY; Ron Jacobs, University at Albany, SUNY
Presider: Ron Jacobs, University at Albany, SUNY

- Small Events, Big Meanings. Mabel Berezin, Cornell University
- Recapturing Ambiguity, Hybridity and the Political. Gianpaolo Baiocchi, Brown University

Discussant:

- Ron Jacobs, University at Albany, SUNY

2. Author Meets Critics--Plenitude: The New Economics of True Wealth by Juliet Schor: Thursday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Shippen Room

Organizer: Harvey Molotch, New York University
Presider: Harvey Molotch, New York University

- Critic. Harvey Molotch, New York University
- Critic. Dana Fisher, University of Maryland
- Critic. Keith Brown, St Joseph’s University
- Author. Juliet Schor, Boston College

3. Regular Paper Session--Intersectional Purchases of Intimacy: Thursday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Bromley Room

Presider: Alicia Moyer, West Chester University

- Selling Sex and Salvation: An exploration of online Christian sex toy stores. Kelsey Burke, University of Pittsburgh
- International Adoption and the Purchase of Intimacy. Laura V. Heston, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
- The Mingling of Sex and Money in Ho Chi Minh City's Sex Industry. Kimberly Hoang, University of California, Berkeley
- Patient Care as Economic Exchange: How Race, Gender, and Nationality Shape the Purchase of Intimacy. Lisa Ruchti, West Chester University

4. Regular Paper Session--Intersectionalities and Inequalities on College Campuses: Thursday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Claypoole Room
Organizer: Elizabeth Lee, University of Pennsylvania

- “Campus Diversity as Necessary but Not Sufficient: How Diverse are Students’ Experiences at Selective Colleges?”. Rachelle Brunn, Virginia Tech
- “Side by Side, But Miles Away; How High School Racial Diversity Impacts College Social Integration.”. Faye Glass, Montclair State University
- “In class, Sharing Class: Relationships Between Faculty and Students of Low Socio-Economic Backgrounds”. Elizabeth Lee, University of Pennsylvania

Discussant:

- Jeanne Weiler, CUNY-Hunter

5. Regular Paper Session--Food Sentiment and Food Production: Thursday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Flower Room

Presider: Alice Julier, Chatham University

- Where Family and Market Collide: Sentiment, Memory and Ritual around Food Consumption in U.S. Families. Amy Best, George Mason University
- Mason Jar Mystique: Contemporary Food Politics and the Revival of Home Canning. Suzanne Pennington, SUNY at Albany
- Making drinks: Conspicuous production and the craft of cocktails and microdistilling. Richard Ocejo, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY
- Close to Home: Understanding Locally-Based Farm-to-Restaurant Relationships. Shawn Trivette, University of Massachusetts - Amherst

6. Regular Paper Session--Ecologies of Crime in Time and Space: Thursday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Frampton Room

Presider: Ralph B Taylor, Temple University

- The Proximity Effect of Public Housing on Street Robbery in the Surrounding Area. Corey Haberman, Temple University; Elizabeth Groff, Temple University
- Rowdy Teens and Drug Dealing: The Impact of Proximity to Gangs and Social Integration on Neighborhood Problems. Brandy Blasko, Temple University; Caterina Roman, Temple University
- Intra-City Effects of Temperature on Robbery Events. Evan Sorg, Temple University
- Violent Endings: Predicting Firearm Suicides Versus Firearm Homicides Using a Multilevel Approach. Justin Medina, Temple University

Discussant:

- Elizabeth Groff, Temple University

7. Regular Paper Session--Religious Identity and Social Movements: Thursday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Reynolds Room
• Countermovements, Framing, and Power Dynamics in Social Movements. Tarun Banerjee, SUNY at Stony Brook
• The role of narrative in the mobilization of the Christian Right 1979-1989. Gene Deerman, Eastern Illinois University
• Anyone Can Do It, But It Isn’t For Everyone: Identity Work in the Homeschooling Movement. Brian Kapitulik, Quinsigamond Community College
• “Remapping the Land with Our Bodies:” ‘Learning Tours’ as a Transformative Memory Practice. Yifat Gutman, New School for Social Research

Discussant:
- Johnny E. Williams, Trinity College

8. Regular Paper Session--Brooklyn Recycled: Thursday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom A1

Presider: Judith DeSena, St John’s University

• Constructing a Community from Without and Within: Representing a Changing Multiethnic Community. Mark Treskon, New York University
• Striving for Just Sustainability on the Urban Waterfront: The Case of Newtown Creek. Steve Lang, LaGuardia Community College
• Contested Terrains: Visualizing Glocalization in Global Cities. Jerome Krase, Brooklyn College

Discussant:
- Timothy Shortell, Brooklyn College

9. Regular Paper Session--Multiple Methodologies: Social Research on Gendered Violence and Sexual Assault: Thursday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom A2

Organizer: Nicole Fox, Brandeis University
Presider: Nicole Fox, Brandeis University

• Using a Mixed Methods to Examine the Economic Consequences of Sexual Assault for Marginalized Women Utilizing both quantitative and qualitative methods. Rebecca Loya, Brandeis University
• Using a Kinship Framework to Understand the Ramifications of Genocidal Rape in Rwanda. Nicole Fox, Brandeis University
• Palimpsests of Violence in Viet Nam: Intimate Transgressions through Three Generations. Julie Thi Underhill, University of California Berkeley
• Accounting for Rape: Mobility-Based Coping Strategies of Black Ghanaian and South African Sexual Assault Survivors. C. Shawn McGuffey, Boston College

10. Regular Paper Session--Teaching Race: White Supremacy and White Privilege: Thursday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom D

Presider: Hephzibah Strmic-Pawl, University of Virginia
• Guilt, Shame, and Responsibility: Minimization and Distancing in Students' Responses to White Supremacy and White Privilege. Michele Byng, Temple University
• Putting the Horse Before the Cart: Teaching White Supremacy before White Privilege. Hephzibah Strmic-Pawl, University of Virginia
• Critiquing the “Master’s Tools”. Wende Marshall,
• “But We Have A Black President”: Teaching Race in the Age of Colorblindness. Charles A. Gallagher, LaSalle University

11. Regular Paper Session--Social Theory and the Sociology of the Arts in the United States: Thursday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E1

Organizer: Julia Rothenberg, CUNY Queensborough

• Social Theory and the Sociology of the Arts in the U.S: an Analysis and Critique. Julia Rothenberg, CUNY Queensborough
• The Complexity of Culture. David Halle, UCLA
• Creating Art, Creating Shelter... Liberating the Country’: Art and Social Change in the Age of Apartheid. Dustin Kidd, Temple University
• Affect and Social Theory: Enlivening Visual Sociology. Deborah Gambs, BMCC-CUNY, Social Science

Discussants:

• Britta Wheeler, The Art Institute of New York City
• Katherine Chen, CUNY City College & Graduate Center

12. Regular Paper Session--Sociology and the Media: Thursday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E2

Presider: Alessandra Seggi, New School for Social Research

• Death on Facebook. Mourning and memory as a prosumer activity for Social Media users. Piergiorgio Degli Esposti, University of Bologna, Italy
• Images of Inheritance: Spectacle, Witnessing, and ‘Posts’ of Memory. Alissa G. Boguslaw, The New School for Social Research
• Visualizing Contemporary Sociological Theories. Jessica Klein, Adelphi University

13. ESS Special Events & Meetings--ESS Executive Committee Meeting: Thursday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | William Penn Boardroom

1:45 PM-3:15 PM

14. Thematic--Asian American Intersectionalities in the U.S. and Beyond: Thursday Feb 24 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Cook Room

Organizer: Angie Y. Chung, SUNY Albany
Presider: Angie Y. Chung, SUNY Albany
• *The Embedded Contradictions of Intersectionality: Lessons from Asian American Studies.* Lisa Sun-Hee Park, University of Minnesota
• *Which intersections? What effects?: Domestic Violence and the South Asian Diaspora in the U.S.* Margaret Abraham, Hofstra University
• *Multiple Perspectives and Identity Politics of Asian Americans: Intersections of Class, Race, Ethnicity.* Jamie Lew, Rutgers University
• *Biologies of Communalism: Intersections of Race and Sexuality from a Transnational Lens.* Jyoti Puri, Simmons College


**Organizer:** Paul Munroe, Towson University  
**Presider:** Lisa S. Walker, UNC Charlotte

- *Group Reactions to Status Deviance.* David Wagner, SUNY at Albany; Steven Messner, University at Albany, SUNY; Lauren Poter, SUNY Albany
- *Masculinity and Femininity: The Expectation States Approach.* Alison Bianchi, University of Iowa; MiKayla Morse, University of Iowa; Paul Munroe, Towson University

**Discussant:** Lisa S. Walker, UNC Charlotte


**Organizers:** Geoffrey Paulin, Bureau of Labor Statistics; Jeffrey D. Lundy, University of California, San Diego  
**Presider:** Geoffrey Paulin, Bureau of Labor Statistics

- *Is Anyone Cooking: Frequency of Dining Out.* Megumi Omori, Bloomsburg University
- *Keeping Up Appearances, or Just Keeping Afloat? How and Why American Households Overspend.* Jeffrey D. Lundy, University of California, San Diego
- *Inter-Ethnic Variation in Food at Home Expenditures within the U.S. Asian Community.* Geoffrey Paulin, Bureau of Labor Statistics

17. *Regular Paper Session—Adaptation and Incorporation of Immigrants*: Thursday Feb 24 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Bromley Room

**Presider:** Jim McQuaid, Boston University

- *Going Unnoticed: Possibilities and Challenges in the Adaptation of White Middle-Class Immigrants in the United States.* Ramona Fruja, Bucknell University; Maria Medvedeva, University of Chicago
• Being Home Everywhere, Bringing Home Everywhere: Social Practices of German Ex-pats in New York City. Melanie Lorek, CUNY Graduate Center
• Alienation and Integration: A Relational Perspective on East Asian Immigration in a New York Suburb. Noriko Matsumoto, CUNY Graduate Center

18. Regular Paper Session—Fields of Cultural Production: Thursday Feb 24 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Claypoole Room

• Strategies of Popular Art Rebellion in Twentieth Century America. Paul Lopes, Colgate University
• Black Cultural Capital and Art Patronage Among the Black Elite. Patricia Banks, Mount Holyoke College
• Creating a World of Abundance: Interested and Disinterested Action in the World of Financial Self-help. Daniel Fridman, University of Victoria

Discussant:

• Amy Foerster, Pace University

19. Regular Paper Session—Reconfiguring Social Movements and Social Service Organizations: Thursday Feb 24 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Flower Room

Presider: Caroline Lee, Lafayette College

• Doing what we can: Staff and resources at a Social Services Contractor. Greg Harris, University of Pennsylvania
• Civicizing Markets: Selling Social Profits in Public Deliberation. Caroline Lee, Lafayette College
• Impact of Information and Communication Technologies on Social Movements. Piotr Konieczny, University of Pittsburgh
• Surfing the Third Wave: The Present-Day Feminist Movement Online. Nena Craven, Delaware State University


Presider: Catherine Bueker, Emmanuel

• Risk and Trust during Rapid Community Change: Residents’ Experiences in the Early Stages of Marcellus Shale Natural Gas Development. Matthew Filteau, Penn State University; Kathy Brasier, Penn State; Diane McLaughlin, Penn State; Timothy Kelsey, Penn State; Stephan Goetz, Penn State; Richard Stedman, Cornell University; Jeffrey t Jacquet, Cornell University
• Nature in the Modern Mindset: Reasons for GM Biotech Take-Up in the Argentine Countryside. Amalia Leguizamón, CUNY Graduate Center

• Parental Incarceration, Child Homelessness, and the Invisible Consequences of Mass Imprisonment. Christopher Wildeman, Yale University
• The Impact of Family Structure and Parent-Child Relationship on Juvenile Delinquency. Shannon K. Jacobsen, George Mason University; Nicholas P Kalich, George Mason University
• The Impact of Violent Socialization onLater Use of Coercive Sexual Behavior: Intersections of Family Processes, Gender and Power. Aimée Delaney Lutz, University of New Hampshire; Cesar J Rebellon, University of New Hampshire
• Sex offense convictions and the registry: The impact onwives and girlfriends of convicted sex offenders. Laura Rapp, University of Delaware

Discussant:

• Tammy L. Anderson, University of Delaware

22. Regular Paper Session--Identities, Ideology, and Welfare: Thursday Feb 24 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Society Hill Ballroom C

Presiders: Elizabeth Seale, SUNY at Oneonta; Tiffany Taylor, Kent State University

• Social Disorder and Women’s Power Struggles at a Shelter in Hartford, Connecticut: Parallels to State Social Inequality. Barret Katuna, University of Connecticut
• Processing the Poor in Urban and Rural Counties in North Carolina. Elizabeth Seale, SUNY at Oneonta
• Negotiating Gender and Inequality: Gender as Social Process through Gender Service Access. Coralee Drechsler, McMaster University
• No Discretion Required? How Welfare-to-Work Caseworkers Respond to the Rules of Welfare Reform. Tiffany Taylor, Kent State University

23. Regular Paper Session--Diagnosing and Defining Disease: Thursday Feb 24 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Society Hill Ballroom D

Presider: Karen Lutfey, New England Research Institutes

• Contested Illness: Medical and Social Science Debates over the Diagnosis of Fibromyalgia. Sarah Wilcox, Sarah Lawrence College
• What’s in a name?: Cultural meaning and the Ontological Status of Illness. Joanna Kempner, Rutgers University; William B Young, Jefferson Hospital University
• What are tests for? The consequences of certainty and pre-approval for doctors and patients. Karen Lutfey, New England Research Institutes; Jonathan Q Tritter, University of Warwick
• The "Big" Picture: discourses, attitudes and the politics of obesity. Nicole Mixson-Perez, Florida International University

24. Regular Paper Session--Environmental Concerns and Activism: Thursday Feb 24 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E1

• Postmaterialism and Environmental Concern in New England. Tara Pierce, University of New Hampshire
• At Home with the Environment: Household Culture and the Environmentalism of Young People. Christopher Podeschi, Bloomsburg University; Roxann Heath, Bloomsburg University; Jennifer Corra, Bloomsburg University; Brandon Vinson, Bloomsburg University; Randy Schubert, Bloomsburg University
• A Meta-Analysis of Green Marketing: Implications for a “Green” Society. Rod Carveth, Fitchburg State College
• Tailpipe Emissions and the Social Context of Informed Decision-making. Thomas Macias, University of Vermont
Discussant:

- Shawn Trivette, University of Massachusetts - Amherst


Organizer: Mary Osirim, Bryn Mawr College
Presider: Mary Osirim, Bryn Mawr College

- Philadelphia's Haitian Community: Transnationalism and Unity in the Formation of Identity. Garvey Lundy, Montgomery County Community College
- The Other Asians in the Other Philadelphia: Understanding Cambodian Experiences in Neighborhoods, Classrooms and Workplaces. Ellen Skilton-Sylvester, Arcadia University
- The New African Diaspora: Transnationalism and Transformation in Philadelphia. Mary Osirim, Bryn Mawr College

26. Regular Paper Session--Factors in Mental Health Inequalities, Transitions, and Abuse: Thursday Feb 24 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Whitpen Room

- Crowded Housing and Depression among Low-Income Urban Women. Andrew S. London, Syracuse University; Chantell Frazier, Syracuse University
- Mental Health and Food Insecurity: Examining Maternal Depresion as a Predictor of Household Food Insecurity. Margaret Smith, SUNY at Buffalo
- Transitions: The roles of siblings in the transition out of the home for adults with Down Syndrome. Michael Gibbons, Gettysburg College
- Consuming an Edge: ADHD and Stimulant Use by College Students. Jack Levinson, The City College of New York; Kelly A. McKinney, John Abbott College

Discussant:

- George Dowdall, Saint Joseph's University

27. ESS Special Events & Meetings--ESS Publications Committee: Thursday Feb 24 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | William Penn Boardroom

3:30 PM-5:00 PM

28. Thematic--Intersectionalities and Crime: Challenges to Theory, Research and Policy: Thursday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Cook Room

Presider: Kecia R. Johnson, University at Albany, SUNY

- The Challenge of Intersectionality in Structural Level Theorizing of Urban Inequality and Violence. Karen F. Parker, University of Delaware
• Revisioning Gender, Class, Race and Criminal Justice Policy. Lynn S. Chancer, Hunter College & the Graduate Center of the City University of New York
• The Significance of Intersectionality for Understanding Women’s Participation in Crime. Jody Miller, School of Criminal Justice, Rutgers University- Newark

Discussant:
• Kecia R. Johnson, University at Albany, SUNY

29. Author Meets Critics--Parenting out of control: Anxious Parents in Uncertain Times by Margaret Nelson: Thursday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Shippen Room

Organizer: Annette Lareau, University of Pennsylvania
Presider: Annette Lareau, University of Pennsylvania

• Critic. Kevin Roy, University of Maryland
• Critic. Markella B. Rutherford, Wellesley College
• Critic. Jennifer Reich, University of Denver
• Author. Margaret K. Nelson, Middlebury College

30. Miniconference: Group Processes--Session 2- Networks and Interactions: Thursday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom A2

Organizer: Paul Munroe, Towson University
Presider: Alison Bianchi, University of Iowa

• The Interaction of Individual Preferences and Economic Differentials in the Generation of Racial Segregation: An Agent-Based Model. Elizabeth Roberto, Yale University
• Equity, Sanctioning, and Retaliation in the Provision of Public Goods. Nick Berigan, University of South Carolina
• What Buys Friendship? Socioeconomic Determinants of Friendship Network Centrality. Weihua An, Harvard University

Discussant:
• Alison Bianchi, University of Iowa

31. Workshop--The Textbook Affordability Crisis and Emerging Solutions: Thursday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Flower Room

Organizer: Steven Barkan, University of Maine
Presider: Steven Barkan, University of Maine

Discussants:
• Nicole Allen, Textbook Advocate, Student Public Interest Research Groups
• Eric Frank, President, Flat World Knowledge
• Clancy Marshall, General Manager, DynamicBooks

32. Workshop—Consumer Expenditure Survey: Is How We Spend Who We Are?: Part 2—How to Obtain and Analyze Consumer Expenditure Survey Data: Thursday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Frampton Room

Organizers: Geoffrey Paulin, Bureau of Labor Statistics; Jeffrey D. Lundy, University of California, San Diego  
Presider: Geoffrey Paulin, Bureau of Labor Statistics

33. Regular Paper Session--International Migration and Economic Issues: Thursday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Bromley Room

• Immigrant Job Opportunities and Immigrant Job Choices: Punjabi immigrants “Choosing” Work in New York. Diditi Mitra, Brookdale Community College
• The Ethnic Anchoring of ‘American’ Franchise Growth. Jennifer Parker, Penn State University
• The Effect of International Migration on Global Income Mobility: The Case of South Korean Immigrants to the United States. Chang Won Lee, University of Maryland - College Park
• Todos tain Recolección de Frutas: An Analysis of the Latino Occupational Structure. Hayward Derrick Horton, SUNY at Albany
• Assessing the Effects of Diversity on Macro-Social Outcomes. Brian Green, Keene State College; Katrina Weiss, Keene State College

Discussant:

• Vincent N. Parrillo, William Paterson University

34. Regular Paper Session--Social Networks and Education: Thursday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Claypoole Room

• An Examination of the Effects of Peer Groups, School Climate, and School Types on Dropping Out of High School. Rachel Leventhal-Weiner, University of Connecticut
• What Are We Still Doing to Early Adolescents? The Impacts of School Transitions and Social Networks on Middle School Students. Brian Carolan, Montclair State University; Nataly Chesky, Montclair State University
• The Influence of Students’ “School Bonds” on Academic Performance and School Behavior. Janese L. Free, Emmanuel College
• Independent Educational Consultants and Disadvantaged Youth: A Rare and Advantageous Relationship. Jill M. Smith, Brandeis University

Discussant:

• Mary McKillip, College Board

35. Regular Paper Session--Whiteness, Imperialism, Stratification and Ethnic Boundaries: Thursday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Reynolds Room

• Perceptions of Privilege in a Post-Obama America. Heather Johnson, Lehigh University; Daniel Larson, Lehigh University
• Identity, Racialization and Perception of the Racialized Other: The Case of Ukrainian Immigrants in the US. Tatiana Poladko, Temple University
• Mutant Minorities and (Re)Framing Whiteness in Popular Culture. Jason Smith, George Mason University
• When “Sorry” Is Not Enough: Boundary Framing Processes and Aboriginal and White Canadian Responses to the Residential School Apology.  Jeffrey Denis, Harvard University
• Neocolonialism by Another Name: African American Internal Colonies in the 21st Century.  Charles Pinderhughes, University of Massachusetts - Boston

Discussant:
• Shannon Anderson, Roanoke College


Organizers: Danielle Bessett, University of Cincinnati; Theresa Morris, Trinity College
Presider: Sarah Garrett, University of California at Berkeley

• From the Womb to the Body: Preconception Care and the Characterization of Reproductive Risk.  Miranda R. Waggoner, Brandeis University
• Mothers, Doctors, and the Internet: Seeking Information and Reproductive Health .  Felicia Song, Louisiana State University; Lisa Lundy, Louisiana State University; Nicole Dahmen, Louisiana State University; Emily Tiller, Louisiana State University
• “They Don’t Know Why They’re Coming Here”: Genetic Counselors’ Perspectives on Diverse Populations’ Access to and Uses of Prenatal Genetic Services.  Susan Markens, CUNY-Lehman
• Balancing Risk and Safety: Obstetrician-Gynecologists’ Framing of Pregnancy and Birth.  Carrie Lee Smith, Millersville University

37. Regular Paper Session—Health Insurance Debates in the U.S.: Thursday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom D

• Dangerous Intersections: Women, Private Health Insurance and Health Care.  Alison Jenkins Jayman, York University
• The Impact of Mandatory Health Insurance in Massachusetts: A Serendipitous Evaluation.  Courtney Jackson, New England Research Institutes; John B McKinlay, New England Research Institutes
• The Effect of the Massachusetts Health Reform and Mandated College Sponsored Plan on Bridgewater State College Students Access to Healthcare .  Lisa-Marie Guzman, University of Massachusetts - Boston

Discussant:
• Owen Whooley, Rutgers University

38. Regular Paper Session—Religion in the Modern World: Thursday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E1

• Organizational Change and Cultural Vision(s): How the Second Vatican Council Changed the Way that Catholics View the Bible.  Andrew Stroffolino, Rutgers University
• Keeping the Faith: Community Re-Integration Efforts within a Faith-Based Organization.  Shirley A. Jackson, Southern Connecticut State University
• The Sacred Organization and the Profane Principles : Marketing Principles in Korean Immigrant Churches in the US .  Suna Choi, SUNY at Albany
• Rationalization without Secularization: The Evolution of Modern Islamic Finance, 1960-2010. Ryan Calder, UC Berkeley
• Heterogeneity within Taliban Movement. Fida Mohammad, SUNY at Oneonta

Discussant:
• Carl Milofsky, Bucknell University

39. Regular Paper Session--Public Sociology, Gendered Inequality and Non-Profits: Thursday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E2

• Organization Development and Effectiveness in Non Profit / Voluntary Organizations: Case Studies of Women Welfare Organizations in British Columbia (Canada) & Chandigarh (India). Jaskiran Mathur, St Francis College; Ramanjit K. Johal, Panjab University
• Legal Intervention and Deinstitutionalization: Organizational Response to the Equal Employment Opportunity Law and Sex-Segregating Practices in Japan. Eunmi Mun, Harvard University
• Children’s Policy Reform in South Africa: Navigating the Contours of Social Stratification and Humanitarian Aid. Catherine van de Ruit, University of Pennsylvania
• Poverty, Patriarchy, and Adolescent Mothers. Mary Erdmans, Central Connecticut State University; Timothy Black, University of Hartford

Discussant:
• Greg Harris, University of Pennsylvania

40. Regular Paper Session--Race and Mental Health: Thursday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Whitpen Room

• Can Social Relationships Explain the Race Paradox in Mental Health? Dawne Mouzon, Rutgers University
• Black-White Differences in Parental-Reported ADHD Diagnosis: Unmet need, or conscious decision-making process? Jessica Streeter, Rutgers University
• Public Knowledge, Beliefs and Treatment Preferences Concerning Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder: Unpacking Race, Class and Gender in the 2002 National Stigma Survey. Melissa Fugiero, University of Massachusetts - Amherst

Discussant:
• Victor W. Perez, University of Delaware

41. ESS Special Events & Meetings--Graduate Education Committee Business Meeting: Thursday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | William Penn Boardroom

5:30 PM-7:00 PM

42. Plenary--The Robin Williams Lecture: Honoring Mark Jacobs, "No-fault Corruption of the Financial System." Reception to follow.: Thursday Feb 24 | 5:30 PM-7:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom C
Organizer: Karen V. Hansen, Brandeis University
Presider: Karen V. Hansen, Brandeis University

Discussant:

- Mark Jacobs, George Mason University

Friday, 25 February 2011

8:30 AM-10:00 AM

43. Regular Paper Session--Attitudes and Policies Towards Immigrants at the Receiving Society: Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Bromley Room

- Intersections of Gender and U.S. Immigration Policy: Where Have We Been, Where Are We Going? Elizabeth J. Clifford, Towson University; Susan Pearce, East Carolina University
- Citizenship and Immigration Policy as National Project in Contemporary Germany. Daniel Williams, University of Maryland - College Park
- Backing the Wrong Horse? The Welfare State as Artificer of Immigrant Incorporation. Rocio Calvo, Harvard Center for Population & Development; S.V. Subramanian, Harvard School of Public Health ; Mary C. Waters, Harvard Department of Sociology
- Employment Status and Attitudes about Immigration. Jessica Emami, Catholic University of America

Discussant:

- Phil Kasinitz, CUNY-Graduate Center

44. Regular Paper Session--Building and Contesting the City: Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Claypoole Room

- Rebuilding the City after 9/11: Why Civic Renewal Movements Need a Braided Rope of Social Democratic Theories. David W Woods, Southern Connecticut State University
- Middling Success: Agency, simultaneity, and performance in community development politics. Brian Sargent, Northwestern University
- Structure of Urbanization and State Power. Can Ersoy, SUNY at Stony Brook
- Explaining Urban Expansion of Universal Health Care in Brazil: The Case of Belo Horizonte’s Activist Regime of State-Society Politics. Christopher Gibson, Brown University

Discussant:

- Lauren Joseph, Penn State Schuykill

45. Regular Paper Session--New Directions in Demographic Research: Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Cook Room

Presider: Emmanuel Koku, Drexel University
• The Diversity of New Destinations: Examining the Social, Economic, and Demographic Characteristics of New Hispanic Settlement Areas. Shannon Monnat, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
• “Opting Out” and Fertility Timing: Examining Labor Force Participation Patterns of Women with College and Advanced Degrees for Birth Cohorts 1931-1975. Natalie Nitsche, Yale University; Hannah Brueckner, Yale University
• Stigma, Gender Violence and Desire for Uptake of HIV Tests in Ghana. Emmanuel Koku, Drexel University

46. Regular Paper Session--Changing Policy Toward the Poor and Homeless: Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Flower Room

Presider: Adrienne Redd, Arcadia University

• No Way Out: An Intersectional Overview of Blocked Opportunities for Women on Welfare. Nicole D'Anna, SUNY at Albany
• Patterns and Antecedents of Homelessness: A State-Level Analysis. Barrett Lee, Penn State University; Matthew Hall, University of Illinois-Chicago; Jennifer M McClure, Penn State University
• Pathways into Cycles of Homelessness and Incarceration: Intersectionalities and Multiple Vulnerabilities. Angela Aidala, Columbia University; Anne Bozack, New York Academy of Medicine; Maiko Yomogida, Columbia University; William McAllister, Columbia University
• Making the Homeless Worthy of Service: Identity Work within a Faith-Based Homeless Shelter. Jan Reynolds, Northern Illinois University

Discussant:

• Angela Aidala, Columbia University

47. Regular Paper Session--Temporality in Social Theory: Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Frampton Room

• Evaluating Human Progress in a Globalized World Through Contemporary Sociological Theory. Judith Frank, University of Pennsylvania
• Memory and Intersectionality as Heuristic Device in the ‘Commemorative Era’. Daniel Levy, SUNY at Stony Brook
• Towards an Historical Intersectionality: Opening Possibilities for a Macro-Institutional Understanding of Intersectional Theory. Molly Clever, University of Maryland - College Park; Kimberly Bonner,
• Sociological Futures Research and Public Debate. Markus S. Schulz, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Discussant:

• Dustin Kidd, Temple University

48. Regular Paper Session--Family Hierarchies in Paid and Unpaid Work: Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Reynolds Room

Presider: Joy Pixley, University of California, Irvine

• Composing Lives on the Margins: A Qualitative Analysis of the Emergence of Reverse Traditional Work and Family Arrangements. Caryn Medved, CUNY Baruch College; Cynthia Okimoto, Baruch College; Rachel Ryan, Baruch College
• Neotraditionalism and the Opt-Out Hypothesis: A Quantitative Assessment. Matthew Braswell, University of Virginia
• Marital Headship in Black Ethnic Perspective. Caitlin Cross-Barnett, Johns Hopkins University; Katrina Bell McDonald, Johns Hopkins University
A Closer Look at Assessing Career Hierarchy Attitudes in Dual-Earner Couples. Joy Pixley, University of California, Irvine

49. Regular Paper Session—Historical and Contemporary Neighborhood Transformations: Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Shippen Room

- Grieving for a Lost Community: The Rebuilding and Rebranding of New Orleans. Mark Hutter, Rowan University; DeMond S Miller, Rowan University
- Urban Dreams: From Hoops to Hoes. Fatmir Haskaj, Fairleigh Dickinson University
- "We Were Fine until the White People Came in Here and Started Painting Stuff": Explaining the Potential for the Convergence of Historic Preservation, Green Building, and Social Equity in Great Recession Era Philadelphia. Aaron Passell, Muhlenberg College

Discussant:

- Charles A. Gallagher, LaSalle University

50. Regular Paper Session—Diversity and Well-Being in Later Life: Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom A1

Presider: Katherine Abbott, University of Pennsylvania

- Transitions to Disability and Depressive Symptoms among Elder Men and Women in the U.S. and Japan. Andrew Tiedt, Fordham University
- Aging and Development: How development affects well-being among older populations in Latin America and the Caribbean. Elizangela Storelli, Boston College
- Gender, SES and Aging: Examining Inequalities in Later Life. tannistha samanta, University of Maryland - College Park
- Changes Over Time in Health Consultation Networks among Elderly Recipients of Long Term Services and Supports. Katherine Abbott, University of Pennsylvania; Janet Prvu Bettger, Duke University; Alexandra Hanlon, University of Pennsylvania; Mary Naylor, University of Pennsylvania

51. Regular Paper Session--Expanding the Boundaries of the Curriculum: Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom A2

- Teaching Alone or Participating in Network Activities by Sociology Faculty. Olga V. Mayorova, American Sociological Association; Roberta Spalter-Roth, American Sociological Association
- Are We Making the Disciplinary Changes Necessary for Creating Public Sociology? Kathleen Korgen, William Paterson University
- Teaching Globalization with an Understanding of Cultural, Political, Economic, Racial and Educational Challenges. Susan Perschbacher, Assumption College
- Facilitating a Global Perspective in Students: Reflections from Semester at Sea on the Importance of Critical Theory. John Kovach, Chestnut Hill College
- Small Meets World. Cynthia Merriwether-deVries, Juniata College; Daniel Welliver, Juniata College

Discussant:
52. Regular Paper Session—Health and Human Rights of the Marginalized: Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom C

Presider: Katharine Jones, Philadelphia University

- Native Americans and Health Disparities: Case for Intersectional Approach. Christa Lane Hooper, Arcadia University; Alex Otieno, Arcadia University
- Co-constructing Refugees’ Narratives: The Case for a Participatory Human Rights Approach. Julie Tippens, University of Arizona Mel & Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health
- AIDS Discourses, Marginality and the Human Rights-based Approach: Cases from the UK and the US. Alex Otieno, Arcadia University; Erica Rohloff, Arcadia University
- Challenges of Delivering Post-Disaster Health Care in Haiti: Institutions, Ideas, and Competing Interests. Melissa Martelly, Thomas Jefferson University Hospital

Discussant:

- Katharine Jones, Philadelphia University

53. Regular Paper Session—Racial-Ethnic Health Disparities: Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom D

- The Relationship of Religious Involvement, Ethnicity, and Health for Latino Immigrants in the U.S. . Ephraim Shapiro, Independent Scholar
- Ethnic Enclaves or Racial Residential Segregation: The Influence of Blackness and Nativity on Health Outcomes. Sharese Porter, Rutgers University
- Self-reported health status and blood pressure diagnosis in Philadelphia: A multilevel analysis of racial and ethnic disparities. Brian Wyant, La Salle University; Ralph B Taylor, Temple University
- Unspoken Genocide: Medical Experimentation in Minority Communities. Sheila Pierre, University of Connecticut

Discussant:

- Gerard Weber, CUNY Bronx Community

54. Regular Paper Session—Religion and Boundaries in the US: Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom E1

- Multi-Religiosity. Liza Steele, Princeton University
- Negotiating Boundaries at a Secular University: Religious Pluralism and the Evangelical Christian Identity. Nathaniel Gonzalez, University of Southern California
- Borders of Broccoli: Drawing Boundaries using Kosher Food Laws. Jay (Koby) Oppenheim, CUNY Graduate Center
- Obama’s New World Order: White Evangelical Racial Framing and the Presidency of Barack Obama. Richard Maurice Smith, McDaniel College

Discussant:

- Kenneth R. Culton, Niagara University

55. Regular Paper Session—Job Satisfaction and Career Constraints: Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom E2
• *Spuriousness of Gender Paradox in Job Satisfaction: Using General Social Survey (GSS) 2002.* Rakkoo Chung, SUNY at Albany; Se Hwa Lee, SUNY at Albany

• *It’s All about Relationships with Colleagues and Students: Predicting Job Satisfaction among Faculty at Liberal Arts Colleges.* Cay Anderson-Hanley, Union College; Catherine White Berheide, Skidmore College; Joelle Sklaar, Skidmore College; Emily Cooper, Skidmore College; Emma Harris, Skidmore College; Tara Kelley, Skidmore College

• *Healthy Work Revisited: Does Reducing Time Strain Promote Women’s and Men’s Well-Being?* Phyllis Moen, University of Minnesota; Erin Kelly, University of Minnesota; Jack Lam, University of Minnesota

• *Career Constraints: Women Who Entered the Legal Profession by 1975.* Phyllis Kitzerow, Westminster College

Discussant:

• L. Daisy Henderson, SUNY at Buffalo

56. **Regular Paper Session--New Voices in Sociological Methodology: Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Whitpen Room**

**Presiders:** Michael DeCesare, Merrimack College; Ieva Zake, Rowan University

• *Fictional Stories: A Method for Doing Sociology.* Todd Schoepflin, Niagara University; Peter Kaufman, SUNY-New Paltz

• *In Defense of Doing Nothing: The Methodological Utility of Introversion.* Peter Moskos, CUNY John Jay College

• *Expanding the Toolbox: Comparative-Historical Methodology Looks to the Future.* Mikaila Mariel Lemonik Arthur, Rhode Island College

• *Autoethnography: The Sociological Through the Personal.* Natalia Ruiz-Junco, American University

Discussants:

• Michael DeCesare, Merrimack College

• Ieva Zake, Rowan University

57. **Regular Paper Session--Inside Out: Urban Ethnographers of Color at the Intersections of Race, Class, and Gender: Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | William Penn Boardroom**

**Organizer:** Randol Contreras, California State University - Fullerton

**Presider:** Randol Contreras, California State University - Fullerton

• *"West Indianness" as an Ethnographic Presentation of Self in the Field: Black Canadians.* Tamara Mose-Brown, Brooklyn College, CUNY

• *A Lady in the Field.* Nikki Jones, University of California, Santa Barbara

• *Standpoint Crisis and the Triple Representational Dilemma: Researching Dominican Drug Robbers in the South Bronx.* Randol Contreras, California State University - Fullerton

• *Lost in Translation: Towards a Liminal Approach to Marginality.* Angie Y. Chung, SUNY Albany; Lina Rincon, SUNY at Albany

Discussant:

• Waverly Duck, University of Pittsburgh

58. **Roundtable--Womanism and Intersectionality (Table 16): Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room**
Presider: Mindelyn R Buford II, Northeastern University

- Intersectionality and Womanism: Theoretical Paradigms Traveling in Tandem. Marla Kohlman, Kenyon College; Bonnie Thornton Dill, University of Maryland, College Park
- When feminism is not enough: Diversifying Gender-Conscious Identities in Survey Research. Catherine E Harnois, Wake Forest University
- Reading and Writing Womanist Poetic Prose: African American Mothers With Deaf Daughters. Valerie Borum, University of Illinois at Chicago

Discussant:

- Mindelyn R Buford II, Northeastern University

59. Roundtable--Objects and Objectivity in Theory (Table 4): Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Barbara Hanson, York University, Toronto

- Objectivities: The Case for a Plural Construct. Barbara Hanson, York University, Toronto
- Habituation and Accumulation of Bodily Capital: An autoethnographic inquiry into the culture of boxing and the formation of muscle memory. Watoii Rabii, Buffalo State College; Watoii Rabii, Buffalo State College
- World in a Rubbermaid Container: The Role of the Object in Memory. Wendy Hilleren, SUNY at Buffalo
- Heirloom. Natalie Latchford, SUNY at Buffalo

60. Roundtable--Sexuality, Gender, and Crime (Table 12): Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Bethany Coston, SUNY at Stony Brook

- Transgender Inmates: How Race, Class, and Gender facilitate being ‘Trans-Enough’. Tre Wentling, Syracuse University; Lucinda Riggins,
- Gender as Health Risk – Issues of Gender(variant) Performance and Personal Safety. Daniela Jauk, University of Akron/OH
- Queer Identities, Rights Laws, and the Prevalence of Intimate Partner Violence. Bethany Coston, SUNY at Stony Brook
- Negotiating Masculinity within Prison: A Racial Comparison. M. Kristen Hefner, University of Delaware

61. Roundtable--Societal Responses and Reactions to Crime (Table 11): Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Sarah Becker, Louisiana State University

- “Like Jackals at a Watering Hole”: Hegemonic Individualism and the Use of Contextualizing or Individuating Discourses by Judges in Capital Sentencing Decisions. Ross Kleinstuber, University of Delaware
62. Roundtable--The Politics of Apparel and Style (Table 19): Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Elizabeth W. Markson, Brandeis University

- **Who Are You Wearing? Examining Appearance and Conformity on the Bridgewater State College Campus.** Jessica Mann, Independent Scholar
- **The Politics of Style: Fashioning the Student Body.** Caroline Pendry, George Mason University
- **Do Clothes Make the (Old) Woman?** Elizabeth W. Markson, Brandeis University
- **Purchasing Status: Predicting Consumer Apparel Spending Moderated by Employment Sector.** Emilie Dubois, Boston College

63. Roundtable--Media Sociology (Table 15): Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Brian McKernan, SUNY at Albany

- **On Non-political Public Sphere.** Yu-Ching Cheng, SUNY at Albany
- **Dealing with Reality: Tastes, Values, and Market Demands in Reality Television Production.** Junhow Wei, University of Pennsylvania
- **Morally Polluted or Purified Auteur: A comparative analysis of international media coverage regarding the Roman Polanski extradition case.** Brian McKernan, SUNY at Albany; Sebastian Moser, University of Halle-Wittenberg; Matthias Revers, SUNY Albany; Ian Sheinheit, SUNY Albany

64. Roundtable--Constructions of Masculinity in the Labor Market and Sports (Table 9): Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Christian Vaccaro, Florida State University

- **Superman, or Just Passing as Him? The Ideal Worker and Men’s Professional Identities.** Erin Reid, Harvard University
- **Fishing for Masculinity: Recreational Fishermen’s Performances of Gender in the Rust Belt.** Timothy Adkins, University of Illinois at Chicago
- **Unpacking the Pain Principle: The Role of Accounts of Pain in Enacting Manhood in the Sport of Mixed Martial Arts.** Christian Vaccaro, Florida State University

65. Roundtable--Racialized Sexualities (Table 7): Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

- **(White) pride: Whiteness, white privilege, and race relations among LGBTQ people.** Megan Rolfe, SUNY at Albany
- **You’re better respected when you carry yourself as a man: Black men’s personal accounts of the down low “lifestyle”.** Chong-suk Han, Middlebury College
• Conceptualizing Queer Interraciality: Sexuality, Stigma, and the Construction of Interracial Identity. Amy Steinbugler, Dickinson College

Discussant:

• Imani D. Williams, University of New Hampshire

66. Roundtable--Financial Resources in Education: Sources and Outcomes (Table 18): Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Jessica Kenty-Drane, Southern Connecticut State University

• Education Finance Reform and State Educational Policy and Practice: Newark, NJ a Case History. Laurie Cohen, Rutgers University
• Spectrum of Private Support in U.S. Public Schools. Jessica Kenty-Drane, Southern Connecticut State University
• School Resources and Its Impact on Strain. Shaina Basile, Villanova University
• In Search for sources other-than-governmental in the Financing of African Higher Education: A word of caution beyond the gains. Touorouzou Herve Some, Ripon College

67. Roundtable--Academic Achievement, Race, Ethnicity and Class (Table 17): Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Ayse Yetis-Bayraktar, University of Massachusetts - Amherst

• Doctoral Dissertation Research: Linkages between Parental Social Class, Children’s Early Time Use Patterns, and the Likelihood of High School and College Completion. Ayse Yetis-Bayraktar, University of Massachusetts - Amherst
• It’s Not Just About the Grades: The Impact of Student Experiences on College Graduation. Stephanie Bramlett, University of New Hampshire
• Variations in the Hispanic-White Educational Achievement gap among Latino subgroups. Natassia Rodriguez, University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill
• The Achilles Heel of Higher Education: Minority and NON-minority Student Retention. Sheila Pierre, University of Connecticut

68. Roundtable--The Intersection of Space and Place in Urban Areas (Table 10): Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Kelly McGeever, SUNY at Albany

• Invisible Locales: Revising the Neighborhood Construct in Urban Sociology. Jackelyn Hwang, Harvard University; Jessica Simes, Harvard University
• Spatial Mismatch and Control: The Niagara Frontier Transportation Authority. Tyler Dupont, SUNY at Buffalo
• Protected and Stigmatized Places: Spatial Conflict and Regulation. Jennifer Girouard, Brandeis University
• NIMBY and the City of Brotherly Love: The Spatial Placement of Group Quarters Population in Philadelphia. Kelly McGeever, SUNY at Albany
69. **Roundtable--Historical Transformations of Global Capitalism (Table 14):** Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Scott Dolan, SUNY at Albany

- *Claiming the Prize: Rationalizing Adventure Capitalism and Privateering in Revolutionary America, 1775-1783.* David Reinecke, Princeton University
- *Neoliberalism and the Shock Doctrine: A Study of the 1979 Volcker-Interest Rate Shock in the United States.* Thomas Volscho, CUNY College of Staten Island
- *An Inner Circle of Nonprofit elites?* Scott Dolan, SUNY at Albany

70. **Roundtable--War, Peace, and New Politics (Table 13):** Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Emanuel Boussios, Nassau Community College

- *Peace through Nonviolence.* Bryan Ellis, Howard University; Kathleen Scott, Howard University
- *The Code of the Samurai: An Invented Tradition.* Brice McKeever, University of Virginia
- *“Partisanship and Regime Change. An Analysis of Americans’ Opinions towards the War on Terror and the Korean, Vietnam, Afghanistan, and Iraq Wars”.* Emanuel Boussios, Nassau Community College
- *The Sorting Hat and Whom It Has Left Out: A New Theoretical Framework for Political Surprises” of the Past Quarter Century.* Adrienne Redd, Arcadia University

71. **Roundtable--Information, Media, and the Reshaping of Health and Health Care (Table 8):** Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Elizabeth A Gage, SUNY at Buffalo

- *The Devil You Know: Parental Online Information Seeking After a Pediatric Cancer Diagnosis.* Christina Panagakis, SUNY at Buffalo; Elizabeth A Gage, SUNY at Buffalo
- *Choosing Surrogacy: How Traditional and Gestational Surrogacy Practices are Advertised.* Elizabeth Ziff, New School for Social Research
- *Organizational standards and work routines: Practicing privacy in health care settings.* Timothy Stablein, Dartmouth College; Denise L. Anthony, Dartmouth College

72. **Roundtable--Contemporary International Migration Issues: Spatial Distribution, Cultural Perspective and Choice of Destination (Table 6):** Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Lina Rincon, SUNY at Albany

- *The Changing Spatial Distribution of Mexican Immigrants Since 1970.* Jeffrey Napierala, SUNY at Albany
- *Cultures of Migration: A Cultural Sociology Intervention in Migration Studies.* Lina Rincon, SUNY at Albany
- *Migrant Women in Europe and Domestic Work.* Pelagia Papazahariou, St John’s University
• *Intersecting Issues, Crossing Communities: Contemporary New York City Activism in Immigrant Communities of Color.* Ariella Rotramel, Rutgers University

73. Roundtable--Organizational Culture and Management (Table 5): Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Cristin Ciocirlan, Elizabethtown College

• *Organizational Ethnography in High Risk Organizations.* Johanna Bishop, Wilmington University
• *The Manager as Acupuncturist: Restoring the Chi in Organizations.* Ed Chung, Elizabethtown College; Cristin Ciocirlan, Elizabethtown College
• *Leadership Conceptual Ambiguities: A Sociological Critique and Resolution.* Bill Brocato, Sam Houston State University
• *Managing Tolerable Risk: A Case Study of Collective Memory.* Johanna Bishop, Wilmington University

74. Roundtable--Making Connections: Teaching Intersectionality (Table 2): Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Kimberly Dugan, Eastern Connecticut State University

• *Intersectional Pedagogy Roadmap: Teaching that Connects Homophobia, Racism, and Sexism as Syndicated Systems of Oppression.* Brandie Dingman, University at Albany, SUNY
• *Race, Class, Gender and Sexuality in the Classroom: A Pedagogical Analysis of the Challenges of Diverse Professors Teaching Salient Identities.* Raja Staggers-Hakim, Eastern Connecticut State University; Kimberly Dugan, Eastern Connecticut State University
• *Service Learning and Intersectionality.* Colin Adams, Berkshire Community College
• *Critical Liberation Pedagogy: Teaching Intersectionality, Media Literacy and the American Dream.* Amber Nelson, University of Maryland - College Park

75. Roundtable--Visual Sociology (Table 3): Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Susan Bell, Bowdoin College

• *Drawing Race: Visual Depictions of Blacks in Children’s Picture Books.* David Bugg, SUNY at Potsdam; Rene Austin, Potsdam Public Library; Kaitlyn C Gibson, SUNY at Potsdam
• *Visualizing Sustainability: Sector and Visual Images of Green Buildings.* Beth Duckles, Bucknell University; Grace Beauseigneur, Bucknell University
• *What to Do with All This Stuff?: Memory, Family, and Material Objects.* Susan Bell, Bowdoin College; Mary Ellen Bell, Wiscasset High School
• *Gendering Graffiti in Brazil.* Voon Chin Phua, Gettysburg College

76. Roundtable--Something for Nothing: Exchange and Gambling (Table 13): Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room
**Presider:** Christopher Wetzel, Stonehill College

- *Participatory Action Research for Human Development of the Scavengers in Bangladesh.* Moklesur Mollah, CUNY Brooklyn College
- *Friends or Foals: A Social Problems Analysis of Wagering on Greyhounds and Thoroughbreds in Massachusetts.* Thompson Lozier, Stonehill College; Christopher Wetzel, Stonehill College
- *Free Stuff: An Agenda for the Lived Affordances of Class Privilege.* Noah McClain, New York University; Ashley Mears, Boston University

77. *Roundtable--Life Course Considerations (Table 1): Friday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room*

**Presider:** Sarah M Corse, University of Virginia

- *Life Course Complexity and Subjective Well-Being in Retirement.* Anette Fasang, Yale University
- *Dreams Deferred or No Dreams at All?: Class, Gender, and Future Aspirations.* Sarah M Corse, University of Virginia; Jennifer Silva, Harvard University
- *The Paradox of Independence: Meanings of Adulthood in the Delayed Transition.* Sylvie Honig, University of Chicago
- *Why Do Kids Matter?: Examining the Role of Spousal Behaviors in Predicting Marital Satisfaction For Parents and Childless Individuals.* Michelle Zagura, SUNY at Albany
- *The Fear of Aging: An Examination of College Students’ Attitudes Toward Aging.* Christi Nelson, Bridgewater State University

10:15 AM-11:45 AM

78. *Thematic--Intersectionality in Disability Studies: Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Cook Room*

**Organizer:** Valerie Leiter, Simmons College
**Presider:** Valerie Leiter, Simmons College

- *Resistance to Incarceration in Prisons and Institutions: an Intersectional Approach.* Liat Ben-Moshe, Syracuse University
- *Contradictions of Ideology and Commerce: Race, Idiocy, and Treatment, 1800-1930.* Allison Carey, Shippensburg University
- *Intersecting the Margins: d/Deaf African American Women in Higher Education.* Reshawna Chapple, Arizona State University
- *Examining the Intersectionality Paradigm: The Exceptional Case of Disability.* Jay Chaskes, Rowan University; Anthony Sommo, Rowan University

79. *Author Meets Critics--Yitzhak Rabin’s Assassination and the Dilemmas of Commemoration by Vered Vinitsky-Seroussi: Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Shippen Room*
Miniconference: China—Session 1- International Migration from China: Perspectives from Migrant Destination and Origin Communities: Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Society Hill Ballroom E1

Organizer: Zai Liang, University at Albany, SUNY
Presider: Qian Song, SUNY at Albany

- Chinese Constructing Boundaries of Race, Class, Gender and Nationality in the United States. Xiaoxin Zeng, University of Southern California
- Beneath the Spectacle: Following the Lion's Dance through Chinatown, New York. Konrad Aderer, CUNY Brooklyn College
- Privileged while disadvantaged - Chinese academic migrants in the U.S. and their suburban weekend school. Jianping Xu, Syracuse University
- International Migration and Community Development: Comparisons of Emigration to the U.S. and Europe from the Same Origin in Rural China. Qian Song, SUNY at Albany

Miniconference: Urban Ethnography—Session 1- Doing Community Studies at Different 'Levels' of Community: Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | William Penn Boardroom

Organizer: Alexandra K. Murphy, Princeton University
Presider: William Kornblum, CUNY Graduate Center

- Panelist. Japonica Brown-Saracino, Boston University
- Panelist. Andrew Deener, University of Connecticut
- Panelist. Shatima Jones, Rutgers University

Regular Paper Session—Intersectional Effects of Race, Gender, Legal Status and Citizenship on the Lives of Transnational Migrants: Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Bromley Room

- Dependence: Dependent Visa and Gender in Families of Indian Professionals in the U.S. . Pallavi Banerjee, University of Illinois at Chicago
- Bifurcated Gender Relations at Home after Migration Depending on Legal Status: Korean International Graduate Students’ Wives. Se Hwa Lee, SUNY at Albany
- At the Intersections of Ethnicity and Citizenship: In what Ways the Habitus of Old Immigrants Shape and Limit the New Comers’ Legal Incorporation in Turkey? . Zeynep Kasli, University of Washington
- Legal Status and Transnationalism among Senegalese Migrants in Europe. Erik Vickstrom, Princeton University
83. Regular Paper Session--Identity Construction in Education: Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Claypoole Room

- School Uniform Controversy in Kyoto, Japan: Collective Identity vs. Individual Freedom. Yuichi Tamura, SUNY at Geneseo
- Developing Dispositions: Parents’ Class-Based Socialization of Children’s Classroom Help-Seeking Behavior. Jessica McCrory Calarco, University of Pennsylvania

Discussant:

Lisa A. Pellerin, Ball State University

84. Regular Paper Session--Housing Segregation: Session1. Residential Segregation, Neighborhoods, and Housing: Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Frampton Room

Organizer: Samantha Friedman, University at Albany, SUNY
Presider: Nancy A. Denton, University at Albany, SUNY

- Patterns of White Residential Segregation: Conceptual Issues, Methodological Challenges, and Trends, 1970 to 2009. John Iceland, Penn State University; Greg Sharp, Penn State University
- Advantage and Neighborhood Integration for Blacks, Latinos, and Whites. Diane Leilani Karafin, Rutgers University, Newark
- Examining the Impact of the Housing Boom on Minority Neighborhood Access. Mary J. Fischer, University of Connecticut; Travis Scott Lowe, University of Connecticut

85. Regular Paper Session--Work, Emotions and Attitudes: Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Reynolds Room

- How Managed is the Social Servant’s Heart? An Exploration of Emotion Management in the Social Service Sector. Veronica Hyde, Eastern Connecticut State University
- Social Similarity in Nanny Work: An Analysis of Employer Preference. Laura Bunyan, University of Connecticut
- Analysis of Organizational and Personal Factors Affecting Self-Esteem in work Settings. Mohammed Albakr, Institute of Public Administration
- “It’s a Dignity Thing”: Nursing Home Care Workers` Use of Emotions. Jason Rodriquez, Rutgers University

Discussant:

- Relational Modernity and the Social Control of Adolescents in Suburbia. Simon Singer, Northeastern University
- The Discovery of Innocence: Juvenile Delinquency in Enlightenment Europe. Jeffery Dennis, SUNY at Oneonta
- Intersectional Considerations of Incarcerated Youth: An Ethnographic Assessment. Milton L. Butts, Jr., Carlow University
- Drifting Between Worlds: Delinquency and Positive Engagement Among Red Hook Youth. Rachel Swaner, CUNY Graduate Center

Discussant:

- Simon Singer, Northeastern University

87. Regular Paper Session—“This is not political”: Ethnographies of Political Life: Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Society Hill Ballroom A2

Presider: Gianpaolo Baiocchi, Brown University

- Civic Imagination in Providence. Gianpaolo Baiocchi, Brown University; Elizabeth Bennett, Brown University; Alissa Cordner, Brown University; Peter Klein, Brown University; Stephanie Savell, Brown University
- (Re)Imagining the State: Census 2010 and the De-Politicization of Politics in Latino Rhode Island. Michael Rodriguez-Muñiz, Brown University

Discussant:

- Claudio Benzecry, University of Connecticut


Presider: Margaret K. Nelson, Middlebury College

- Cultivation in the birth-to-threes: Social Class, Mothering Ideologies, and The Nanny Wars. Cameron L. MacDonald, University of Wisconsin
- Class Differences in Individuals’ Interactions with Institutions: Parallels in Children’s and Parents’ Management of School Grievances. Jessica McCrory Calarco, University of Pennsylvania; Annette Lareau, University of Pennsylvania
- Thinking about Race and Class in Parenting. Kathryn Edin, Harvard University

Discussant:

- Anita A Garey, University of Connecticut

89. Regular Paper Session—Social Movements, Organizations, and Health: Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Society Hill Ballroom D
Presider: Susan Hinze, Case Western Reserve University

- **Common Sense Science or the Scientific Method? Lay and Expert Opinion on Environmental Causation of Polycythemia Vera in Eastern Pennsylvania.** Bessie Flatley, Temple University
- **Embodiment of Health: The Impact of Fundraising Walks on Client-Participants.** Jorie Hofstra, Rutgers University
- **Sex Work, Sexual Rights, and Education: The Importance for HIV and AIDS Research.** Elizabeth Nagel, SUNY at Stony Brook
- **Using their science against them: Strategies in three movements against male circumcision.** Laura Carpenter, Vanderbilt University


- **Women’s Sexuality Stories: Inside and Outside the Dominant Frame.** Jude Hand, Temple University
- **“Out of The Closet And Into The Classroom?: Identity Negotiations of Gay and Lesbian K-12 Teachers”.** Catherine Connell, Boston University
- **Queers in the Line of Fire: Coming Out, Identity Management and Intergroup Dialogue.** Jason Orne, University of Wisconsin - Madison
- **Sexualities in Motion: Limitations of Sexual Fluidity.** Nicole LaMarre, University at Albany, SUNY

Discussant:

- Denise A. Ingram, Mercer County Community College

91. **Regular Paper Session—New Voices in Sociological Theory: Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Whitpen Room**

Organizer: Ieva Zake, Rowan University
Presiders: Ieva Zake, Rowan University; Michael DeCesare, Merrimack College

- **Culture, Agency and the Means of Simulation.** David Boyns, California State University at Northridge
- **Consequences of Experience: The place of life course and biography in theory formulation.** Keith Kerr, Quinnipiac University
- **The Austrian School of Sociology: Old Ideas in Economics and New Research Opportunities in Sociology.** Joshua McCabe, State University of New York at Albany; Brian Pitt, University of Delaware
- **Finding Coherence in Sociology: (Finally!) A Foundational Theory.** Debbie Kasper, Sweet Briar College

Discussants:

- Ieva Zake, Rowan University
- Michael DeCesare, Merrimack College

92. **Committee on the Status of Women Panel—Women of Color in Positions of Power (Co-sponsored with the Committee on the Status of Minorities): Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Flower Room**

- **Gender, Power, Race and Religion: The Changing Role of the First Lady.** Monifa Brinson-Mulraine, New School of Social Research
- **Professional Self-Help Books Marketed to African-Americans.** Dawn Dow, UC Berkeley
• *Immigration, Women, and Leadership: The Case of African Immigrants in Philadelphia.* Augustine N Isamah, Montgomery County Community College

• *Drawing Lines in the Sand: Black Women Administrators Asserting Their Authority in Their Schools.* Chanele Moore,

• *The Importance of and Three Key Resources for Minority Women Entrepreneurs in the United States.* Andrea Smith-Hunter, Siena College

**Discussants:**

• Carrie Lee Smith, Millersville University
• Meghan Ashlin Rich, University of Scranton
• Jacqueline Johnson, Adelphi University

93. **Roundtable--Ideologies and their Reflections in Collective Actions (Table 18):** Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Markus Hadler, Marshall University

• *Progressive Politics in Latin America: The Transition of the FMLN from Social Movement to Political Party in El Salvador.* Rachel Sparkman, Marshall University

• *Ideological Legitimations of Racial Hegemony in Brasil.* Richard Garnett, Marshall University

• *Plausible Substitution and its Role in the Survival of Millenarian Religious Groups.* James Howard, Marshall University

• *Contemporary Terrorism as a Social Movement.* Taylor Watford, Marshall University

• *Conservative Views and Ideologies among the Lower Classes.* Jeffrey McKay, Marshall University

**Discussant:** Lindsay Heinemann, Marshall University

94. **Roundtable--Ideologies and their Reflections in Everyday Life (Table 17):** Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Richard Garnett, Marshall University

• *Food Culture, SAD, and Obesity: The Case of West Virginia.* Ryan Becka, Marshall University

• *Comparing Industrial Culture In Ironton, Ohio and Gdansk, Poland.* Steven Mays, Marshall University

• *A cross cultural comparison of transportation grids.* Kevin McCoy, Marshall University

• *Environmental Beliefs and Behavior: Conflictual and/or Congruent?* Markus Hadler, Marshall University

**Discussant:**

• Lindsay Heinemann, Marshall University

95. **Roundtable--International Comparative Research on Race, Ethnicity, and Immigrants in Europe and the US (Table 5):** Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Binh Pok, CUNY Graduate Center
• **Theoretical & Methodological Considerations for Comparative International Ethnography.**  Akim Oualhaci, CUNY- The Graduate Center
• **Structural Differences in Educational Systems: Opportunities and Challenges for the Second Generation in the United States and Europe.**  Jennifer Sloan, CUNY Graduate Center
• **Gender in a Strange Land: Host Country Gender Norms and Second Generation Asian Immigrants in France and the U.S.**  Binh Pok, CUNY Graduate Center
• **Living Between the Lines: Undocumented Youth and the Boundaries of Legality.**  Stephen Ruszczyk, CUNY Graduate Center

**Discussant:**

• Stephen Ruszczyk, CUNY Graduate Center

96. **Roundtable--Substance Abuse: Intersections of Race, Gender and Sexualities (Table 10): Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room**

**Presider:** Sampson Lee Blair, SUNY at Buffalo

• **Adolescent Substance Use and Marital Stability in Adulthood.**  Sampson Lee Blair, SUNY at Buffalo; Melissa A Menasco, Canisius College
• **Creating LGBTQ-sensitive Substance Abuse Counselors: The Importance of Cultural Competency.**  Ami Lynch, Social Solutions International, Inc.
• **THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOCIAL INTEGRATION AND REGULATION, AND ADULT ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION: AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS USING AGE-PERIOD COHORT CHARACTERISTICS MODELS.**  Christopher C Barnum, St. Ambrose University; Nick Richardson, North Carolina State University; Robert L Perfetti, St. Ambrose University

97. **Roundtable--Intersectionalities in Crime and Formal Social Control (Table 9): Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room**

**Presider:** Eileen Leonard, Vassar College

• **Intersectionality and General Strain Theory: Gender, Race and Crime.**  Jessica Singer, SUNY at Albany; Samantha Applin, SUNY at Albany
• **Denying the Rights of Citizenship to Convicted Offenders: The Need for an Intersectional Approach.**  Eileen Leonard, Vassar College
• **Double Jeopardy?: Race and Sex in 20th Century Criminal Justice.**  Kristin L. Murphy, Columbia University
• **Prisoners of Color: Intersecting Stigmas.**  Jenifer Drew, Ph.D., Lasell College
• **“Stigma and Shame: Intersectionalities of Gender, Race, Class, and Drug Addiction.”**  Jolene Sanders, Hood College

98. **Roundtable--Culture and Meaning (Table 14): Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room**

**Presider:** Allen Shelton, Buffalo State College

• **The Superorganism around 1993.**  Allen Shelton, Buffalo State College
• **Creating a “Good” Death: The Dramaturgy of Veterinary Euthanasia.**  Patricia Morris, Drury University
• Comparing Themes in Gay-Lesbian Romance Novels with Those in Heterosexual Romance Novels. Barbara Tomaskovic-Devey, U-Mass Amherst; Laura V. Heston, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
• The Zombie in Film: Social Context and Political Criticism. David Strohecker, University of Maryland - College Park

99. Roundtable--LGBTQ Politics (Table 6): Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Deirdre Sommerlad-Rogers, SUNY Institute of Technology

• Contestation, Intentionality, and Collective Identity at Spartanburg’s (SC) First LGBT Pride March. Katherine McFarland, University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill
• LGBT Pride and External Institutionalization: Mobilizing Resources, Culture, and Symbolic Capital in Urban Contexts. Lauren Joseph, Penn State Schuykill
• Gay and lesbian political participation. Deirdre Sommerlad-Rogers, SUNY Institute of Technology; Joshua Burgess, SUNY Institute of Technology
• Transnational Same-Sex Marriage of Hong Kong Lesbians. Chi Cheng Wat, Texas A & M University

100. Roundtable--Sex, Drugs and Religion (Table 11): Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Julie Ford, College at Brockport

• Religion and Substance Use: Evidence from the Transition to Adulthood Module of the Panel Study of Income Dynamics. Julie Ford, College at Brockport; Elliot B. Weininger, SUNY Brockport; John S Lellock, College at Brockport
• How Long Is Forever?: An Examination of Religiosity, Self-Esteem, and Romantic Relationships in College Students. Taylor Hall, University of Massachusetts - Boston
• Appetites for Destruction: Sexuality, Teen Girls and the Religious Push for Sexual Abstinence. Ashley French, CUNY Graduate Center
• Religion-supported Programs and Teens’ Alcohol Use: Investigating the Influence of Involvement in Religion-supported Extracurricular Activities on the Alcohol Use of Religious and Secular Teens. Amy Adamczyk, CUNY John Jay College

101. Roundtable--The Politics of Populism (Table 12): Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Charles A. Gallagher, LaSalle University

• Feedback in the Public Sphere: Limbaugh and the 'Mainstream' Media. Andrew Horvitz, SUNY at Albany
• The Majority as Minority: Beck, Tea Partiers and White Perceptions of Victimization. Charles A. Gallagher, LaSalle University
• Populism, Race, Left and Right. Nicole Hala, CUNY Queens College
• "We Swear, We Won’t Vote for You Again!": Pensioner Political Organizing in Post-Socialist Romania. Gerard Weber, CUNY Bronx Community

102. Roundtable--Developing Social Movements (Table 13): Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room
Presider: Jocelyn S. Viterna, Harvard University

- The 2010 United States Social Forum: Movement Building in the Greater Boston Area. Erica Bushell, Northeastern University; Meghan Doran, Northeastern University; Matt Judge, Northeastern University; Jeff Juris, Northeastern University; Amy Lubitow, Northeastern University; Lauren Nicoll, Northeastern University; Christopher Prener, Northeastern University
- Learning from Experience: Lessons for Convict Criminology and Prison Reentry Movements from the Feminist Movement. Deirdre Caputo, SUNY at Stony Brook
- Alter-Globalization: experience and subjectivity to become actors in the global age. Geoffrey Pleyers, FNRS UC Louvain & CADIS
- Neither Civil Society Nor States: INGOs as New Powerholders in Developing Societies. Jocelyn S. Viterna, Harvard University

103. Roundtable—Health Disparities and Constructing Normalities (Table 7): Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Sangeeta Parashar, Montclair State University

- Overcoming the ‘Fat’ Stigma: Intragroup Resilience among Obese Individuals and Implications for Health Behaviors. Lauren Murphy, Rutgers University
- “Stuffed and Starved: Unraveling the Paradox of Childhood Obesity and Undernutrition in India”. Sangeeta Parashar, Montclair State University
- The Cost of Beauty: Dollars or Sense? Taressa Diaz, Moravian College
- What is Normal?: How Technology Mediates Normality in the Deaf Case. Kathryn Burrows, Rutgers University

104. Roundtable—Parenting and the Body (Table 4): Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Laura West Steck, York College of Pennsylvania

- Pink, Blue, or Purple? Lessons GLBT parents impart to their children on following and transgressing normative expectations of gender and sexuality. Cara Bergstrom-Lynch, Eastern Connecticut State University
- Constructions of "Natural" Infant Feeding Practices and the Consumer Market in Breastfeeding Support Products. Laura West Steck, York College of Pennsylvania; Tamara L Smith, Westfield State College
- Brains, Bodies, and Babies: Experiencing Pregnancy on a University Campus. Sara Moore, George Mason University

105. Roundtable—Masculinity Across Social Spheres (Table 8): Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Michael Steklof, SUNY at Albany

- White Masculine Heteronormative Culture and Work. Michael Steklof, SUNY at Albany
- The New Male Threat. Paul E Calarco, Jr., Hudson Valley Community College
• Men Loving Men.  Kendal Broad, University of Florida

106. Roundtable—Food Inequality and Intersectionalities (Table 2): Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

   Presider: Alice Julier, Chatham University

   • The Impact of Resource Scarcity on a City-Level Emergency Food System: Sharing Resources, the Rules, and “Double-dipping”.  Stephanie Crist, Syracuse University
   • An Exploratory Analysis of Urban Food Deserts, Liquor Availability and Health Indicators in Economically Disparate Wards of the District of Columbia.  Melissa Gouge, American University
   • Food Tourism and Cultural Colonialism: A Critical Review of Anthony Bourdain’s No Reservations.  Melinda Mills, Castleton State College
   • Critiquing Hegemony, Creating Food: Intersectionality, Food, and Social Justice in the Classroom.  Alice Julier, Chatham University

107. Roundtable—Media, Technology and America’s Youth (Table 1): Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

   Presider: Demie Kurz, University of Pennsylvania

   • Presentation of Self, Self-disclosure, Risks and Privacy: What College Students Think!.  Marjorie Marcoux Faiia, Rivier College
   • This Program Is Brought to You by the Letter “O”, as in Obesity: The Prevalence of Food and Beverage Companies in Underwriting of PBS Children’s Programming.  Joelle Gilmore, University of Pennsylvania
   • BFF?: A Qualitative and Quantitative Examination of Communication Technology, Face-to Face Interaction, and Friendship Ties.  Jacqueline M. Keil, Kean University; Mary Lou Mayo, Kean University; Gordon E Marsh, Roanoke College
   • Child’s Play in the Virtual World of Webkinz.  Patricia Masters, George Mason University

108. Roundtable—Organizations and Organizational Environment (Table 3): Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

   Presider: Jal Mehta, Harvard Graduate School of Education

   • Bayview Hunter’s Point: How Community Power Defines the Decision Making Process of Urban Redevelopment Through Collective Action in San Francisco.  Christina Jackson, University of California Santa Barbara
   • Framing Development: Discourses of Farmers’ Suicide and Development Organizations.  Bernadette Marie White, Syracuse University
   • Invited Accountability.  Megan Holland, Harvard University; Jal Mehta, Harvard Graduate School of Education
   • Astrosociology: Has it’s time come?  John Wilkes,

109. Roundtable—The Effects of Social and Cultural Capital on Academic Achievement (Table 16): Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room
Presider: Scott Davies, McMaster University

- **Capital in Action: Investigating the Uneven Processes of Capital Accumulation and Subsequent Integrative Strategies of Black Undergraduates at an Elite Institution.** Anthony Abraham Jack, Harvard University
- **Inequalities in Early Literacy: Findings from a Canadian Seasonal Learning Study.** Scott Davies, McMaster University; Janice Aurini, University of Waterloo
- **Social Capital and the Academic Achievement of Immigrant Students.** Na Yeong Kim, SUNY at Albany
- **Cultural Mobility: A Longitudinal Analysis of the Effects of Cultural Capital on Academic Attitudes and Educational Outcomes.** S. Michael Gaddis, University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill; Andrew R Payton, University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill

110. Roundtable--Educational Choices by Schools and Families (Table 13): Friday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Brian Carolan, Montclair State University

- **Families' Search Behavior during School Choice Decision-Making.** Helen Marie Miamidi, Temple University
- **Intersectionalities in an Urban College-Preparatory High School.** Mary McKillip, College Board
- **School Choice: A Mixed Method Study Exploring Assumptions and Asking Questions.** Margaret Boyd, Stonehill College; Alicia Duffany, Stonehill College

12:00 PM-1:30 PM

111. Thematic--Intersectionality and Demographic Research: Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Cook Room

Organizers: Nancy A. Denton, University at Albany, SUNY; Samantha Friedman, University at Albany, SUNY

Presider: Samantha Friedman, University at Albany, SUNY

- **Mortality and Intersectionality.** Gretchen Condran, Temple University
- **Neighborhoods and Crime and Intersectionality.** Lauren Krivo, Rutgers University
- **Families and Household and Intersectionality.** Kris Marsh, University of Maryland
- **Immigration and Intersectionality.** Doug Massey, Princeton University

112. Author Meets Critics--Freelancing Expertise: Contract Professionals in the New Economy by Debra Osnowitz: Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Shippen Room

Organizer: Peter Meiksins, Cleveland State University

Presider: Peter Meiksins, Cleveland State University

- **Critic.** Steven Vallas, Northeastern University
- **Critic.** Jackie Krasas, Lehigh University
- **Critic.** Matthew Bidwell, Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania
- **Author.** Debra Osnowitz, Clark University
113. Author Meets Critics--Fire in the Heart: How White Activists Embrace Racial Justice by Mark Warren: Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | William Penn Boardroom

**Organizer:** Kenneth Andrews, University of North Carolina  
**Presider:** Kenneth Andrews, University of North Carolina

- **Critic.** Kathy Blee, University of Pittsburgh  
- **Critic.** Charles A. Gallagher, LaSalle University  
- **Critic.** Jenny Irons, Hamilton College  
- **Author.** Mark Warren, Harvard University

114. Conversation--Peace and Security: Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Frampton Room

**Presider:** Josh Klein, Iona College

- **Discussant.** Stephen Eric Bronner, Rutgers University, New Brunswick  
- **Discussant.** Ida Susser, Hunter College and The Graduate Center, CUNY  
- **Discussant.** Fida Mohammad, SUNY at Oneonta  
- **Discussant.** David N. Smith, University of Kansas  
- **Discussant.** Josh Klein, Iona College

115. Miniconference: Transnationalism--Session 1-Thinking Transnational, Thinking Gender & Sexuality: Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E2

**Organizers:** Jyoti Puri, Simmons College; Bandana Purkayastha, University of Connecticut  
**Presider:** Jyoti Puri, Simmons College

- **Gender and the Transnational: Translating in the Feminist Counterpublic.** Millie Thayer, University of Massachusetts Amherst  
- **Sexual Citizenship and Reproduction Rights in Transnational Context: Creating a Dialogue between Feminist and Queer Perspectives.** Nancy A. Naples, University of Connecticut; Mary Bernstein, University of Connecticut  
- **Transnational Class Identities and the Migration Project.** Nazli Kibria, Boston University

**Discussant:** Jyoti Puri, Simmons College

116. Miniconference: China--Session 2- Education, Inequality, and Rural-Urban Divide in China: Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E1

**Organizer:** Zai Liang, University at Albany, SUNY  
**Presider:** Yingyi Ma, Syracuse University
• Higher Education in China: Opportunity or Quagmire? Yingyi Ma, Syracuse University
• Education and inequality in contemporary China: the changing relationship between intellectuals and workers in SOEs since the reform. JU LI, SUNY at Binghamton

117. Regular Paper Session--Transformations of Work: Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Bromley Room

• Good Times and Bad: How Workers Explain and Confront Labor Market Change. Andrea Hill, Northeastern University
• Just another Fracin’ Job: Understanding Natural Gas Workers in Pennsylvania’s Marcellus Shale Region. Matthew Filteau, Penn State University
• The Justification of Adjuncts: Academic Worth and Economic Value in American Higher Education. Nicholas Pagnucco, SUNY at Albany

Discussant:

• Ofer Sharone, MIT

118. Regular Paper Session--The Construction of Public Space: Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Claypoole Room

• The Socially Constructed Community: Roadies, Travel, and Route 66. Bruce Day, Central Connecticut State University
• Family Movie-going, Cinema Experience and Negotiation of Public Space. Lakshmi Srinivas, University of Massachusetts - Boston

Discussant:

• Thomas DeGloma, Hunter College, CUNY

119. Regular Paper Session--Women of Color: Identity, Embodiment, and Efficacy: Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Reynolds Room

• The Co-construction of Trusting Relations: The case of Black Women and their Hair Stylists. Kamila Alexander, University of Pennsylvania
• Desexualizing the Fat, Black Body: Large African-American Women and the Marriage Market. Nyaunu Stevens, University of Connecticut
• All the Single Ladies: An Analysis of Black Single Women. Cassandra Carter, State University of New York at Albany
• Black-White Differences in the Association between Maternal Age at First Birth and Change in Personal Efficacy. Theresa Simpson, Rutgers University

Discussant:

• Lynn H. Green, Cheyney University of Pennsylvania
120. Regular Paper Session--Mapping Class: Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom A1

- A Case for the Old Class Map: A Counterpoint to Weeden and Grusky.  Jeremiah Coldsmith, University of Connecticut
- Lessons Learned: Making the Case for the Study of Cross-Class Interactions.  Patrick Inglis, CUNY Graduate Center
- Comparative History and Middle-Class Formation: New Narrative Directions.  Celso M Villegas, Brown University

Discussant:

- Vincent Serravallo, Rochester Institute of Technology

121. Regular Paper Session--Pregnancy, Reproduction, and Birth Questions: Session 2. Choice and Control in Birth: Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom A2

Organizers: Danielle Bessett, University of Cincinnati; Theresa Morris, Trinity College
Presider: Christina Bermingham, Dublin City University

- The Use and Abuse of "Choice" in American Childbirth.  Mary Regan, University of Maryland; Raymond De Vries, University of Michigan
- Surrendering, Fighting, or Managing? Women’s Understandings and Experiences of “Control” in the First Birth Experience.  Sarah Garrett, University of California at Berkeley
- Mothers of Invention: Pregnancy, Birth and Cultural Practice.  Alana Bibeau, University of Rhode Island
- The Machine that Goes Bing: The Role of Technology on the Increasing U.S. Cesarean Section Rate.  Theresa Morris, Trinity College
- Technology and the Trauma of Imperfect Birth: A Qualitative Analysis of the Experience of Parenting in the NICU.  Joanna Cohen, Temple University

122. Regular Paper Session--Intersectional Approaches to Physical and Mental Health and Well-Being: Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom C

Presider: Susan Hinze, Case Western Reserve University

- The Intersection of Race/Ethnicity and Gender in Trajectories of Functional Change: A Consideration of Between- and Within-Group Heterogeneity.  David F. Warner, Case Western Reserve University; Jielu Lin, Case Western Reserve University
- Multiple Intersections, Multiple Methods: Looking at the Relationship between Working-class Masculinity and Disablement among Manual Laborers in the Construction Industry.  Amy Sorensen, Virginia Tech
- Intersectionality of Race, Gender and Age in Hypertension Trajectories Across the Life Course.  Liana Richardson, University of North Carolina; Tyson Brown, Vanderbilt University
- Acculturative Hassles and Mental Health Among Somali Adolescents: An Intersectional Approach.  Alisa K. Lincoln, Northeastern University; Brandy Hubbard, Northeastern University; B. Heidi Ellis, Harvard Medical School
- Social Support and Healthy Lifestyle Changes in Middle and Older Age: Patterns by Gender and Race.  Rachel Margolis, University of Pennsylvania
123. Regular Paper Session--Professionalization and Legitimacy in Health Care: Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom D

**Organizer:** Jacob Heller, SUNY College at Old Westbury

- *Resist or Embrace Medicine?: Ambivalent Associations & Boundary-Drawing in a Growing Field of Alternative Healthcare.* Misty Curreli, SUNY at Stony Brook
- *Compassion or Expertise? The Sources and Determinants of Public Trust in Doctors in the United States and Iceland.* Sigrun Olafsdottir, Boston University; Bernice A Pescosolido, Indiana University
- *Crafting professional identity and domains of work through everyday interactions within a nursing organization.* LaTonya Trotter, Princeton University
- *Risk, Social Protection and Trust.* Benjamin F. Hadis, Montclair State University

**Discussant:**

- Jacob Heller, SUNY College at Old Westbury

124. Regular Paper Session--Volunteerism, Civic Engagement, and Social Change: Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Whitpen Room

- *Pathways to Participation: Youth Civic Engagement in Philadelphia.* Melody Boyd, Temple University
- *Why they stop: assessing causes of discontinued voluntarism in online peer-production communities.* Michael Restivo, SUNY at Stony Brook
- *Spectrums of Service: From Charity to Change.* Dave Harker, Boston College
- *Case Study: Aligning college intern programs and volunteerism to create a sustainable microfinance program in Iquitos, Peru.* Diana Krajewski, Kean University

**Discussant:**

- Mikaila Mariel Lemonik Arthur, Rhode Island College

125. Roundtable--Making Theory Paradigms (Table 3): Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Victor Lidz, Drexel University

- *A History of the Human Condition Paradigm by Victor Lidz and Harold Bershady.* Victor Lidz, Drexel University; Harold J. Bershady, University of Pennsylvania
- *Origins and Uses of the Axial Age Concept.* John D. Boy, CUNY Graduate Center; John C. Torpey, CUNY Graduate Center
- *Differential Association and Political Orientations: Towards a Normal Science for Interactionist Theories of Criminality.* Nicholas John Hauman, Virginia Commonwealth University
- *Critical Demography -- SAY WHAT!? Only Ten Years From a Philosophic-Articulation, to a Fully Functioning Research-Institution?* Salvatore Labaro, State University of New York at Albany

126. Roundtable--Issues in Social Psychology: Emotions and Stereotypes (Table 2): Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Hamilton Room
Presider: Teresa Downing-Matifag, Iowa State University

- "He Doesn’t Look Like He Sounds": Mental Imagery and Implicit Stereotypes on the Basis of Voice. Eric Kushins, Rutgers University
- A Preliminary Analysis of Emotion Chains Perceived by Individuals and Groups at Reclaiming Intensive Recruiting and Training Events. Elizabeth Williamson, Rutgers University
- Reference Group Comparison during the Icelandic Recession. Jón Gunnar Bernburg, University of Iceland; Berglind H Ragnarsdottir, Stony Brook University; Sigrun Olafsdottir, Boston University

127. Roundtable--Gendered Violence and Sexual Assault (Table 8): Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Zeynep Selen Artan-Bayhan, CUNY Graduate Center

- Gendering Crime: Women, Violence and Media in Turkey. Zeynep Selen Artan-Bayhan, CUNY Graduate Center
- Ms. Degi, Meet Misrecognition: Reflections on a personal recovery from sexual assault through a gendered conflict resolution lens TOPIC: GENDER, VIOLENCE. Elizabeth Degi, George Mason University
- Victim Erasure?: Questioning the de- and re-gendering of sexual assault prevention programs. Ami Lynch, Social Solutions International, Inc.; Susanne Beechey, Whitman College

128. Roundtable--Substance Abuse and Youth (Table 7): Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Kristine Rosales, CUNY Queens College

- Are We Insulated or Exposed to Potential Drug Use? Kristine Rosales, CUNY Queens College
- Tobacco Use Among Girls Attending 9th and 10th Grade: Potential Indicators In Hope of Prevention. Mary Diaz, CUNY Queens College
- Prescription Drug Use Among College Students. Ranita Ray, University of Connecticut
- Expectations to Graduate from College and Drug Availability. Sade' Vaughn, Ohio State University

129. Roundtable--Sociology of the Media: Political and Cultural Imagery (Table 15): Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Hamilton Room

- The Oscillation of a Social Problem: Veterans’ Health Care in the Public Arena. Mollie Rubin, University of Pennsylvania
- Barack Obama: the Rise and Fall of a Cultural Icon. Caroline Erb-Medina, CUNY Graduate Center
- The Society of the Spectacle and Commodity Culture: Erving Goffman and the Contemporary Self. Black Hawk Hancock, DePaul University

130. Roundtable--Cross-Race and Cross-Ethnic Relations (Table 4): Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Eona Harrison, Bloomsburg University
• You Are Not Like Me! Well, Maybe, If You Are Educated and Nice: How Second Generation Adults of Nigerian Descent Negotiate Being Black and Blackness in the US and UK. Onoso Imoagene, Harvard University
• Recent Attitudes toward Interracial Marriage. Eona Harrison, Bloomsburg University
• Beyond Black and White: Prejudice within and between Racial Minorities. Kesha Moore, Drew University; Maria Lopez, Drew University
• Rupture in Nationalism: Marketization of National Pasts. Defne Over, Cornell University

131. Roundtable—Building Congregations (Table 9): Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Matthew Loveland, Le Moyne College

• Religious Congregations: Their Response to Gentrification. Ann Marie Gabriel, CUNY Brooklyn College
• Leadership and Congregational Decline. Steve McMullin, University of New Brunswick
• One Building, Many Parishes: Community in a merged Catholic parish. Matthew Loveland, Le Moyne College; Katelyn Stevens, Le Moyne College
• Broadcasting the Gospel: Exploring Televangelism in Contemporary America. Jaime Hartless, University of Virginia

132. Roundtable—New Directions in the Study of Urban Development (Table 6): Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Robert Grantham, University of Massachusetts - Lowell

• Urban Problems: Learning from Other Traditions. Robert Grantham, University of Massachusetts - Lowell
• Resisting the Growth Machine: Esperanza Community Housing Corporation and the L.A. Live CBA. Jonathan Truong, University of Southern California
• Double Exposure: Examining the Consequences of Leveraged Lending for CDFIs. Lynne Moulton, College at Brockport, SUNY; Eric Kaldor, College at Brockport, SUNY
• The Role of Business Improvement Districts [BiDs] in the Making of Urban Neighborhoods. Ervin Kosta, CUNY Graduate Center

133. Roundtable—Politics of Resource Development (Table 12): Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Solon Simmons, George Mason University

• PETRO-PREDICAMENTS AND POLITICS: HOW DEMOCRACY SHAPED DEVELOPMENT IN TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO. Zophia Edwards, Boston University
• Development and the Appropriation of Official Spheres of Competence in Kyrgyzstan. David Levy, Boston University
• The Marcellus Shale Gas Rush: Boom and/or Bust? Christopher F. Armstrong, Bloomsburg University; Samantha J Baker., Bloomsburg University
• A Comparative Research on High Technology Innovation in Taiwan and Mainland China. Tianyue Ma, SUNY at Albany
134. Roundtable--Negotiating Family Work (Table 5): Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Uh Young Park, Harvard University

- *When Home is Work and Work is Home: Habitus and Habits of Mind Among Home-based Employees.* Karen Danna-Lynch, UMDNJ Robert Wood Johnson Medical School
- *The Balancing Act: The Effects of Work-Family Conflict on Work Attitudes.* Travis Scott Lowe, University of Connecticut
- *Is the Revolution Still Stalled? Dual Income Couple’s Domestic Division of Labor in South Korea.* Uh Young Park, Harvard University
- *PRODUCTION NETWORKS AND URBAN SPACE: HOME-BASED WORK AND URBAN TOPOGRAPHY.* Utku Balaban,

135. Roundtable--Cultural Approaches to Inequality (Table 14): Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Robert Zussman, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

- *Defining Misogyny Out of Existence: Power Evasive and Victim Blaming Discourses among Rappers.* Antonia Randolph, University of Delaware
- *Social Media’s Impact on the Digital Divide and Suggestions for Change.* Ed Chung, Elizabethtown College; Cristin Ciocirlan, Elizabethtown College; Carolan Mclarney, Dalhousie University
- *Icons and Iconoclasm as a Set of Complex and intersectional Status Relations.* Murray Milner Jr, University of Virginia

136. Roundtable--Sociology of Science (Table 1): Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Andrew Stroffolino, Rutgers University

- *Engineering Success: Engaging Youth of Color in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM).* Don Sawyer, Syracuse University
- *Science on the Margins: Beliefs Among Scientists who Study Anomalies.* William Bengston, St. Joseph’s College
- *Unraveling the Double Bind: Narratives of Women of Color in STEM.* Lily T. Ko, TERC; Apriel K. Hodari, CNA; Irene A. Liefshitz, Harvard University; Maria T. Ong, TERC; Carol A Wright, CUNY, Professional Staff Congress
- *Antarctica as Laboratory: Scientists, Explorers, and the Intersection of Professional Statuses.* Daniel Finn, University of Virginia

137. Roundtable--Competition in Athletics (Table 10): Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Hugo Ceron-Anaya, Moravian College

- *From Cultivation to Obligation: Gymnasts’ Journeys from Extracurricular to Elite Competition.* Keri Monahan, University of Pennsylvania
- *The Double Life of Golf: Class, Business Practices, and Pierre Bourdieu in Mexico.*  Hugo Ceron-Anaya, Moravian College
- *A Critical Examination of the Lindsey Vonn/Julia Mancuso Rivalry.*  Maura Rosenthal, Bridgewater State University; Samantha R Lewenberg, Bridgewater State University
- *You Play to Win the Game: Unethical and Deviant Behavior among Youth Sport Coaches.*  Joseph Boyle, Brookdale Community College

138. **Roundtable--Macro Level Analysis: Employment and Industry (Table 11):** Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Laura O'Toole, Salve Regina University

- *Women’s Employment Patterns: A Cross-National Comparison of High- and Middle-Income Countries.*  Natascia Boeri, CUNY Graduate Center

139. **Roundtable--Multiculturalism, Counseling, Surveillance and Jobs (Table 17):** Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Susan Jotz, Kean University

- *Teachers and the Multicultural Mosaic.*  Susan Jotz, Kean University; Christopher Donoghue, Kean University; David Brandwein, Kean University
- *The College Counseling Role of High School Counselors: A Review of the Literature.*  Mary McKillip, College Board
- *Altruistic Fear and the Expansion of the Use of Metal Detectors in Philadelphia’s Public Schools.*  Billie Gastic, University of Massachusetts - Boston; Dominique Johnson, Ramapo College

140. **Roundtable--Nontraditional Education: Summer Camps, Adult Education, and Maternal Education (Table 16):** Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Sangeeta Parashar, Montclair State University

- *Becoming a (Teach For America) Teacher.*  Patricia Maloney, Yale University
- *Social Context, Academic Achievement and Educational Attainment in Adult Learners.*  Danis Joyce Gehl, SUNY at Buffalo; Dominique Griffin, SUNY Buffalo
- *"Education as Equalizing or Culture as Overpowering?: Maternal Education and Gender Differentials in Education in India."*  Sangeeta Parashar, Montclair State University; Carolyn Foley, Montclair State University
141. Undergraduate Poster Session--Undergraduate Poster Session I: Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Lobby

- A Collective Efficacy Approach to Crime Prevention. Kelsey Kern, Villanova University; Chelsea Moylan, Villanova University
- The Relationship between Level of Education and Subsequent Criminal Activity. Jaclyn DiScala, Villanova University; Mary Anna McCabe, Villanova University
- Danger on the Reservation? Examining the Relationship of Felonies and Population Density on Native American Tribal Lands. Justin Kerley,
- Do Drugs Cause Violence, or Do People? Keith Capecci, Villanova University; Brad Ackerman, Villanova University
- Success of Residential Drug Treatment Programs. Joshua Roth, Villanova University; Catherine Pirolli, Villanova University
- Gun Prevalence and the Gun Homicide Rate: A criminological research-based study on the relationship between gun prevalence and the gun homicide rate. William Cuomo, Villanova University; Michael L Schlegel, Villanova University
- The Effect of Adherence to Social Roles on Enjoyment of Young Adult Literature. Ellen Parsons,
- Childhood Abuse and Neglect and the Link to Future Juvenile or Adult Criminality. Kathryn Meredith, Villanova University; Brendan McGoey, Villanova University
- Is gender natural? Chelly Akibeh, CUNY Brooklyn College
- Aging and Legalization of Marijuana. Donald Davis Lauren McCoy, Villanova University
- Stratification and Spanking. Michelle Garzia Kristen Valosky, Villanova University
- Hitting It Big: The Effect of Income on Willingness to Work. Amanda Waleko Zach LeBlanc, Villanova University
- Effects of Strength of Religious Affiliation on Marital Happiness. Warren Howe, Villanova University; Claire Mulhern, Villanova University
- Belief in a Traditional Family Across Racial Demographics. Ashley Thompson, Brittany May, Alexandra Hayes, Villanova University
- The Effect of Religious Intensity on Marital Happiness. Lauren Nolin Elizabeth Forster, Villanova University
- Race Effects on Recycling Habits of Glass and Plastic. Aaron Yu, Leann Riether, Michael Magnatta, Villanova University
- The Effect of Single Mother Homes of Juvenile delinquency. Kathryn Barrett,
- What’s On The Menu?: Inequality in School Nutrition. Kelly Donovan, Villanova University
- Low Socioeconomic Status and Cervical Cancer Risk in the U.S. Christina Villella, Villanova University
- Conditions for an Optimal Marriage. Mike D’Antonio, Villanova University
- Neighborhood Race/Ethnic Composition, Crime and Residents’ Perceived Level of Control. Lauren Sullivan, Villanova University
- Future Success of Scholarship Athletes. David Roman, Villanova University
- A Comparison of Rural and Urban Women’s Poverty. Jennifer Maez, Villanova University
- Effects of Court Assumptions on the treatment of Mentally Ill Prisoners. Alexandra Frantz, Villanova University

142. ESS Special Events & Meetings--Women of Color Navigating Power in the Academy: An Informal Conversation about the Profession and Marginalization: Friday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Flower Room

Organizers: Corinne Castro, Temple University; Michelle Byng, Temple University

1:45 PM-3:15 PM

143. Thematic--Poverty and Homelessness: Local and Global Perspectives: Friday Feb 25 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Cook Room
**Organizer:** Anne Roschelle, SUNY New Paltz  
**Presider:** Anne Roschelle, SUNY New Paltz

- *Doomed to Fail: Domestic Violence Among Homeless Welfare Recipients in San Francisco.* Anne Roschelle, SUNY New Paltz
- *Parties, Poverty, and Civil Society in the Developing World.* Ş. İlgü Özler, SUNY New Paltz
- *Constructing Homelessness and Constructing Homes in Post-Earthquake Haiti.* Cynthia Bogard, Hofstra University

144. **Author Meets Critics—Thug Life: Race, Gender, and the Meaning of Hiphop by Michael Jeffries:** Friday Feb 25 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Shippen Room

**Organizer:** Mary Ann Clawson, Wesleyan University  
**Presider:** Mary Ann Clawson, Wesleyan University

- **Critic.** Imani Perry, Princeton University
- **Critic.** Deirdre Royster, New York University
- **Critic.** David Grazian, University of Pennsylvania
- **Author.** Michael P. Jeffries, Wellesley College

145. **Miniconference: Transnationalism—Session 2—Talking Back to Transnationalism: Conversations & Conceptual Directions:** Friday Feb 25 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E2

**Organizers:** Jyoti Puri, Simmons College; Bandana Purkayastha, University of Connecticut  
**Presider:** Bandana Purkayastha, University of Connecticut

- *Feminist Epistemologies & the Politics of Knowledge.* Celine-Marie Pascale, American University
- *Becoming Transnationals in the US: African Immigrant Women in Greater Boston and Philadelphia* (For the Mini-Conference on Transnationalism. Mary Osirim, Bryn Mawr College
- *The Study of “Global” India: When Everyday Expressions of Femininity are “Local” No More.* Smitha Radhakrishnan, Wellesley College

**Discussant:**
- Bandana Purkayastha, University of Connecticut

146. **Workshop—Findings from Three Waves of the Bachelor’s and Beyond Survey: Implications for Departments Developing Curriculum and Extra-Curricular Activities in a Recession-Racked Economy:** Friday Feb 25 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Flower Room

**Organizer:** Roberta Spalter-Roth, American Sociological Association  
**Presider:** Roberta Spalter-Roth, American Sociological Association

- **Panelist.** Roberta Spalter-Roth, American Sociological Association
• **Panelist.** Pamela Stone, Hunter College, CUNY
• **Panelist.** Michael Wood, Hunter College, CUNY
• **Panelist.** Nicole Van Vooren, American Sociological Association

147. **Miniconference: China--Session 3- Culture, Rituals, Property Rights, and Green Technologies in China:** Friday Feb 25 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E1

**Organizer:** Zai Liang, University at Albany, SUNY

**Presider:** Jing Li, SUNY at Albany

- **“We Don’t Wash Man’s Underwear like They Do”: Gender, Marriage, and Culture in Chinese Brides’ Lives.** Paoyi Huang, CUNY Graduate Center
- **Chinese “Face” and Kindness Rituals.** Shanyang Zhao, Temple University
- **Build Your Dreams: China’s New Green Initiatives.** Xiaoshuo Hou, St Lawrence University
- **Institutional Legacies, Multiple Rights Claims and the Formation of Market Logics in Domestic Property Rights Arrangements of Contemporary China.** Jing Li, SUNY at Albany

148. **Miniconference: Urban Ethnography--Session 2- The Moral Economy of Violence in the U.S. Inner City: Ethnographic Notes from North Philadelphia:** Friday Feb 25 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | William Penn Boardroom

**Organizer:** Mitchell Duneier, Princeton

- **Presenter.** Philippe Bourgois, University of Pennsylvania

149. **Regular Paper Session--International Migration: Gender and Work:** Friday Feb 25 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Bromley Room

- **Intersecting Marginality: Indonesian Female Domestic Workers’ Writing Group in Hong Kong.** Shiho Sawai, SUNY at Albany
- **The Experiences of Immigrant Nurses in Lowell, MA - A Case Study.** Yingchan Zhang, Northeastern University
- **American Dreams: Immigrant Women’s Empowerment in Queens, NY. Michael Flynn and Fabiola Fernandez-Salek.** Michael Flynn Fabiola Fernandez-Salek, CUNY John Jay College
- **Negotiating Racialized Gendering Forces: Intersectional Analysis of Japanese-Brazilian Women in Japan.** Miho Iwata, University of Connecticut
- **Intersectionality and Migration: A Meta-analysis of the Study of Migration in Asia.** Keumjae Park, William Paterson University

**Discussant:**

- Mary Gallant, Rowan University

150. **Regular Paper Session--Culture, Consumption and the Construction of Meaning:** Friday Feb 25 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Claypoole Room
- **Folk Poetry as a Lens on Non-Elite History: The Korean "Sesipungyo" and Korea’s Middle Class in the Joseon Dynasty**. Yanghwan Choi, CUNY Queens College
- **The Production of Meaning: Analyzing Lifestyle Brand Creation**. Emilie Dubois, Boston College
- **Race & Southern California’s Cultural Landscape: From Zorro to Spanish-Colonial Revival Architecture**. Albert Fu, Kutztown University

**Discussant:**

- Ronald Kramer, John Jay College

151. **Regular Paper Session--Feminist Theory in Action: Friday Feb 25 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Reynolds Room**

- **Loosening the Foundations for Action: Feminist Theory and Sociology in the Academy**. Katrina Uhly, Northeastern University
- **Third Wave Feminism as the "Unhappy Marriage" of Poststructuralism & Intersectionality Theory**. Susan Mann, University of New Orleans; Michael Grimes, Louisiana State University
- **LEFT HIGH AND DRY: AN INTERSECTIONAL ANALYSIS OF GENDER, DAMS AND DEVELOPMENT IN LESOTHO**. Yvonne Braun, University of Oregon
- **Where Have All the Feminists Gone? An Ethnographic Study of College Students’ Attitudes Toward the Women’s Movement**. Erin Maurer, CUNY Graduate Center

**Discussant:**

- Vernese Edghill-Walden, City Colleges of Chicago


- **Theories of Gender in Community-Based Reentry Programs for Female Offenders**. Nicole Smolter, University of Delaware
- **Doing Time, Filling Time: Bureaucratic Ritualism as a Barrier to Youth Prisoner Reentry**. Jamie J. Fader, SUNY at Albany; Christopher Dum, University at Albany, SUNY
- **Making "Ex-Cons" Safe for Employment: The Impact of Race, Ideology and the Concept of the Stranger on the Reentry and Reintegration of Formerly Incarcerated African Americans**. Deirdre Caputo, SUNY at Stony Brook
- **Reformatting 50 Gigabytes into a 2 Gigabyte Space: An Examination of Strategies Used to Deinstitutionalize, Institutionalized Convicts**. Vincent Miles, Cheyney University & Thaddeus Stevens College; Tonnette L Maxie, Cheyney University

**Discussant:**

- Virginia McGovern, Mount Saint Mary’s University


**Presider:** Pamela Donovan, Bloomsburg University

- **Criminal Justice Contact and Institutional Involvement**. Sarah Brayne, Princeton University
- **Perceptions of Justice: Developments in Russian Criminal Law and Society from Soviet to Post-Soviet Times**. Sandy Zhao, Yale University
- Coerced Intoxication and the "New Juggernaut": An Early History of Chloral Hydrate Fears. Pamela Donovan, Bloomsburg University


Presider: Lisa C. Welch, New England Research Institutes

- Understanding the Pathway to Gender Disparities in Physicians’ Decision-making for Coronary Heart Disease: The Double-edged Sword of “Atypical Symptoms”. Lisa C. Welch, New England Research Institutes; Karen Lutfey, New England Research Institutes; Eric Gerstenberger, New England Research Institutes; Matthew Grace, Indiana University Bloomington; John B McKinlay, New England Research Institutes
- Do Internists and Family Practitioners Have Differing World Views?: Variations in the Diagnosis and Management of the Same Patient with Heart Disease. Rebecca Piccolo, New England Research Institutes; John B McKinlay, New England Research Institutes; Allan Goroll, Massachusetts General Hospital; Lisa Marceau, New England Research Institutes; Carol Link, New England Research Institutes
- Treatment Ideologies and Organizational Constraints. Courtney Jackson, New England Research Institutes; Rebecca Piccolo, New England Research Institutes; Lisa Marceau, New England Research Institutes; John B McKinlay, New England Research Institutes

155. Regular Paper Session--Reproductive Health and Services: Friday Feb 25 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Society Hill Ballroom D

Presider: Mary Regan, University of Maryland

- Social and Biological Intersections Influencing Postpartum Depression. Jorie Hofstra, Rutgers University
- The Emotion Culture of Childbirth: The Role of Birth Practitioners in Women’s Birth Experiences. Miriam Sessions, Florida State University

156. Regular Paper Session--Sexual Representation, the Media, and Partnering: Friday Feb 25 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Whitpen Room

- Constructing and Regulating Sexuality on Facebook. Stephanie Laudone, Fordham University
- Online Women-Seeking-Women Personal Ads and the Deployment of “Tomboy” Identities. Daniel Farr, Randolph College/ Univ. at Albany
- Interracial Intimate Relationships among Internet Daters: The Unexamined Role of Sexual-Orientation and Gender. Ken-Hou Lin, University of Massachusetts - Amherst; Jennifer Lundquist, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
- The Rise of Bobos or a Return to the Old Guard? A Content Analysis of Weddings and Celebrations in the New York Times. Carrie Lee Smith, Millersville University; Dylan Ditzler, Millersville University; Rakim J. Herman, Millersville University; Marisa M. Naftal, Millersville University
Discussant:

- Beth Montemurro, Penn State University - Abington

157. Committee on the Status of Women Panel--Teaching about Violence against Women in Undergraduate Sociology Courses: Friday Feb 25 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Frampton Room

Presider: Dana Hysock Witham, Indiana University of PA

Discussants:

- Dana Hysock Witham, Indiana University of PA
- Elizabeth Mansley, Delaware State University
- Kathleen A. Bogle, La Salle University
- Terry G. Lilley, University of Delaware

158. Undergraduate Poster Session--Undergraduate Poster Session II: Friday Feb 25 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Lobby

- The Effect of Gender on Classroom Participation. Lauren Brown, College of St. Elizabeth
- "Technical Virginity": Evaluating Current Adolescent Attitudes Regarding Sexual Interaction. Iris Kaifa, College of Saint Elizabeth
- Recidivism Rates in the United States. Carolyn D'Andrea, College of St. Elizabeth
- Tattoos in America. Jasmine Griffin, College of St. Elizabeth
- The Impact of Father Absence on Child Development. Carlene Shorey, College of Saint Elizabeth
- "Power point Presentation". Anthony Velazquez, CUNY Bronx Community College
- Stereotypes of Aging: Why They Are Problematic. Sunita Bajaj Bhargava, Drew University
- Karl Marx. Joel Cabrera, CUNY Bronx Community College
- Social Patterns of a Neighborhood Shopping Street: Seventh Avenue in Park Slope- The Genocide of a Small Neighborhood. Martyna Cieniewicz, CUNY Brooklyn College
- Stitches of a Cultural Quilt: A brief study on Interracial and Inter-Ethnic Relations in New York. Mohammed Wadud, CUNY Brooklyn College
- Mara Salvatruucha...the FBI says they could be in My Community! A Brief Study on the Social Construction of Moral Panics about Gangs and MS-13. Mohammed Wadud, CUNY Brooklyn College
- Physically Disabled Men and Gender Roles: A look at how the traditional gender roles affect physically disabled men. Sean Palme, Drew University
- 21st Century Feminized Labor: Child Care Provider- Low Wage Low Skilled. Yessenia Martinez, CUNY Brooklyn College
- EMS, VFD, FD, Police are All Tired of Scraping the Drunk Drivers and Victims Off the Roads. Jennifer Jones, West Liberty University
- Parental Drug Use and the Effects left on Children. Jessica Murphy, Cabrini College
- The Impact of Poverty on Maternal Healthcare in Developing Countries. Kayla Firriolo, Catholic University of America
- AUTHENTICITY IN A REBELLIUS SUBCULTURE: AN ANALYSIS OF PUNK AND HARDCORE MUSIC FANS. Abagail Williams, Wells College
- Gender Inequalities in Sports Media. Edward McQuade, Cabrini College
- Tobacco Use in Indonesia: A Sociological Analysis. Isti Kuhn, Catholic University of America
- Racial Preference Among African American Children. Brittani Williams, Cabrini College
- Title is Pending. Mitchell Kotler, Cabrini College
- The Music That Shapes Us. Brandon Vinson, Bloomsburg University
- The Effects of Personal Names on Life Outcomes. Noah Rich, Drew University
Hispanic housekeepers and Assimilation. Nataliia Kondratenko, Berkshire Community College

Habituation and Accumulation of Bodily Capital: An autoethnographic inquiry into the culture of boxing and the formation of muscle memory. Watoii Rabii, Buffalo State College

Disparate Opinions on Capital Punishment: Does One’s Race Impact their Opinions Towards the Use of Capital Punishment in Cases of Murder? Kevin Foley, Bucknell University

The Religion-Health Connection: The impact of religious service attendance on mental health and physical health outcomes of US adults. Alison Coney, Bucknell University

The Effect Religious Affiliation has on Political Identification. Lucy Dean, Bucknell University

Has the Tide Changed? A Cross Generational Comparison of Attitudes towards Family Issues. Mark Kavanagh, Catholic University of America

The Effect of Girls’ Agency in Sex Education to Reduce Teenage Pregnancy. Lauren Swartz, Arcadia University

The Effects of Technology on Today’s Society. Michelle Haynes, West Liberty University

The Passing Problem: Framing Passing as the Prevention of Trans Community Mobilization. Taylor Roberts, Bloomsburg State University

Influence of Race on Religious Service Attendance in the United States. Karen Silbermann, Bucknell University

THE RELATIONSHIP “TALK”: Assessing Partner Commitment. Bobbie Jo Nelms, East Carolina University; David Knox, East Carolina University; Beth Easterling, University of Tennessee at Knoxville

“SEX ME”: Using Technology to Send Sexual Content to One’s Romantic Partner. Makeda Parker, East Carolina University; David Knox, East Carolina University; Beth Easterling, University of Tennessee at Knoxville

An Examination of Poverty and Industrial Trends in Reading. Vincent Giorgio, Albright College; Brian Jennings, Albright College

Retention of College Students. Stephanie Ponsi, Bloomsburg University

Battling the Bulge: Finding Policy Solutions to the Obesity Epidemic. Kathryn Lonczewski, Central Connecticut State University

Unions and Mobilization: Characteristics of Adopted Resolutions and Official Statements Regarding the United States Occupation of the Middle East. Eva Yuen, Bloomsburg University

Does Socioeconomic Status Affect One’s Opinion of Same-sex Marriage? Sierra Helfrich, Bloomsburg University

Does Community Diversity Reduce Interpersonal Trust? Jordan Conwell, Bates College

Confidence in Education and Locality. Dan Byler, Bloomsburg University

Pennhurst State School and Hospital: Using Marxist and Labeling Theories to Explain Institutionalization and the Effects of Deinstitutionalization. Jessica Schrantz, Shippensburg University

Activism and Interest: Attention to the Media and Political Involvement. Emily Owens, Skidmore College

The Impact of Race/Ethnicity on Intimate of Partner Violence. Natalia Olarte, College of Saint Elizabeth; Natalia Olarte, College of Saint Elizabeth

Elder Abuse: What Goes on Behind Closed Doors? Bridget Sweeney, College of Saint Elizabeth

What Affects Support for Euthanasia: Evidence from the General Social Survey. Lisa DeMelfi, Bloomsburg University

Americans Views of the Criminal Justice System. Randy Schubert, Bloomsburg University

Hispanic Americans Attitudes Toward College Education. Max E. Reyes, Bloomsburg University

3:00 PM-4:00 PM

159. New Book Reception: Friday Feb 25 | 3:00 PM-4:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom B

3:30 PM-4:45 PM

160. Events Sponsored by Humanist Sociology—Humanist Sociology, Human Rights, and Global Citizenship: Friday Feb 25 | 3:30 PM-4:45 PM | Reynolds Room
Organizer: Corey Dolgon, Stonehill College  
Presider: Corey Dolgon, Stonehill College

- *From Slavery to Prisons: A Historical Look at the Criminalization of African Americans*. Deborah Burris-Kitchen, Tennessee State University  
- *Some Thoughts on the Meaning of the Phrase “Global Citizen”*. Tom Arcaro, Elon University

Discussant: Johnny E. Williams, Trinity College

3:30 PM-5:00 PM

161. Thematic--Measuring Intersectionality: Friday Feb 25 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Cook Room

Organizer: Joan Spade, SUNY Brockport  
Presider: Joan Spade, SUNY Brockport

- *Intersectionality at Ground Level*. Linda M. Grant, University of Georgia  
- *What is Intersectionality?*. Leslie McCall, Northwestern University  
- *The Inevitability of Intersectionality in Qualitative Analysis*. Karen D. Pyke, University of California, Riverside  
- *When Intersectionality Meets Biomedicine: Tensions, Conflicts, and Possibilities*. Lynn Weber, University of South Carolina

162. Author Meets Critics--Brokered Boundaries: Creating Immigrant Identity in Anti-Immigrant Times by Douglas S. Massey and Magaly Sanchez R.: Friday Feb 25 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Shippen Room

Organizer: Rob Smith, Baruch College, CUNY  
Presider: Rob Smith, Baruch College, CUNY

- *Critic*. Robyn Rodriguez, Rutgers University  
- *Critic*. Catherine Lee, Rutgers University  
- *Critic*. Rob Smith, Baruch College, CUNY  
- *Author*. Doug Massey, Princeton University  
- *Author*. Magaly Sanchez, Princeton University


Organizers: Jyoti Puri, Simmons College; Bandana Purkayastha, University of Connecticut  
Presider: Smitha Radhakrishnan, Wellesley College
• Gender Masquerades and the construction of multiple masculinities in Ho Chi Minh City’s Sex Industry. Kimberly Hoang, University of California, Berkeley
• Making sense of Queer South Asian Identity - Through a Transnational Lens. Shweta Adur, University of Connecticut
• Multiple Modernities, Multiple Traditions: Modernity’s Traditions in the Age of Globalization. Chaitanya Lakkimsetti, Harvard University
• Gendered Containment: Filipina Migrant Women and the Boundaries of Citizenship in South Korea. Hae Yeon Choo, University of Wisconsin - Madison

Discussant:

• Smitha Radhakrishnan, Wellesley College

164. Workshop--National Science Foundation: Funding Opportunities and Proposal Preparation for Professional Sociologists and Graduate Students: Friday Feb 25 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Flower Room

Organizers: Regina Werum, National Science Foundation; Patricia E White, National Science Foundation
Presiders: Patricia E White, National Science Foundation; Regina Werum, National Science Foundation

• Presenter. Regina Werum, National Science Foundation
• Presenter. Patricia E White, National Science Foundation

165. Miniconference: China--Session 4- Migrant Workers, Entrepreneurship, and Markets in China: Friday Feb 25 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E1

Organizer: Zai Liang, University at Albany, SUNY
Presider: Rebecc S.K. Li, The College of New Jersey

• Mobility Process of Rural Migrants during the Transformation of Urban China. Yin Yue, Johns Hopkins University
• The Great Transformation of Social Structure and Its Influence on Individuals ——Using The Migrant Workers in China As an Example. Delei Zhao, University of Maryland - College Park
• Changing Course: Impact of China’s Shifting Economic Strategies on Entrepreneurs. Rebecc S.K. Li, The College of New Jersey
• The Structure of Production Market: Empirical research based on Chinese field interview and industrial census data. Ningzi Li, Cornell University

166. Miniconference: Urban Ethnography--Session 3- Incorporating Digital Life and Technologies into Urban Ethnography: Friday Feb 25 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | William Penn Boardroom

Organizer: Jeffrey Lane, Princeton University

• Panelist. Tamara Mose-Brown, Brooklyn College, CUNY
• Panelist. Nikki Jones, University of California, Santa Barbara
• Panelist. Dhiraj Murthy, Bowdoin College
Discussant:

- Jeffrey Lane, Princeton University

167. Regular Paper Session--Work, Disruption and Inequality: Friday Feb 25 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Bromley Room

- Early Unemployment and Subsequent Career Complexity: A Sequence-Based Perspective. Anna Manzoni, Yale University
- Corporate Bankruptcy and Employment Opportunities for Women and Minorities in Management. Soohan Kim, Harvard University
- Professional Values and Identity in a VUCA Environment: The Case of Outsourced Information Technologists. Jacqueline Zalewski, West Chester University

Discussant:

- Dwanna L. Robertson, University of Massachusetts

168. Regular Paper Session--Gender and the Undergraduate and Graduate Experience: Friday Feb 25 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Claypoole Room

- Gender Equity in the Sciences at Primarily Undergraduate Institutions: Early Findings from the TCNJ Advancement Program. Diane C Bates, The College of New Jersey; Elizabeth Borland, The College of New Jersey
- Gender Equality in the Leadership of Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs). Sheila Peters, Fisk University
- The Role of Graduate School Experiences in Men's and Women's Scientific Career Paths. Sarah Thebaud, Princeton University; Catherine J Taylor, Columbia University
- The Feminization of Higher Education Consumption: Transitional Experiences of Female Doctoral Students. Marisa Allison, George Mason University

Discussant:

- Lauren E. McDonald, California State University - Northridge

169. Regular Paper Session--Housing Segregation: Session2. Immigration, Neighborhoods, and Segregation: Friday Feb 25 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Frampton Room

Organizer: Samantha Friedman, University at Albany, SUNY
Presider: Samantha Friedman, University at Albany, SUNY

- Locational Attainment to Human Capital Levels: The Case of Black Caribbeans and Black Africans. Grigoris Argeros, Fordham University
- Immigration and Housing Outcomes: Do Pathways to Legal Status affect Homeownership? Sylwia Piatkowska, SUNY at Albany
- Racial, Ethnic, and Documentation Status Differences in Residential Mobility Decisions. David Cort, University of Massachusetts - Amherst; Ken-Hou Lin, University of Massachusetts - Amherst; Gabriela Stevenson, University of Massachusetts- Amherst
- New Destinations Revisited: Explaining the Changing Geography of Immigrant Settlement. Chris Galvan, SUNY at Albany
170. Regular Paper Session--Response to Urban Poverty: Friday Feb 25 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom A1

- **Coming Face to Face with Poverty: The Management of Tensions between Values and Practices in Everyday Life.** Shai Dromi, Yale University
- **Inequalities and Poverty: The Response of Nigerian Intellectuals.** Zacchaeus Ogunnika, Virginia State University
- **Liminal Institutions: The Urban Poor confront the American State.** Patricia Fernandez-Kelly, Princeton University
- **Economic Development and Inequality: Is Social Justice Possible?** Lauren Nicoll, Northeastern University

**Discussant:**
- Joseph Ruane, University of the Sciences

171. Regular Paper Session--Issues in Qualitative Methodology: Friday Feb 25 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom A2

- **Arts-Based Research Practice, Social Justice Approaches to Methodology and Intersectional Analysis.** Patricia Leavy, Stonehill College
- **Ethnographic Places: Home and Away in Caribbean Field Research.** Peter R. Grahame, Penn State University - Schuykill; Kamini M Grahame, Penn State Harrisburg
- **Recruiting a ‘Representative’ Community Sample in a Qualitative Study: An Innovative Field-based Approach.** Diana Romero, CUNY School of Public Health at Hunter College; Amy Kwan, CUNY Graduate Center; Lauren K Suchman, CUNY Graduate Center
- **Fitting In the Field: Ethnographic Perceptions of Researcher Authenticity.** Adina Koch, Boston College; Emilie Dubois, Boston College; Fatima Sattar, Boston College

**Discussant:**
- Harel Shapira, New York University

172. Regular Paper Session--Job Searching and Labor Market Intermediaries in the U.S.: Friday Feb 25 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom C

**Presiders:** Ofer Sharone, MIT; Gretchen Purser, Syracuse University

- **Facilitating labor market transitions for workers facing barriers: the role of alternative staffing organizations.** Francoise Carre, University of Massachusetts-Boston; Brandyn Holgate, University of Massachusetts-Boston
- **Unemployment and Job Searching in the Great Recession: A Cross-Class Comparison of American Job Seekers.** Ofer Sharone, MIT
- **Constructing the Temporary Help Industry as White, Middle-Class Women’s Work.** Erin Hatton, University of Buffalo
- **Isolated in Isolation: The Emotional Experience of Rural and Urban Unemployment in Comparative Perspective.** Christopher Krogslund, The Unemployment Research and Relief Project
- **Clamoring for Work: The “Shape Up” and the “Body Shop”.** Gretchen Purser, Syracuse University

**Discussants:**
- Gretchen Purser, Syracuse University
- Ofer Sharone, MIT
173. Regular Paper Session--Drug Use and Abuse: Friday Feb 25 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom D

- Constructing a 'treatment culture': Exploring the centrality of people and place on the road to recovery. Laura B. Monico, University of Delaware
- Impacts of Social and Geographic Location on the use of Ecstasy as a Coping Mechanism. Lwendo Moonzwe, University of Connecticut
- State Policies and their Corresponding Substance Use Rates. Yvette Samson, Bloomsburg University

Discussant:
- Victor Lidz, Drexel University

174. Regular Paper Session--Morality and Purity: Attitudes Toward Sexuality: Friday Feb 25 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Whitpen Room

- The Social Construction of Women’s Sexual Morality: Narratives about Virginity ”Loss” and Premarital Sex in Contemporary Turkey. Tugce Ellialti, University of Pennsylvania
- Fear and Judgment: Women’s Experiences and Understandings of Sexuality. Beth Montemurro, Penn State University - Abington; Beth Bleming, Penn State University- Abington
- The Pure, the Pious and the Preyed Upon: A Celebration of Celibacy. Kimberly Bachechi, Boston College
- FEMALE MASTURBATION: Attitude Change via Lecture vs. Personal Discussion (DVD). Megan Keels, East Carolina University; David Knox, East Carolina University; Amanda Lee, East Carolina University; Comunity Research Lab, East Carolina University
- Assessing Contemporary Feminist Research on Pornography. Amanda Kennedy, SUNY at Stony Brook; Cheryl Llewellyn, SUNY at Stony Brook

Discussant:
- Julie Fennell, Gallaudet University

4:45 PM-5:30 PM

175. Events Sponsored by Humanist Sociology--Humanist Society Reception: Friday Feb 25 | 4:45 PM-5:30 PM | Reynolds Room

Organizer: Corey Dolgon, Stonehill College

5:30 PM-7:00 PM

176. Plenary--"Black Feminism, Intersectionality, and Social Justice": Honoring the Career of Patricia Hill Collins: Friday Feb 25 | 5:30 PM-7:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom C

Organizer: Christine Bose, University at Albany, SUNY
Presider: Christine Bose, University at Albany, SUNY

- Honored Guest. Patricia Hill Collins, University of Maryland
Discussants:

- Elizabeth Higginbotham, University of Delaware
- Maxine Baca Zinn, Michigan State University
- Joya Misra, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Saturday, 26 February 2011

7:00 AM-8:30 AM

177. ESS Special Events & Meetings--ASA Department Chairs’ Breakfast: Saturday Feb 26 | 7:00 AM-8:30 AM | William Penn Boardroom

Organizer: Roberta Spalter-Roth, American Sociological Association

8:30 AM-10:00 AM

178. Thematic--Crime and Banishment: Emerging issues Concerning Immigration and Deportation in America: Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Cook Room

Presider: Ryan D. King, University at Albany, SUNY

- Immigration and Violent Crime: An Emerging Research Agenda. Ramiro Martinez, Jr., Florida International University
- Legal Transformation and the Changing Determinants of Criminal Deportations in the U.S., 1908-2005. Ryan D. King, University at Albany, SUNY; Michael Massoglia, Penn State University; Christopher Uggen, University of Minnesota
- Criminal Deportations and Conflicting Paradigms of Immigration Enforcement. Philip A. Kretsedemas, University of Massachusetts, Boston
- Should Local Police Enforce Federal Immigration Law? Doris Marie Provine, Arizona State University

179. Author Meets Critics--Longing and Belonging: Parents, Children, and Consumer Culture by Allison Pugh: Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Shippen Room

Organizer: Kimberly DaCosta, New York University

Presider: Kimberly DaCosta, New York University

- Critic. Margaret K. Nelson, Middlebury College
- Critic. Maria Kefalas, Saint Joseph’s University
- Critic. Marjorie DeVault, Syracuse University
- Author. Allison Pugh, University of Virginia

180. Miniconference: Military Sociology--Session 1: Diversity and the U.S. Military: Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom E1
Presider: Ryan Kelty, Washington College

- Hispanic Men and Women in the U.S. Marine Corps: An Examination of Trends in Recruiting and Representation.  Karin DeAngelis, University of Maryland, College Park
- Ambivalence on the Front Lines: Perceptions of Contractors in Iraq & Afghanistan. Ryan Kelty, Washington College; Alex Bierman, University of Calgary
- Experiences of Muslims in the U.S. Military. Michelle Sandhoff, University of Maryland, College Park

Discussant:
- Steve Carlton-Ford, University of Cincinnati

181. Miniconference: LGBTQ --Invited Session 1- Challenging Normativities: Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom D

Organizer: Reese Kelly, University at Albany, SUNY
Presider: Reese Kelly, University at Albany, SUNY

- Seduced by the Heterosexual Imaginary.  Chrys Ingraham, Purchase College, SUNY
- Queering Heterosexuality: Reflections on a Decade of Teaching Sociology of Heterosexuality. Laurie Essig, Middlebury College
- The kids are all right but the lesbians aren’t: queer kinship in modern media. Suzanna Walters, Indiana University at Bloomington

182. Miniconference: Children of Immigrants--Session 1- Identity and Integration: Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom E2

Organizer: Donald J. Hernandez, Hunter College and the Graduate Center, CUNY
Presider: Donald J. Hernandez, Hunter College and the Graduate Center, CUNY

- Discrimination and Ethnic Identity Predict Academic Outcomes of Mexican Immigrant Children in a White Community: The Importance of School Context. Christia Spears Brown, University of Kentucky
- Legal status and Children’s Experiences of Cultural Integration in Mexican Immigrant Households. Joanna Dreby, Kent State University
- Muslim American Immigrants: Integration Despite Rejection. Selcuk R. Sirin, New York University

183. Regular Paper Session--Children and Youth: Stereotypes, Mentors: Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Bromley Room

Presider: Janice Aurini, University of Waterloo
• Exploring Stereotype Vulnerability and Stereotype Threat among African American Eighth Graders: A Correlation between Suspension Disparity, Preconceived Expectations, and Self Concept at a Suburban Middle School. Vincent Miles, Cheyney University & Thaddeus Stevens College; Bridgette A Miles, Neumann University
• The Role of Informal Mentors in Positive Latino Youth Development. Billie Gastic, University of Massachusetts - Boston; Diana Salas Coronado, UMass Boston; David Gonzalez Nieto, UMass Boston
• Generation R: Young Adults Coming of Age during the Great Recession. Kim A. Logio, Saint Joseph`s University; Patricia Tevington, St Joseph`s University
• Mothering at the Margins: Teen Mothers Create a Positive Self-Image in Spite of the Skeptics. Jayme Schwartzman, University of Connecticut

184. Regular Paper Session--Music: Academics and the Media: Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Claypoole Room

• Music for Academia’s Sake: The Link Between Music and Academics in Massachusetts’ Public Schools. Amanda Kathleen Colligan, University of Massachusetts - Boston
• Media on Trial: Newspaper Coverage of United States vs. Cioffi and Tannin. Mark Setzer, Villanova University
• Fame and its Effects on the Presentation of Self in the Britpop Music Movement. Sameer K Rao, Haverford College

Discussant:

• Patricia Maloney, Yale University

185. Regular Paper Session--Pregnancy, Reproduction, and Birth Questions: Session 3. Fertilities: Boundaries, Identities, and Inequalities: Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Flower Room

Organizers: Danielle Bessett, University of Cincinnati; Theresa Morris, Trinity College
Presider: Barbara Gurr, University of Connecticut

• Infertility Treatment and Fertility-Specific Distress: A Longitudinal Analysis of a Population-Based Sample of U.S. Women. Arthur L. Greil, Alfred University; Julia McQuillan, University of Nebraska; Michele H. Lowry, Alfred University; Karina M. Shreffler, Oklahoma State University
• Gender Differences in the Association between Military Service and Fertility. Andrew S. London, Syracuse University; Janet M. Wilmoth, Syracuse University
• Pregnancy as a Way of Life among Ultra-Orthodox [Haredi] Jewish Women. Elly Teman, University of Pennsylvania; Tsipy Ivry, University of Haifa
• Brown Bodies, White Babies? The Politics of Crossracial Gestational Surrogacy. Laura Harrison, Indiana University
• Do you have a mother for that baby?: Pregnant Papas, Known Donors, and the Justice of Reproductive Technology. Andy Inkster, University of Massachusetts Amherst; Shawn Trivette, University of Massachusetts - Amherst

186. Regular Paper Session--National Debt in the World System: Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Frampton Room

• Neoliberalism’s Relationship with Economic Growth in the Developing World: Was It the Power of the Market or the Resolution of Financial Crisis?. Joseph Cohen, CUNY Queens College
• Global Pressures, Domestic Institutions, and Sovereign Defaults. Doga Kerestecioglu, University of Pennsylvania; Mauro F Guillen, University of Pennsylvania
• Jordan and IMF Conditional Lending. Michael Siemon, Cornell University
• International Monetary Fund Structural Adjustment and Child Mortality: A Cross-National Analysis of Health in the Developing World. Eric Shircliff, SUNY at Stony Brook
Discussant:

- Gabe Ignatow, University of North Texas

187. Regular Paper Session--Highly Skilled Migration in the 21st Century: Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Reynolds Room

Presider: Astrid Eich-Krohm, Southern Connecticut State University

- Overqualified and Arab: Blocked Opportunities for Well-educated North African Women in France. Caitlin Killian, Drew University
- Skilled Family Migration: Two Brains or One? Anne Braseby, Florida International University
- Am I a Teacher? Deskilling Chinese Immigrant Women in New York City Ethnic Preschools. Wei-Ting Lu, CUNY The Graduate Center
- Post-Independence West African Student Migrants to the United States: The Importance of Origin Variation. Mindelyn R Buford II, Northeastern University

Discussant:

- Astrid Eich-Krohm, Southern Connecticut State University

188. Regular Paper Session--Racial Wealth Disparities: Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom A1

- Race, Class, Gender: Women of Color and the Wealth Gap. Kaya Hamer-Small, CUNY Brooklyn College
- Opportunity Denied: Limiting Black Women to Devalued Work. Enobong (Anna) Branch, University of Massachusetts - Amherst
- What Language Do You Speak with Your Spouse? : An Examination of Language Effect on Occupational Prestige among Foreign-Born Immigrants. Hatsuki Higashida, SUNY at Buffalo

Discussant:

- Marlese Durr, Wright State University

189. Regular Paper Session--States and Transnational Activism: Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom A2

- "To Whom Are We Talking": Communications and Coalitions in Transnational Activism. Eunkyung Song, Rutgers University
- Constituents in Motion: Transnational political participation and the emergence of strategic citizenship by Ecuadorian and Dominican political organizations in New York City. Howard Caro-Lopez, CUNY Graduate Center
- Identity and Strategizing of the Undocumented Immigrant Student Movement during the 111th Congress (2008-2010). Thomas Pineros Shields, Brandeis University
Discussant:

- Janet Stamatel, SUNY at Albany

190. Regular Paper Session--Variability among Urban and Rural Communities: Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom C

Presider: Alexander Thomas, SUNY at Oneonta

- From Glimmerglass to Baseball: The Cooperstown Community As Rural Simulacra. Gregory Fulkerson, SUNY at Oneonta; Elizabeth Seale, SUNY at Oneonta
- Lacanian Concepts of Cooperative Organization. Thomas W Gray, USDA
- Still in the Nest: Is It Just A Suburban Phenomenon? Stephanie A. Bennett, College of St. Rose
- Patterns of Urbanization in Eastern New York. Alexander Thomas, SUNY at Oneonta; Polly J Smith, Utica College
- A Return to the Commons: A Debate over the Uses of Common Space in a Suburban Town. Catherine Bueker, Emmanuel; Jaleisa Brannic, Emmanuel College

Discussant:

- Alexander Thomas, SUNY at Oneonta

191. Regular Paper Session--Discourses Shaping Social Movements: Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Whitpen Room

Presider: Bart Bonikowski, Princeton University

- Framing the Movement: Exploring the Social Movement to ‘Save Darfur’ Through Social Media. Kimberly Lok, CUNY Brooklyn College
- Clashing Symbols at Ground Zero: The Conflict over The International Freedom Center and The Islamic Cultural Center. Stephen Couch, Penn State Schuykill; Lauren Joseph, Penn State Schuykill; Valerie Lynn Schrader, Penn State Schuykill; Barbara Wade, Penn State Schuykill
- How Are Emotions Linked to Social Movement Framing?: The Case of Terri Schiavo. Christian Vaccaro, Florida State University; Kyle Rogers, Florida State University; Serkan Erdemli, Florida State University; Deana Rohlinger, Florida State University
- A Moving Scene: How Culture and Music Shape Social Movements. Jonathan Roberge, Yale University; Joseph Klett, Yale

192. Roundtable--Sociology of Culture: Tattooing and Body Modification (Table 12): Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

Presiders: David Strohecker, University of Maryland - College Park; William Falk, University of Maryland-College Park

- “Holla at Ya Momz”: How Race and Gender are Constructed at a Maryland Tattoo Parlor. Lena Bottenfield, University of Maryland-College Park
• **The Popularization of Tattooing: Subcultural Resistance and Reflections from ‘Elite’ Tattooing.** David Strohecker, University of Maryland - College Park

• **McDonaldization of the Tattoo Industry: Routine Practices in a Deviant Business.** William Yagatich, University of Maryland-College Park

**Discussant:**

• William Yagatich, University of Maryland-College Park

193. **Roundtable—Legislation, Reform, and Innovation in the Market (Table 11): Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room**

**Presider:** Meghan Kuebler, SUNY at Albany

• **The Trajectory of Credit in the United States: From Credit Rationing to the Democratization of Credit.** Meghan Kuebler, SUNY at Albany

• **Credit Rating Agencies and Credit Reform in the Current Market.** Yifei Huang, Columbia University

• **The Current Financial Crisis Explained! Financialization, Instability and Future Directions.** John Barnshaw, University of South Florida; Lynn Letukas, University of Delaware

194. **Roundtable—Intersectionalities & Complex Inequalities in Health Care & Higher Education (Table 10): Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room**

**Presider:** Margaret Usdansky, Syracuse University

• **Social Class Awareness in the Formation of Scholars: Sarah Alia’s Story.** Elizabeth Seton Mignacca, Syracuse University

• **Careworkers by Chance or Calling?: The Case of West African Immigrant Nurses In the D.C. Area.** Fumilayo E. Showers, Syracuse University

• **Moderating Inequality?: University Health Clinics and the Provision of Contraceptives.** Chantell Frazier, Syracuse University; Jessica Hausauer, Syracuse University

• **A Heavy Issue: An Intersectional Exploration of Obesity, Motherhood, and Reproduction.** Karyn A Stewart, Syracuse University

**Discussant:**

• Sharon Sassler, Cornell University

195. **Roundtable—Black Women and Public Health (Table 9): Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room**

**Presider:** Nicole Rousseau, Kent State University

• **Sociopolitical Causes & Outcomes of Black Women’s Sexual Health Disparities.** Nicole Rousseau, Kent State University

• **The Construction of Black Single Mothers as Deviant.** Annmarie Singh, CUNY/John Jay College of Criminal Justice; Nicole Rousseau, Kent State University; Janice Johnson-Dias, CUNY/John Jay College of Criminal Justice
• **Black Senior Women as the New HIV/AIDS “At-risk” Population.** Nicole Rousseau, Kent State University; Bette J Dickerson, American University

196. **Roundtable--Vocationalizing Higher Education: Why, How, and for Whom? (Table 8): Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room**

**Presider:** Kristin Cipollone, SUNY at Buffalo

- “Good” Colleges = “Good” Jobs: Positioning Middle- and Upper Middle-class Students for Social, Cultural, and Economic Advantage . Kristin Cipollone, SUNY at Buffalo
- (Dis)Assembling Hierarchies of Knowledge in Higher Education . Amy E Stich, SUNY at Buffalo
- Higher Education as a Means to an End: High School Students’ Reflections on the Value of College. Heather Jenkins, SUNY at Buffalo

197. **Roundtable--The Importance of Local Cultures and Institutional Practices in Rural Community Responses to Social and Health Needs (Table 7): Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room**

**Presider:** Heather Feldhaus, Bloomsburg University

- They Aren’t Like Us: An Analysis of the Influence of Local Culture, Group Boundaries, and Isolation on Fear in Rural Communities . Heather Feldhaus, Bloomsburg University
- Conceptualizing Central Pennsylvania: A Regional Approach to Health and Community . Carl Milofsky, Bucknell University
- Using Community Level to Identify and Address Local Needs. Sharon L Larson, Research Investigator, Geisinger Center for Health Research

198. **Roundtable--Cultural Meaning and Medicine (Table 5): Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room**

**Presider:** Regina Smardon, Methodist University

- The Americanization of Ability: How Medical Categories of Disability Reinvent Community. Regina Smardon, Methodist University
- Where is the Public in Public Health Development? A Making and Re-making of Democratic Healthcare Governance in India. Vani Kulkarni, Yale University
- Biracial and Multi-racial Identity and Drug Use and Abuse. Gary Maynard, SUNY at Stony Brook

**Discussant:**

- Joseph Davis, University of Virginia

199. **Roundtable--Surveillance as Social Control (Table 4): Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room**
Presider: Vida Bajc, Methodist University

- Youth and Socialization through Surveillance: The Case of Student Dormitories.  Francisca Frisone, Methodist University
- Surveillance and Militarization of Society.  Wilma Allen, Methodist University
- Surveillance in Sex Trafficking.  Sakun Gajurel, Protection Project

200. Roundtable—Challenges and Opportunities in Teaching Sociology (Table 2): Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Barbara Walters, CUNY

- Where Everybody Knows Your Name: Creating Classroom Community.  Peter Kaufman, SUNY-New Paltz
- Contradictions within the Classroom: Masculinities in Feminist Studies.  Debra Guckenheimer, Bowdoin College; Jack Schmidt,
- Engaging the Community College Learner.  Daniel Madron, University of Maryland - BC; Daniel Ryan, Hagerstown Community College
- ePortfolios: Engaging Undergraduate Students in Research.  Barbara Walters, CUNY
- Teaching Undergraduate Research Methods and Partnering with a Social Service Agency: Experience in the Field.  Susanne Bleiberg Seperson, Dowling College

201. Roundtable—Education, Policy and Social Response (Table 3): Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Gerald Turkel, University of Delaware

- The Intersections of Race, Class, and Politics In Media’s Construction of Educational Reality: A Case Study in Southern New Jersey.  Alicia Raia, Rutgers University
- The Corporatization of Reading: A Case Study of McGraw Hill’s Open Court Reading.  Fatima Sattar, Boston College
- Is It as Simple as Understanding the Birds and the Bees?: Sex Education in Public Schools from the Perspective of Teachers.  Melissa Busher, University of New Hampshire
- Resisting Legal Challenges to Academic Freedom: Faculty Responses to the Garcetti Decision.  Gerald Turkel, University of Delaware

202. Roundtable—Religion and Personality (Table 1): Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Sidney Jacobs, Widener University

- Religion and the Reintegration Experiences of Drug Involved African American Men following Incarceration.  Sidney Jacobs, Widener University
- Religion and Suicide: A Cross National Study of National Levels of Suicide.  Miles Simpson, North Carolina Central University
203. ESS Special Events & Meetings--Committee on the Status of Minorities Business Meeting: Saturday Feb 26 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | William Penn Boardroom

Organizer: Jacqueline Johnson, Adelphi University

10:15 AM-11:45 AM

204. Thematic--Work and Family: Intersectionalities, Interactions, and Divides: Saturday Feb 26 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Cook Room

Organizer: Pamela Stone, Hunter College, CUNY
Presider: Pamela Stone, Hunter College, CUNY

- Intersectionality and Kin: Rethinking Families. Naomi Gerstel, University of Massachusetts Amherst
- Work and Family Challenges: Diverse Families, Diverse Needs, Complex Politics. Jerry A. Jacobs, University of Pennsylvania; Sarah Winslow, Clemson University

Discussant:

- Patricia Roos, Rutgers University

205. Author Meets Critics--Inventing Equal Opportunity by Frank Dobbin: Saturday Feb 26 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Shippen Room

Organizer: Donald Tomaskovic-Devey, University of Massachusetts
Presider: Donald Tomaskovic-Devey, University of Massachusetts

- Critic. Nancy Di Tomaso, Rutgers University
- Critic. Robin Stryker, University of Arizona
- Critic. Donald Tomaskovic-Devey, University of Massachusetts
- Author. Frank Dobbin, Harvard University

206. Conversation--2010 Census: Research Issues and Opportunities: Saturday Feb 26 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Flower Room

Organizers: Nancy A. Denton, University at Albany, SUNY; Samantha Friedman, University at Albany, SUNY
Presider: Nancy A. Denton, University at Albany, SUNY
207. Miniconference: Military Sociology--Session 2: Military and the Big Picture: Saturday Feb 26 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Society Hill Ballroom E1

Presider: Ryan Kelty, Washington College

- First Person Depersoned: Video Games, Simulated Combat, and the Cultural Construction of War. Sarah Wanenchak, University of Maryland, College Park
- The Impact of War, Militarization, and Corruption on Development. Steve Carlton-Ford, University of Cincinnati; T. David Evans, University of Cincinnati
- Generational Divide?: Perspectives of Current and Future Military Leaders. David Rohall, Western Illinois University; James Dowd, University of Georgia; Morten Ender, United States Military Academy; Michael Matthews, United States Military Academy

Discussant:

- Michelle Sandhoff, University of Maryland, College Park


Organizer: Reese Kelly, University at Albany, SUNY
Presider: Nicole LaMarre, University at Albany, SUNY

- Missing Children`s Hypersexualized Bodies. Lisa Jean Moore, Purchase College, SUNY
- Trans/gender Bodies Communicating Identity and Desire. Reese Kelly, University at Albany, SUNY


Organizer: Donald J. Hernandez, Hunter College and the Graduate Center, CUNY
Presider: Donald J. Hernandez, Hunter College and the Graduate Center, CUNY

- Parental Employment, Child Care, and Child Outcomes in Immigrant Families. Wen-Jui Han, Columbia University; RaeHyuck Lee, Columbia University; Jane Waldfogel, Columbia University
- The Impact of Socio Economic Status on Early Bilingual Cognitive Advantage. Hanako Yoshida, University of Houston
- Chinese Immigrant Mothers’ Conceptualizations of Parenting Warmth. Charissa Cheah, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
210. **Regular Paper Session--Construction of “Reality” TV and Talk Shows: Saturday Feb 26 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Bromley Room**

- *From Here to Paternity: Paternity Testing and Reality Talk Shows.* Lloyd Klein, St Francis College
- *More than Just G.T.L.: The Implications of the Proliferation of Stereotypes in “Reality” Television.* Elizabeth Miller, CUNY Graduate Center
- *No One Really Takes Those Guys Seriously: Outrageous Political Talkshow Hosts and Their Fans.* Sarah Sobieraj, Tufts University; Jeffrey M Berry, Tufts University; Amy Connors, Tufts University
- *“I Want My America Back”: How High Profile Political TV Talk Show Hosts Shaped the Discourse of the 2009 Healthcare Policy Debates.* Lauren E. McDonald, California State University - Northridge

**Discussant:**

- Isabel Pinedo, CUNY Hunter College

211. **Regular Paper Session--Academics and Athletes: Saturday Feb 26 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Claypoole Room**

- *Doing Gender (or Not) Among Adolescent Female Athletes.* Susan Golbe, Tufts University
- *Athletic Participation and Academic Performance.* Virgina Adams O'Connell, Moravian College; Debra Wether-Hendricks, Moravian College
- *‘Harvard during the Week and USC on the Weekends’: The Academic Experiences of African-American Male Scholarship-Athletes at an Elite Public University.* Michael Wayne, University of Virginia

**Discussant:**

- Rick Eckstein, Villanova University

212. **Regular Paper Session--Multidimensional Perspectives on Social Movements: Saturday Feb 26 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Frampton Room**

- *Intersecting Privilege, Intersecting Oppression: Non-Native Reactions to Native Assertions of Land and Treaty Rights in the Caledonia/Haudenosaunee Six Nations Confederacy Conflict.* Shana Siegel, CUNY Graduate Center
- *Which Working Class? Class Analysis and the Race, Gender and Class Dynamics of the 1960’s Movements.* Penny Lewis, Murphy Institute, CUNY
- *“Policy-Relevant Knowledge,” Differential Cooptation, and the Institutionalization of Environmental Justice in California.* Raoul Lievanos, UC Davis
- *Complexity in Transnational Lives.* Joseph Ruane, University of the Sciences

**Discussant:**

- Rhonda F. Levine, Colgate University

213. **Regular Paper Session--Racial Experiences in Educational Environments: Saturday Feb 26 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Reynolds Room**

- *Homosociality or Crossing Race/Ethnicity/Gender Boundaries? Pipeline Interventions and the Production of Scholarly Careers.* Roberta Spalter-Roth, American Sociological Association; Olga V. Mayorova, American Sociological Association; Jean H. Shin, American Sociological Association; Patricia E White, National Science Foundation
• "It's Just Completely Different for Them": Gender Differences in Black Experiences of an Urban-to-Suburban School Integration Program. Simone Ispa-Landa, Harvard University
• We've Got Your Back, We'll Help Them Pack: Racism on Campus. Betty McCall, Lycoming College
• Made it to America, Now What?: Understanding the Educational Achievement Differences among Latino Subgroups. Natassia Rodriguez, University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill

Discussant:
• Joyce Bell, University of Pittsburgh

214. Regular Paper Session--Restorative Justice and Dispute Resolution: Saturday Feb 26 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Society Hill Ballroom A1

• Not Quite Treatment, Not Quite Punishment: Juvenile Court in the Age of Balanced and Restorative Justice. Michael Schlossman, Princeton University
• Responsible Students: An Analysis of the Restorative Justice Process on College Campuses. David Karp, Skidmore College; Chelsey Muroda, Skidmore College
• Why Corporations Adopt Dispute Resolution Systems. Sarah Woodside, Boston College
• "Two Completely Different People": Strategic Uses of Extreme Case Formulations in Divorce Mediation. Angela Cora Garcia, Bentley University

Discussant:
• Elyshia Aseltine, Lycoming College


• American ‘Terrorists’ and Policing the Boundaries of National Identity. Russell Raymond,
• Global Insecurity, Local Resistance: The Securitization of Everyday Life in Colombia. Erika Marquez, University of Massachusetts - Amherst
• Stolen Childhoods or Drug-Crazed Killers: Who are Child Soldiers? Susan Rakosi Rosenbloom, Drew University
• Surveillance and Security Meta-Framing. Vida Bajc, Methodist University

Discussant:
• Katherine McCoy, Bucknell University


Organizer: Bandana Purkayastha, University of Connecticut
Presider: Bandana Purkayastha, University of Connecticut

• Re(thinking) Intersectionality: Globalization of Service Work and Cyber Migrant Labor. Margaret Abraham, Hofstra University
• Hindu Activism in Cyberspace. Prema Kurien, Syracuse University

217. Regular Paper Session--Social Movements, Networks, and Environmental Behaviors: Saturday Feb 26 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Whitpen Room

- Friends Help Friends Go Green: A Social Network Analysis. Janet Lorenzen, Rutgers University
- Where We Organize: An Analysis of Black Student Activists’ Experiences in Majority- and Minority-led Conferences. Amaka Okechukwu, New York University
- From Motherhood to Activism: A Case Study of the Tiananmen Mothers. Chen Jye Thum, University of Pittsburgh
- Please Mr. Bush!: The Strategic Use of Role-Identities in Political Action. Miriam Sessions, Florida State University
- Explaining the Carbon Footprint of Nations: World System Position and World Polity Considered. Gregory Fulkerson, SUNY at Oneonta

Discussant:
- Thomas DeGloma, Hunter College, CUNY

218. Undergraduate Poster Session--Undergraduate Poster Session III: Saturday Feb 26 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Lobby

- Tension Reduction and Sexual Enhancement Subscales of the Alcohol Expectancy Questionnaire For Adolescents. Gary Brosvic, Rider University; Ashley Knapp, Rider University; Melissa DeWees, Rider University; Tara Senter, Rider University
- Psychometric and Discriminative Properties of The Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory. Gary Brosvic, Rider University
- The Team and Individual Character of Division I Athletes. Gary Brosvic, Rider University; Lyndsie Johnson, Rider University
- Multidimensional Health Assessment of College Students: Simple Behaviors Count More Than The Complex. Gary Brosvic, Rider University; Sara Lourenco, Rider University; Melissa DeWees, Rider University; Tara Senter, Rider University; Chrystina Dolyniuk, Rider University
- Exercise Causality Orientations Of Martial Artists, Division I Athletes, and Non-Athletes. Gary Brosvic, Rider University; Lauren Brunner, Rider University; Melissa DeWees, Rider University
- A Simple Factoring of the Alcohol Expectancy Questionnaire Responsive to College Student Demographics. Ashley Knapp, Rider University; Gary Brosvic, Rider University; Melissa DeWees, Rider University; Tara Senter, Rider University
- Sports Team Structure and Team Tenure Influence Division I Athletes’ Sense of Belonging and Group Environment. Gary Brosvic, Rider University; Lyndsie Johnson, Rider University
- Gendered Negotiations in a Jewish Context: An Examination of Hillel at a Small Liberal Arts College. Alyssse Vaccaro, Franklin & Marshall College
- Operation Iron Triangle and the Social Construction of Reality. Michael Mattes, Quinnipiac University
- Near Peer Men?: The Effect of Number of Children in the Home and Socioeconomic Status on Male Participation in Household Labor. Marshal Neal Fettro, Elizabethtown College
- Who Actually Cares?: The Effect of Political Views and Education on Participation in Altruistic Acts. Barbara Prince, Elizabethtown College
- Is It Earth Day Yet? Measuring knowledge and interest of environmental topics. Michael Shields, Elizabethtown College
- Breast Cancer Culture: The Commercialization of Disease. Lauren Lavelle, Moravian College
- Physician Burnout: Structural Factors and Possible Solutions: When Physicians Need Healing. Jessica Grochowski, Moravian College
• Criminal Justice Help-seeking Responses Among Victimized Latino Women. Melissa Cave, Penn State University - Harrisburg; Chiara Sabina, Penn State Harrisburg; Carlos Cuevas, Northeastern University
• Two Worlds in One Country?: The Obesity Epidemic in America. Sarah Fenning, Lebanon Valley College
• Social Inequality in London. Robert Jamieson, Gettysburg College
• Women Inequality in the Criminal Justice Workforce. Katie Evison, Lebanon Valley College
• How Homosexuals Fare in Society: Are They at a Disadvantage? Aleka Liazis, Lebanon Valley College
• Masturbation and Sex Positive/Shameful Sexual Attitudes. Rose Cohen Westbrooke, Ithaca College
• Availability and Impact of Reproductive Services in the United States. Katy Liebhold, Ithaca College
• The Influence of Gender Studies. Theodora Hermes, Lebanon Valley College
• Good Death. Crystal Wagner, Moravian College
• Voluntary Commitments and Reactivity? Sustainability Officers on College Campuses and Performance Pressures in Higher Education. Zachary Romano, Lafayette College
• The Role of Chinatown’s in the Tourism Industry. Charmonique Parker, Gettysburg College
• Parental Rationality in the Immunization Debate. Thomas Bertorelli, Muhlenberg College
• Tourism Studies: Haw Par Villa Theme Park in Singapore. Joseph Miller, Gettysburg College
• As Long as they’re Happy: How Job Opportunities for Children with Intellectual Disabilities Impact their Families. Michelle Pastrano, Lycoming College
• Depression awareness in colleges. Sandra kwawu, Westfield State College
• Ignorance or Apathy? The Disconnect Between the Marcellus Shale Industry and Lycoming County Youth. Kelsey Barrett, Lycoming College
• The Moral Implications of Continued Use and Abuse of Psychotropic Drugs. Samantha Beard, Moravian College
• “Intimate Relationships - Views of Indian American, Elderly, Women.” Tina Kumar, Morgan State University; Carlene Turner, Ph.D Professor
• License to Gamble: An Ethnography of OTW’s Behavior. Michele Koeck, Monmouth University
• Text Messaging: A Study of Language, Gender, and Generations. Kimberly Mahaffey, Ramapo College of New Jersey
• The Effect of Time Banking on Loneliness. Brittany Fisher, Lehigh University
• TAKING THE “GIRL” OUT OF THE ADVICE: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF GENDERED BUSINESS SELF-HELP BOOKS. Sarah Shaffer, Lafayette College
• Changing Beliefs to Resolve Dissonance: A Study of Gay and Lesbian Christians. Catherine Farrell, Le Moyne College; Matthew Loveland, Le Moyne College
• Racial Disparity in Crime Rates: How Inequality Causes Crime. Lou Struniewski, Lebanon Valley College
• Aging, AIDS and African American Women. Shellesia Salmon, Juniata College
• Access to transportation: Who gets left behind in Baltimore and London? Brittany Gregory, Juniata College

219. ESS Special Events & Meetings--Editorial Board- Sociological Forum: Saturday Feb 26 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | William Penn Boardroom

Organizer: Karen Cerulo, Rutgers University

12:00 PM-1:30 PM

220. Thematic--Intersectionality: New Questions for Global Women's Movements: Saturday Feb 26 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Cook Room
Organizer: Myra Marx Ferree, University of Wisconsin
Presider: Myra Marx Ferree, University of Wisconsin

- Crossing the Line from Mbumba to Gender? Women’s Social Movements in Sub-Saharan Africa. Linda Semu, McDaniel College

Discussant:
- Myra Marx Ferree, University of Wisconsin

221. Thematic--Education, Race, and Inequality: Saturday Feb 26 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Flower Room

Organizer: Annette Lareau, University of Pennsylvania

- School District Fragmentation and Inequality: How Boundaries Divide and Differentiate. Amy Stuart Wells, Teachers College, Columbia University
- Dealing with the Reality of the Situation: White Parents and the Perpetuation of Racial Segregation. Michael Bader, University of Pennsylvania; Annette Lareau, University of Pennsylvania; Shani Evans, University of Pennsylvania
- Citizen to Customer: Equity, Entitlement, and Attracting Middle-Class Families to Urban Public Schools. Maia Cucchiara, Temple School of Education

Discussant:
- Mica Pollack, Harvard University

222. Author Meets Critics--Nimo’s War, Emma’s War: Making Feminist Sense of the Iraq War by Cynthia Enloe: Saturday Feb 26 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Shippen Room

Organizer: Michael Schwartz, SUNY Stony Brook
Presider: Michael Schwartz, SUNY Stony Brook

- Critic. R. Tyson Smith, Rutgers University Institute for Health
- Critic. Ethel Brooks, Rutgers University
- Critic. Shannon Lundeen, University of Pennsylvania
- Author. Cynthia Enloe, Clark University

223. Miniconference: Military Sociology--Session 3: Mobilization and Military Structure: Saturday Feb 26 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E1

Presider: Ryan Kelty, Washington College
• **Spousal Employment After a Move: A Military-Civilian Comparison of Tied Migration.** Mary Kniskern, University of Maryland - College Park

• **Citizenship Identity and Mass Mobilization for War.** Carolyn Zook, University of Pittsburgh

• **Is the Abrams Doctrine Valid?: Exploring the Impact of Army National Guard Mobilization on Public Support for the War on Terror.** Jill Rough, George Mason University

• **Who Embraces the Role of "Military Spouse"?: An Examination of Role-Identity Salience, Commitment, and Pride.** Sidra Montgomery, University of Maryland, College Park

**Discussant:**

• Karin DeAngelis, University of Maryland, College Park

224. **Workshop--ASA Departmental Resource Group Workshop- Preparing for Program Review: Saturday Feb 26 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | William Penn Boardroom**

**Presider:** Joan Spade, SUNY Brockport

225. **Miniconference: LGBTQ --Invited Session 3- Trans/gender Identities, Politics and Communities: Saturday Feb 26 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom D**

**Organizer:** Reese Kelly, University at Albany, SUNY

**Presider:** Reese Kelly, University at Albany, SUNY

• **Incarcerating Gender.** Paisley Currah, Brooklyn College, CUNY

• **Trans/Gender/National Imaginaries: Photo Archives from Dhaka and Delhi.** Jyoti Puri, Simmons College

• **LGBT Youth of Color + Internet Technology: Preliminary Data from an Urban Sample.** Colin Ashley, The Graduate Center, CUNY; Jessie Daniels, Hunter College

226. **Miniconference: Children of Immigrants--Session 3- Public Programs and Health: Saturday Feb 26 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E2**

**Organizer:** Donald J. Hernandez, Hunter College and the Graduate Center, CUNY

**Presider:** Donald J. Hernandez, Hunter College and the Graduate Center, CUNY

• **Social Safety Net Programs and the Health of Young Citizen Children in Immigrant Families.** Danielle A. Crosby, University of North Carolina at Greensboro

• **Local Barriers to Medicaid Enrollment by Children in Immigrant Families.** Eric Seiber, Ohio State University

• **Evidence of a Physiologic Home-School Gap in Children of Hispanic Immigrants.** Sarah Watamura, University of Denver

• **"Hidden" Immigration: Educational Attainment and Mental Health of US International Adoptees.** Elena L. Grigorenko, Yale University
227. Regular Paper Session--Culture and the Construction of Social Inequality: Saturday Feb 26 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Bromley Room

- *The Spirit of Salsa: Ethnicity, Art and Persistent Inequalities in the Global City.* Alex Trillo, Saint Peter's College
- *The Institutional Exposure Hypothesis: Spatial Inequality of Arts and Cultural Institutions.* Jennifer Kondo, Columbia University; Shamus Khan, Columbia University
- *Sociably Sufficing: Middle-Class Culture and the Reproduction of Inequality.* Michele L. Rossi, University of California, Berkeley
- *Symbolism and Perception of College Students’ Body Adornment.* Lillian Odessa Holloman, Prince George’s Community College

Discussant:

- Daniel Jasper, Moravian College

228. Regular Paper Session--Negotiating Borders and Boundaries: Global Perspectives on Mothering and the State: Saturday Feb 26 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Claypoole Room

Presider: Ariella Rotramel, Rutgers University

- *Negotiating Borders and Asserting Civic Authority: Machsom Watch and the Israeli Military.* Rachel Kutz-Flamenbaum, University of Pittsburgh
- *Traffic in Law and Desire: Governmentality, Biopolitics, and Assisted Reproduction in Italy.* Mirian Tola, Rutgers University
- *Latina Battered Immigrants and Exclusionary Motherhood Ideals.* Roberta Villalon, St. John’s University
- *Cosmopolitan Motherhood: Effacing and Creating Borders in American Adoptions from China.* Amy Traver, CUNY, Queensborough

229. Regular Paper Session--Transnational Issues of Collective Identity, Activism, and Human Rights: Saturday Feb 26 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Frampton Room

- Who is constructing the public sphere? National political elites, public opinion, and political integration in the European Union. Oana Dan, Harvard University
- *Collective Identity without Collectivity: Impediments to Females’ Ability to Engage in Collective Behavior to Remedy Their Subordinate Status and Roles.* Cynthia Fuchs Epstein, CUNY Graduate Center

Discussant:

- Geoffrey Pleyers, FNRS UC Louvain & CADiS

230. Regular Paper Session--Cultural Identity in the US and Abroad: Saturday Feb 26 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Reynolds Room

- *Legislative changes, Intersectionality, and the Politics of Identity in Scandinavia.* Liza Reisel, Institute for Social Research, Norway
• **Cultural Identity and Community Life among Muslim Immigrants in the U.S.: Preliminary Survey Findings.** Hooshang Pazaki, East Stroudsburg University; Chin Hu, East Stroudsburg University

• **Iranian-Americans and the 2009 Iranian Election Protests - Constructing Identity Through Collective Action.** Haj Yazdiha, CUNY Brooklyn College

• **Temporal Dimensions of Identity Construction: An Analysis of the ‘Vacation Identity’.** Karen Stein, Rutgers University

**Discussant:**

• Tracie Elizabeth Durden, Bucknell University

**231. Regular Paper Session--The Politics of Corporate Restructuring: Saturday Feb 26 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom A1**

• **Explaining the Emergence of Modern Incorporation.** Alexander Jerneck, University of Pennsylvania

• **Servicing Global Capitalism: Segmented Incorporation of Women Global Service Workers in India’s Silicon Valley.** Amandeep Sandhu, Temple University

• **Domestic versus International Card Brands: The Cases of Russia, Ukraine and Bulgaria.** Alya Guseva, Boston University

• **Irrational Diffusion? Estimating the Impact of Workforce Downsizing on Firm Profitability and Market Valuation.** Jiwook Jung, Harvard University

**Discussant:**

• Valerian DeSousa, West Chester University

**232. Regular Paper Session--Anti-Muslim Public Opinion in the US: Saturday Feb 26 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom A2**

• **Muslims Sound Intimidating: What Factors Account for Anti-Muslim Sentiment in the US?** Hakim Zainiddinov, Rutgers University

• **The Troubling Storyteller: Quran Burning Threat and the Power of Mediated Violence.** Marina Vujnovic, Monmouth University

• **Terrified: The Evolution of Social Movements and Representations of Muslims in the U.S. Media, 2001-2008.** Christopher Bail, Harvard University

**Discussant:**

• Vida Baj, Methodist University

**233. Regular Paper Session--Families and Schools: Unexpected Findings: Saturday Feb 26 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom C**

**Presider:** Elliot B. Weininger, SUNY Brockport


• **Costly Investments: The Consequences of Maternal School Involvement for Mothers of Elementary-Aged Students.** Catherine Warner, University of Maryland, College Park
School Choice in a Middle-Class Parent Network: More Than Just “A Personal Decision”? April Yee, University of Pennsylvania

Parental Involvement and Teachers’ Evaluations of Students: The Continuing Significance of Race and Class. Susan Dumais, Louisiana State University; Richard Kessinger, Louisiana State University

Discussant:

Elliot B. Weininger, SUNY Brockport

234. Regular Paper Session--Varieties of State and Economy Relationships: Saturday Feb 26 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Whitpen Room

Peripheral Regions, States, and Revolutionary Movements. Mehmet Kucukozer, CUNY Graduate Center

Neoliberalization in East Asia: Strong Government or Nominal Democracy. Rakkoo Chung, SUNY at Albany

Consequences of Neoliberalism in Latin America: The rise of precarious employment and the fight for Decent Work. Gabriel Saldarriaga, CUNY Queens College

Worker Self-Management in Comparative Historical Perspective. Kristin Plys, Yale University

Discussant:

Shruti Devgan, Rutgers University

235. Undergraduate Poster Session--Undergraduate Poster Session IV: Saturday Feb 26 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Lobby

Becoming Classified: How Parents and Teachers Construct and Enforce the Learning-Disabled Label. Ashley Allshouse, Drew University; Ashley Allshouse, Drew University

The Reproduction of the Upper Class by Elite Boarding Schools. Leslie Marie Pillepich, Drew University

Hospice: Compassionate or McDonaldized? Donalee Unal, Lebanon Valley College

Access to Healthy Food in an Urban Community? Rachel Kenselaar, Rutgers University

Cambodian Refugees in the US: Adaptation and Identity Formation. Mariah Arnold, Ursinus College

The Approaching Threat: Tracing the Path of the Shag Bands Legend Across Space and Time. Chelsea Johnstone, University of Delaware

A Study of Volunteerism and Recruitment at Habitat for Humanity Trenton Area. Lauren Reilly, The College of New Jersey; Bohn Gehyeka, The College of New Jersey; Christopher Golden, The College of New Jersey; Jamie Miller, The College of New Jersey; Kelly Sheahan, The College of New Jersey

Why Do Whites Avoid Racially Integrated Neighborhoods? The Effect of Education and Prejudice on Whites’ Neighborhood Preferences*. Emmily De Los Santos, Skidmore College

Perceptions of Deviance throughout the Generations when Talking about Tattooing. Ashley Powell, Siena College

In Support or Against Physician-Assisted Suicide: the complex stance of the medical professional. Caitlin Lutz, Widener University School of Law

Homelessness in Philadelphia. Gregory Schaefer, St Joseph’s University

A Flexibility Paradigm: Understanding the Sexuality Continuum among College Students. Hilary O’Connell, Yale University

Race and Hysteria in the News: The Case of Philadelphia “Flash Mobs”. Elizabeth Cozzolino, Temple University

Life of the Party: Latino Voters’ Political Party Preferences. Javier Calderon, Skidmore College

Examining Health Satisfaction of U.S. Male Veterans. Lucy Hochman, Skidmore College

Explaining American Acceptance of Suicide: HOW THE RELIGIOSITY OF AMERICANS AFFECTS THEIR ATTITUDES ABOUT SUICIDE. Eric Tobey, Skidmore College

Media Portrayals of Working Mothers. Emma Potter, University of Virginia

“Crossing Racial Lines: Whites’ Attitudes toward Interracial Marriages and Neighborhood Racial Integration”. Teshika Hatch, Skidmore College

Various Physical and Mental Health Effects of Hurricane Katrina Upon its Survivors. Alex Garber, Rowan University
- **School Counselors & Policy Mediation: Understanding and Affecting Urban Student Outcomes.** Monika Yvette Langarica, University of Southern California
- **Virtual Commemoration and 1984: Trauma, Memory and Sikh Identity.** Shruti Devgan, Rutgers University
- **Veterans’ Education: Military Service and Degree Attainment.** Darys Kriegel, University of Iowa
- **Motivated Offenders, Easy Targets: A New Way to Look at Human Trafficking.** Heidi Ewing, St. Mary’s College of Maryland
- **Race, gender, class and age in political cartoons.** Kijana Crawford, Rochester Institute of Technology
- **A Comparison of Environmental Emigration Between Nicaragua & Ecuador.** Stephanie Torres, The College of New Jersey
- **All that other Stuff and Gender: How Second Generation Latino Students do and don’t Negotiate the College Experience.** Alejandra Huertas, Saint Peter’s College
- **The Future of Puerto Rico’s Political Status: A Comparative Analysis of Recent and Existing United States Overseas Territories.** Noel Borges, St Peter’s College
- **Liberalization of marijuana laws in Massachusetts: The impact of drug law changes on student’s attitudes and behaviors. One year later.** Andrea Blasdale, Suffolk University; Kristen Salera, Suffolk University
- **McKinney: How an Affluent Suburb Integrates Socioeconomically.** Daniel Ledbetter, University of Texas - Dallas
- **All Men are Created Equal? Racial Disparities in the United States’ Prison System.** Gregory Morales, Skidmore College
- **Recycling in the Context of a Cultural Greening.** Julia Flagg, The College of New Jersey
- **What does PeopleOfWalmart.com say about United States’ Culture?** Lanna Lee Maheux-Quinn, University of Southern Maine
- **Sociological Analysis of the Cancer Cluster in Toms River, New Jersey.** Jennifer Long, The College of New Jersey
- **The Physics of Sociology: Making sociology “real” for non-social science majors.** Laura Hansen, Western New England College
- **Stigma and Identity: The Social Effects of Incarceration on Released Offenders.** Paul Chaim Schneider, Ursinus College
- **Heard: The Tales of Today’s Immigrants.** Rebecca Lakew, University of Maryland - College Park
- **History on Repeat: A Study of Reenactors.** Cristin White, Siena College
- **CAs and their Resident Perceptions.** Marjorie Blicharz, The College of New Jersey
- **Student Activists and Student Non-Activists: Do They Differ in Ideologies and Attitudes?** Prajwal Koirala, St Joseph’s College
- **From Corsets to Jumpers: School Uniform Policies and the Construction of Gender.** Nicole Auffant, Rutgers University

**1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

**236. Thematic--Tenth Anniversary of 9/11: Assessing the Impact on Communities: Saturday Feb 26 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Cook Room**

**Organizers:** Mehdi Bozorgmehr, City College and the Graduate Center, CUNY; Anny Bakalian, The Graduate Center, CUNY

- **New York: Still a Resilient City?** John Mollenkopf, The Graduate Center, CUNY
- **Legacies of Disaster: Community and Conflict.** Greg Smithsimon, Brooklyn College, CUNY
- **Economic Downturns and Immigrant Chinese Women in New York City.** Margaret M. Chin, Hunter College and the Graduate Center, CUNY
- **Middle Eastern and Muslim American Studies since 9/11.** Anny Bakalian, The Graduate Center, CUNY; Mehdi Bozorgmehr, City College and the Graduate Center, CUNY

**Discussant:**
237. Author Meets Critics—Blurring the Color Line: The New Chance for a More Integrated America by Richard Alba: Saturday Feb 26 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Shippen Room

Organizer: Edward Telles, Princeton University
Presider: Phil Kasinitz, CUNY-Graduate Center

- Critic. Thomas Sugrue, University of Pennsylvania
- Critic. Jose Itzigsohn, Brown University
- Critic. Vilma Ortiz, UCLA
- Author. Richard Alba, CUNY-Graduate Center

238. Conversation--Corporatizing Higher Education: Saturday Feb 26 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Flower Room

Presider: Gaye Tuchman, University of Connecticut

- Discussant. Gaye Tuchman, University of Connecticut
- Discussant. Gary Rhoades, American Association of University Professors
- Discussant. Angie Beeman, Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY
- Discussant. Clyde W. Barrow, University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth

239. Miniconference: Military Sociology—Session 4: Military Control and Regulation: Saturday Feb 26 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E1

Organizer: Ryan Kelty, Washington College
Presider: Ryan Kelty, Washington College

- Arms for the world: the global structure of American defense procurement. Aaron Major, SUNY at Albany; Lacy Mitchell, SUNY at Albany
- The Military System of Control is Duplicated in College. Wilma Allen, Methodist University
- The Quartermaster Museum: Allowing Non-Combat Soldiers to find Military Honor in Their Work. Daniel Burland, University of Massachusetts - Amherst
- Focus on how the repeal of the Don’t Ask Don’t Tell (Don’t Pursue) will benefit the US military. Richard Strahan, University of Buffalo; Brenda L Moore, University at Buffalo

Discussant:

- Wendy Christensen, Bowdoin College

240. Miniconference: LGBTQ --Session 4- Queer Marginalities: Saturday Feb 26 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Society Hill Ballroom D
Organizer: Reese Kelly, University at Albany, SUNY
Presider: Reese Kelly, University at Albany, SUNY

- Las Krudas CUBENSI, Cuban Hip Hop and the Queer of Color Critique. Tanya L. Saunders, PhD, Lehigh University
- Queer Chicano/a Families in Scholarship. Sandra Loughrin, University of California, Riverside
- Gendered Differences among Black and White LGBT People’s Violent Experiences. Doug Meyer, CUNY Graduate Center
- Queer Intimacies: Class, Relationships, and the Virtual in Gay and Lesbian Life. Matthew Morrison, University of Virginia
- Intersectionalities of Oppression: LGBT Youth of Color and the Production of Homosocial Space. Jeff McGraham, CUNY Brooklyn College

241. Miniconference: Children of Immigrants--Session 4- Transforming America in the 21st Century: Key Features and Context: Saturday Feb 26 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E2

Organizer: Donald J. Hernandez, Hunter College and the Graduate Center, CUNY
Presider: Donald J. Hernandez, Hunter College and the Graduate Center, CUNY

- Overview of Miniconference and Circumstances of Children in Immigrant Families. Donald J. Hernandez, Hunter College and the Graduate Center, CUNY
- Academic Achievement Among Children of Immigrants: A Cross-Contextual Analysis. Elizabeth Votruba-Drzal, University of Pittsburgh; Amanda Koury, University of Pittsburgh
- Teachers’ and Parents’ Strategies and Perspectives on Supporting English Language Learners. Yuuko Uchikoshi, University of California, Davis; Iliana Reyes, University of Arizona
- Impact of Immigration Raids on America’s Children. Randy Capps, Migration Policy Institute

242. Regular Paper Session--Intersectionalities: Theories and Approaches: Saturday Feb 26 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Bromley Room

- The Blind Spots of Intersectional Analysis. Anthony Haynor, Seton Hall University; Irene Dabrowski, St. John’s University, New York
- Rethinking Intersectionality and the Politics of Assemblage. Ali Syed, CUNY Graduate Center
- Gender, Race and Care Work: The Importance of History to Intersectionality. Mignon Duffy, University of Massachusetts - Lowell
- The Social Construction of Bullying and Bullicide. Christine Mckenna, Emmanuel College
- Toward an Intersectionally-Framed Critical Sociology of Sport. Joseph Trumino, St. John’s University
- Anarchism and Intersectionality. Abbey Willis, Syracuse University; Deric Shannon, University of Connecticut

Discussant:

- Marla Kohlman, Kenyon College

243. Regular Paper Session--Constructing Workplace and Professional Domain: Saturday Feb 26 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Claypoole Room

- Professionalism and Economic Viability Trump Artistry in Creative Careers: Status Criteria amongst Professional Musicians. Roscoe Scarborough, University of Virginia
• Outside of the Classroom: The Effects of College Service on Faculty Relationships.  Catherine White Berheide, Skidmore College; Joelle Sklaar, Skidmore College; Emily Cooper, Skidmore College; Tara Kelley, Skidmore College; Cay Anderson-Hanley, Union College

• Recruitment, Status, and Border Crossings: A Preliminary Look at How and Why Academics Become Think Tank Research Fellows.  John McLevey, McMaster University

• No Site of Land: Professional Designers, Work, and Preservation.  Matthew Dore, Buffalo State College

• Deviance and Dishonesty in Retail- The Unintended Consequences of Offering Incentives in the Workplace.  Meghan Amato, CUNY City College

Discussant:

• Karen Danna-Lynch, UMDNJ Robert Wood Johnson Medical School

244. Regular Paper Session--Building and Strengthening Voluntary Organizations: Saturday Feb 26 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Frampton Room

Presider: Janet Stamatel, SUNY at Albany

• Group Process ‘Solutions’ that Backfire in Mixed-Class Social Movement Organizations.  Betsy Leondar-Wright, Boston College

• A Place for Everything, and Everything in its Place: The Enabling Role of Place in Group Cohesion.  Melissa F. Pirkey, University of Notre Dame

• Institutional Logics and Conflict: The Case of Homeowners’ Associations.  Courtney L. Feldscher, Boston University

• Lessons for Creative Cities from Burning Man: How Codified Values and Organizations Help a Subculture Grow beyond Place.  Katherine Chen, CUNY City College & Graduate Center

245. Regular Paper Session--Gender Attitudes in the International Context: Saturday Feb 26 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Reynolds Room

• Nationalism and the Making of Japanese Femininity.  Masako Endo, SUNY at Binghamton

• Tension in Change: Mexican American Masculinities and Femininities.  Jessica Vasquez, University of Kansas

• The Israel Single Mothers’ Movement: Race, Class, and Gender in the Public Sphere.  Noa Milman, Boston College

• Gender, Ethnicity and Citizenship in the Upper Midwest, 1900-1930: Reconsidering Theories of Naturalization.  Clare Hammonds, Brandeis University; Karen V. Hansen, Brandeis University

Discussant:

• Joya Misra, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

246. Regular Paper Session--Conservatism Before and After the Tea Party: Saturday Feb 26 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Society Hill Ballroom A1

Presider: Sarah Sobieraj, Tufts University

• Conservative Ideology In Practice: Frame Analysis and the Tea Party Movement.  Francis Prior, University of Pennsylvania

• Tea-party Feminism: Women and the Rhetoric of Outsider Activism.  Amy Stuart,
• REPUBLICAN INSURGENCY BEFORE THE TEA PARTY: ABORTION AND THE RISE OF AMERICAN CONSERVATISM. Ziad Munson, Lehigh University

247. Regular Paper Session--War, Resistance, and Revolution: Saturday Feb 26 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Society Hill Ballroom A2

Presider: Oana Dan, Harvard University

• Contemporary Events in Iran in Light of the Iranian Revolution. Mark Gould, Haverford College
• Terror Survival Guide: What makes a successful long lasting terrorist organization? Daniel Larson, Lehigh University; Anna Field, Lehigh University
• Refugees in War, Genocide, Atrocity and their Aftermath: Comparative Patterns. Mary Gallant, Rowan University
• Contextualizing Extreme Wartime Rape Within the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Donna Yang, William Paterson University of New Jersey

248. Regular Paper Session--Service Learning’s Place on Campus: Saturday Feb 26 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Society Hill Ballroom C

Presider: Stephanie A. Bennett, College of St. Rose

• Student Assessment and Reflection on Service Learning Projects. Stephanie A. Bennett, College of St. Rose
• Service-Learning as Outcome Assessment. Tim Woods, Manchester Community College
• Student Centered Social Activism. Jamie Gusrang, Community College of Philadelphia
• Thinking, Doing, and Reflecting: Assessing the Impact of a Study Abroad/Service Learning Program. Melissa Swauger, Indiana University of PA

Discussants:

• Tim Woods, Manchester Community College
• Stephanie A. Bennett, College of St. Rose

249. Regular Paper Session--Family Formation in the International Context: Saturday Feb 26 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Whitpen Room

• Continental Divides: Intercultural Relationships in Global Context. Erica Chito Childs, Hunter College and CUNY Graduate Center
• Parental Son Preference and Children’s Housework: the Case of India. Tin-chi Lin, Princeton University; Alicia Adsera, Princeton University
• Intergenerational Effects of Cohabitation. Christina M Wolfe, Penn State University

Discussant:

• Amy Traver, CUNY, Queensborough

250. Undergraduate Poster Session--Undergraduate Poster Session V: Saturday Feb 26 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | Lobby
• Are Humans Natural Born Killers? Viannelly Cortorreal, St. Peter’s College
• I SHOT THE SHERIFF: but it was not instinctual. Jackson Stokes, St. Peter’s College
• Aggression or Aggression Avoidance: Culturally Driven. Alexandra Ashley Hernandez, St Peter's College
• Human Aggression: Innate and Controlled. Sharnae Williams, St. Peter’s College
• Aggression is on the menu but our choice.. Victor Crepeau, St. Peter's College
• Aggression: Innate, Suppressed and Learned. Mary Saint-Cyr, St. Peter’s College
• La familia al revés: Patterns and Consequences of Acculturation Among Immigrant Latino. Katherine Bitgood, Drew University
• The Game of Chess Representing the Recent Tactics and Strategies of the Anglo-Irish Socio-Cognitive Semiotic Classification Error. Michael Raphael, Northeastern University
• Manufacturing in Post-Industrial New York City: A Study of Trends and Prospects for Industrial Retention. Kliyan Janet, CUNY Queens College
• Soup Kitchen. Aisha Williamson, CUNY Bronx Community
• ACS, We Taking Over. Temeka McCoy, ; Chelsea Gill,
• Attitudes Toward Contributing Factors of Childhood Obesity. Lisa Yuelling, William Paterson University
• The Impact of Parenting on Emerging Adults’ Substance USE. Samantha Kopp, William Paterson University
• Crime Fighters: A Content Analysis of the Heroes of American Pop Culture. Robert Baron, William Paterson University
• A Study of Drunk Driving As Related to Attitudes and Behaviors. Amanda Yarmula, William Paterson University
• Cyber-Bullying. Nader Sarabamoun, William Paterson University
• Stalking Prevalence. Katelin Moses, William Paterson University
• Cyber Stalking Victimization. Naima Ricks, William Paterson University
• Family Structure and Delinquency. Lauren Weisse, William Paterson University
• The Unequal Perception and Portrayal of the Black Figure. Akaniyene Essien,
• The Effects of OTC Availability of Plan B on Teen’s Contraception Decision Making. Erika Mann, William Paterson University
• Sibling Influence on Ideal Family Size. Kelly Morrissey Amanda Nyman, Villanova University
• The Effect of Gender on Attitudes Toward Capital Punishment. Jaime Rasmussen, Bucknell University
• Strengthening Black Identity: the Steve Biko Cultural Institute and Socially Conscious Leaders. Katrina Charlene Broughton, Gettysburg College
• Furry Society: A Sociological Examination. Christopher Zielewski, Randolph College

251. ESS Special Events & Meetings--Committee on the Status of Women Business Meeting: Saturday Feb 26 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM | William Penn Boardroom

Organizers: Meghan Ashlin Rich, University of Scranton; Carrie Lee Smith, Millersville University

3:30 PM-5:00 PM

252. Thematic--Intersectionality: Examining Girls and Women of Color: Saturday Feb 26 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Cook Room

Organizer: Marlese Durr, Wright State University
Presider: Evrick Brown, Brooklyn College

• Understanding "Ghetto Fabulous" High School Girls. Rhonda F. Levine, Colgate University
• Digging Deep: Intersectionality and Playing in the Archives. Deborah K. King, Dartmouth College
• *Bearing the Burden, Wearing the Telescope: How to encourage the Intersectional Lens Among our Students.* Sarah Willie-LeBreton, Swarthmore College


• *Combining Intersectional and Ethnographic Research to Study Women of Color.* Marlese Durr, Wright State University

253. **Author Meets Critics--The Managed Hand: Race, Gender and the Body in Beauty Service Work by Miliann Kang:** Saturday Feb 26 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Shippen Room

**Organizer:** Debra Gimlin, University of Aberdeen  
**Presider:** Ashley Mears, Boston University

• **Critic.** Lisa Jean Moore, Purchase College, SUNY  
• **Critic.** Robin Leidner, University of Pennsylvania  
• **Critic.** Robyn Rodriguez, Rutgers University  
• **Author.** Miliann Kang, University of Massachusetts

254. **Miniconference: Military Sociology--Session 5: Military Culture and Identities:** Saturday Feb 26 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E1

**Organizer:** Ryan Kelty, Washington College  
**Presider:** Ryan Kelty, Washington College

• *Do Lesbians in the Military Pass as Heterosexual?* Kimberly Bonner,  
• *Marriage and Military Culture: The Effects of Marriage on Men’s Health Outcomes.* George Still, Virginia Tech  
• *The Politics of Foot Powder: Mothering Practices and War.* Wendy Christensen, Bowdoin College  
• *Invisible Identities: Veterans Transition to Higher Education.* Julie Anderson, George Mason University

**Discussant:**  
• Daniel Burland, University of Massachusetts - Amherst

255. **Miniconference: LGBTQ --Session 5- (Re)Framing Queer Intersectional Studies:** Saturday Feb 26 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom D

**Organizer:** Reese Kelly, University at Albany, SUNY  
**Presider:** Nicole LaMarre, University at Albany, SUNY

• *Towards an Intersectional Understanding of Sexual Desire.* Jason Crockett, Kutztown University  
• *Rural Location and Exposure to Minority Stress among Sexual Minorities.* Eric Swank, Morehead State University; Breanne Fahs, Arizona State University; David Frost, San Francisco State University  
• “Framing Gender Transcendence: A Theoretical Exploration of Gender, Sex, and the Body”. Adina Koch, Boston College
• The Complexities of Queerness: An Intersectional Inquiry of Sexuality-Based Scholarship and Activism. Bridget Harr, UC Santa Barbara

256. Regular Paper Session--Culture and the Politics of Identity: Saturday Feb 26 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Bromley Room

• Culture Wars and the Politics of National Identity in Obama’s America. Rhys Williams, Loyola University - Chicago
• A Frightening Power: Jimmy Hoffa and the Cultural Pragmatics of the “Labor Question” in Postwar America. Solon Simmons, George Mason University
• The Perfect Europeans? Identification with Europe among E.U. Elites. Eleni Arzoglou, Harvard University
• The Sixteenth Street Baptist Church Bombing and White Southern Identity. Sandra Gill, Gettysburg College

Discussant:

• Lynette Patrice Spillman, University of Notre Dame

257. Regular Paper Session--Life outside the College Classroom: Non-academic Life Factors Affecting Experience in Higher Education: Saturday Feb 26 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Claypoole Room

• The Effects of Student Employment Upon the Academic Experience of College Students at a mid-sized Public University. K. Brandon Lang, Bloomsburg University
• A Recipe for Success: The Impact of Social and Academic Experiences on Overall College Satisfaction. Catherine White Berheide, Skidmore College; Frank Cabrera, Skidmore College; Anna D. Rivkin, Skidmore College
• The National Assessment of Service and Civic Engagement in Higher Education. Mathew Johnson, Siena College; Donald P Levy, Siena College; Patrick Gruber, Siena College
• Female International Student’s Transitional Experiences in American Systems of Higher Education. Sheila Pierre, University of Connecticut

Discussant:

• Chiwen Bao, Harvard University

258. Regular Paper Session--Opening Minds, Shifting Perspectives: Teaching Sociologically Based Courses: Saturday Feb 26 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Frampton Room

• The Physics of Sociology: Making Sociology Real for Non-Social Science Majors. Laura Hansen, Western New England College
• Community-Based Research as a Tool for Thinking Critically about the Discipline and Advancing Public Sociology. Emily W. Kane, Bates College
• Using Street Food Vendors and Doughnut Stores to Teach Research Methods. Jason Patch, Roger Williams University
• Contemporary Social Problems Class: Change Minds One at a Time. Janice Purk, Mansfield University
• Reading Integration: Sociology and Multi-Genre Response. Heather Griffiths, Fayetteville State University

Discussant:

• Katrina Hoop, St Joseph’s College of Maine

259. Regular Paper Session--The Construction and Practice of Class Identity: Saturday Feb 26 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Reynolds Room
• Social Class and Political Participation: The Intersection of Economic and Political Inequalities. Winston Tripp, Penn State University
• Class Inequality in the Flexibility of Job Hours and Schedules. Dan Clawson, University of Massachusetts - Amherst; Naomi Gerstel, University of Massachusetts Amherst; Jillian Crocker, University of Massachusetts Amherst
• Hostile Takeover: A pragmatic path to functional direct political and economic democracy. John Asimakopoulos, CUNY Bronx Community College
• The Icelandic Inequality Crisis and Public Discourse about Class Division. Gudmundur Oddsson, University of Missouri

Discussant:

• Rakkoo Chung, SUNY at Albany

260. Regular Paper Session--Race and the Criminal Justice System: Saturday Feb 26 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom A1

• Understanding Variations in Racial Profiling through an Intersectional Analysis. Paul Reck, Ramapo College
• Reframing Lynching: Modern Day Racial Violence. Amanda Moras, Sacred Heart University; Katheryn Russell-Brown, University of Florida
• Accounting for the Racial Disparity in Rates of White and Black Male Prisoners under U. S. State and Federal Jurisdiction: 1980-2008. Donald Wallace, Drexel University; Nancy Blank, Widener University
• The Role of Extralegal Factors in Formulation of Punitive Sanctions Associated With Cocaine and Crack Cocaine Statutes. Nicholas Astone, Alabama State University; Mary Astone, Troy University

Discussant:

• Robert Cottrol, George Washington University

261. Regular Paper Session--Mapping Globalization: Inequality, Property and Human Rights: Saturday Feb 26 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom A2

• Signaling Commitments, Making Concessions: Democratization and State Ratification of International Human Rights Treaties. Min Zhou, Harvard University
• Institutionalization of the Intellectual Property Regime: Corporate Business Models and the Responses of Developing Countries. Nazan Bedirhanoglu, SUNY at Binghamton
• Global Cities and Income Inequality. Peter Ikeler, CUNY Graduate Center; David Monaghan, CUNY Graduate Center; Kevin Moran, CUNY Graduate Center

Discussant:

• Jenniffer Santos-Hernández , University of Delaware

262. Regular Paper Session--Disability: Identities, Diagnoses, and Consequences: Saturday Feb 26 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom C

Presider: Andrew M. Cislo, University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill

• The Social Distribution of Agreement with Proxy Reports of Physical Disability Status: Race/Ethnic, Gender, and Age Group Comparisons. Andrew M. Cislo, University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill; Mathew D Gayman, Georgia State University
• Gender Differences in Functional Limitations among Older Adults: Testing the Differential Exposure Explanation. Leah Rohlfsen, St Lawrence University

• When Good Intentions Don’t Matter: The Effect of Disability, Race, and Class on Parental Involvement and Teacher Perceptions of Students. Richard Kessinger, Louisiana State University; Susan Dumais, Louisiana State University

• The Social Process Behind Inequalities in Children’s Mental Health: An Illness Career Framework. Daniel Potter, University of Virginia

Discussant:

• Leah Rohlfsen, St Lawrence University

263. Committee on the Status of Women Panel--Intimate Relationships and the Work/Life Balance: Saturday Feb 26 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM | Flower Room

Presiders: Meghan Ashlin Rich, University of Scranton; Carrie Lee Smith, Millersville University

Discussants:

• Joanne Ardovini, Metropolitan College of New York
• Kathleen Gerson, New York University
• Meghan Ashlin Rich, University of Scranton
• Laura West Steck, York College of Pennsylvania
• Dana Hysock Witham, Indiana University of PA

3:30 PM-6:00 PM

264. Miniconference: Children of Immigrants--Session 5: Film "Abused- The Postville Raid" directed by Luis Argueta and co-produced by Vivian Rivas: Saturday Feb 26 | 3:30 PM-6:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E2

Organizer: Donald J. Hernandez, Hunter College and the Graduate Center, CUNY
Presider: Donald J. Hernandez, Hunter College and the Graduate Center, CUNY

5:30 PM-7:00 PM

265. Plenary--Presentation of 2011 Awards and Christine Bose’s Presidential Address: "Globalizing Gender Issues: Many Voices, Different Choices": Saturday Feb 26 | 5:30 PM-7:00 PM | Society Hill Ballroom C

• Introduction. Myra Marx Ferree, University of Wisconsin
• Presidential Address. Christine Bose, University at Albany, SUNY

Sunday, 27 February 2011

8:30 AM-10:00 AM
266. **Thematic--New Scholarship on Latinos: Various Aspects of Intersectionality: Sunday Feb 27 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Cook Room**

**Organizer:** Christine Bose, University at Albany, SUNY  
**Presider:** Gilbert Marzan, CUNY Bronx Community College

- *Immigrant Political Action and Intersectionality: The Case of Salvadorans in Washington, D.C.*  
  Karen Tejada, University of Hartford
- *An exploratory study of Puerto Rican and African American unions.*  
  Gabriel Aquino, Westfield State University
- *Peeking out of the Closet: A Puerto Rican’s Journey to Coming Out in the Classroom.*  
  Enrique Morales-Diaz, Westfield State University
- *The Importance of Location in the Residential Incorporation of Immigrants: A Look at Latin American Immigrants in the Hudson Valley.*  
  Jacqueline Villarrubia-Mendoza, Colgate University

**Discussant:**

- Gilbert Marzan, CUNY Bronx Community College

267. **Regular Paper Session--Identity, Deception and Research amidst Technological Change: Sunday Feb 27 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Bromley Room**

**Presider:** Mathew Johnson, Siena College

- *Why is Deception Utilized in Online Dating Profiles?*  
  Dwight Hunter, Northeastern University
- *Who is Afraid of Government as a Threat to Privacy?*  
  Timothy Stablein, Dartmouth College; Denise L. Anthony, Dartmouth College; Emily K. Carian, Dartmouth College
- *Improving Response Rates for Web Surveys: An Experimental Test of the Token Incentive.*  
  Matthew Manierre, University of Delaware

268. **Regular Paper Session--Organizations: Structure, Culture and Survival: Sunday Feb 27 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Claypoole Room**

- *Inventing the Tradition of Honor at the University of Virginia: Student Autonomy or Faculty Control?*  
  Michele L McGibbon, University of Virginia
- *Culture Clash: The Toyota Auto Recall Crisis.*  
  Rod Carveth, Fitchburg State College; Claire Ferraris, Western Oregon University
  David Roelfs, SUNY at Stony Brook
- *Got Milk?: An Exploration of the United States Dairy Industry.*  
  Sarah Florino, College of Notre Dame of Maryland; Jennifer M. Ashlock, College of Notre Dame

**Discussant:**

- Denise L. Anthony, Dartmouth College

269. **Regular Paper Session--Race, Segregation and Integration: Sunday Feb 27 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Flower Room**

**Presider:** Hideki Morooka, Fayetteville State University
• Intersectionality in segregation patterns: Evidence of isolation in our most Diverse Cohorts. Jeremy Porter, CUNY-Brooklyn College
• Do Property Values Drop when Blacks Move into White Neighborhoods? Richard Moye, Temple University
• Urban Hotspots: Racial Segregation, Urban Disadvantage, and Environmental Hazard Burdening in Philadelphia. Diane Sicotte, Drexel University

270. Regular Paper Session--Trade Union Activism: Sunday Feb 27 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Frampton Room

Presider: Elizabeth Bingle, University of Cincinnati

• After Reform: The Effect of Workmen’s Compensation Legislation on Strike Activity, 1910 - 1930. Robert Biggert, Assumption College
• Workers’ Power in the Global City? Lessons from Three New York Transit Strikes. Peter Ikeler, CUNY Graduate Center
• “An Injury to Us is an Injury to the Community”: Union Social Movement Activism in Opposition to Fire Department Downsizing. Christopher Prener, Northeastern University
• Warehouse Workers United: Resisting Multiple Oppressions Among Warehouse Workers in the Inland Empire. Elizabeth Bingle, University of Cincinnati

271. Regular Paper Session--Cultural Constructions of Masculinity: Sunday Feb 27 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Reynolds Room

• Sexuality and Class in the Making of Black Boys’ Masculinity. Freeden Oeur, University of California - Berkeley
• Masculinities in Feminist Classrooms. Debra Guckenheimer, Bowdoin College
• Male Salons and Masculine Domination: Fashioning the Male Self in Contemporary Society’s Celebrity Culture. Black Hawk Hancock, DePaul University
• Talking to Men about Masculinity: A Qualitative Examination of Masculinity, Masculinity Threat, and Compensatory Behavior. Christin Munsch, Cornell University
• Medicalizing Masculinity: The Construction of Lesbians in Ex-Gay Movement Discourse. Christine Robinson, James Madison University; Sue E. Spivey, James Madison University

Discussant:

• Laura Carpenter, Vanderbilt University

272. Regular Paper Session--Pregnancy, Reproduction, and Birth Questions: Session 4. Reproductive Justice: Birth Advocates and Activism: Sunday Feb 27 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Shippen Room

Organizers: Danielle Bessett, University of Cincinnati; Theresa Morris, Trinity College
Presider: Miranda R. Waggoner, Brandeis University

• “You can’t pit them against each other”: Abortion, Motherhood and Identity in the Reproductive Justice Movement. Zakiya T. Luna, University of Michigan
• Experiences of Women Seeking State-Subsidized Insurance for Abortion Care in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Danielle Bessett, University of Cincinnati
• Reading Birth Outside the Master (Sociological) Narrative: Native American Women and Childbirth as Political and Cultural Resistance. Barbara Gurr, University of Connecticut
• Exploring the role of emotions in birth activism in the Republic of Ireland. Christina Bermingham, Dublin City University
• Pushing the Movement: The Need to Recognize Birthing Rights in Reproductive Justice. Farah Diaz-Tello, National Advocates for Pregnant Women; Kathrine Jack, National Advocates for Pregnant Women; Jeanne Flavin, Fordham University

273. Regular Paper Session--Dating and Mate Selection in College: Sunday Feb 27 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom A1

• Attitudes toward Interpersonal Relationships among African American College Students. Barbara Medley, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga; Rebecca Reviere, Howard University; Valerie R Stackman, Howard University; Chaz T Gipson, Howard University; Charles Manning, Howard University
• Traditional and Non-traditional Husband Preference among College Women. Deborah Abowitz, Bucknell University; David Knox, East Carolina University; Kate Berner, Bucknell University
• Sexual Scripts and Heterosexual College Students’ Conceptions of Same-Sex Sexual Activity and Related Pleasurability. Janelle Pham, Lehigh University
• The Impact of Campus Culture and Social Structure on Dating and Hooking Up. Marit Berntson, Roanoke College; Kristi Hoffman, Roanoke College; Tracy Luff, Concord University
• Seeking the Same: Examining Homophily Patterns in Online Mating. Bradley Powell, Columbia University

Discussant:
• Susan Herrick, West Liberty University

274. Regular Paper Session--Heteronormativity and Understanding Constructions of Gender: Sunday Feb 27 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom A2

• Gender Performance: The Depiction of Cross-Dressing in Four Comedies (1982-1993). Lane Standige, University of Massachusetts - Boston
• Heteronormative Ideology in Everyday Life: The Case of Newspaper Comics. Jeffery Dennis, SUNY at Oneonta
• Femininity, Consumer Desire and the White Wedding. Patricia Arend, Boston College
• Don’t Waste the Pretty: Buying into Oppression and Relationship Advice. Megan Rolfe, SUNY at Albany; Nicole LaMarre, University at Albany, SUNY

Discussant:
• Sara Raley, McDaniel College

275. Regular Paper Session--Sociologists Who Read “Girl”: Examining Social Issues Through Stieg Larsson’s Millennium Trilogy: Sunday Feb 27 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom B

Presider: Carrie Lee Smith, Millersville University

• The Gender Ambiguity of Lisbeth Salander: Third-Wave Feminist Heroine. Judith Lorber, Graduate Center and Brooklyn College, CUNY
• Writing about Violence against Women: Fiction Versus Reality. Roberta Villalon, St. John’s University
• Calling the Shots, Drawing Them, or Both? Working Women in Stieg Larsson’s Millennium Trilogy. Diane Levy, University of North Carolina at Wilmington
276. Regular Paper Session--Globalization and Privatization of Health Care: Sunday Feb 27 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom D

**Presider:** Regina Smardon, Methodist University

- **Corporate Social Responsibility Meet Big Pharma:** How corporate social responsibility has shaped the growth of the pharmaceutical industry. Helen Jolly, SUNY at Stony Brook
- **World Polity, INGOs, democracy and TB Death and Infection Rates:** a fixed effects analysis of cross-national data. Gary Maynard, SUNY at Stony Brook
- **Methods for Incorporating an Intersectional Analysis into the Evidence-based Systematic Review Process.** Joann Fontanarosa, ECRI Institute; David Snyder, ECRI Institute; Wendy Bruening, ECRI Institute

277. Regular Paper Session--Race, Class, and Parenting: Sunday Feb 27 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom E1

- **The Partners Study:** Factors influencing family formation among urban Latino couples. Diana Romero, CUNY School of Public Health at Hunter College; Amy Kwan, CUNY Graduate Center; Karla Felix, CUNY Graduate Center; David Bell, Columbia University Medical Center; Carolyn Westhoff, Columbia University Mailman School of Public Health
- **Organizational Social Support and Parenting Challenges among Mothers of Color: The Case of Mocha Moms.** Jocelyn Crowley, Rutgers University; Stephanie Curenton, Rutgers University
- **Parenting and the Purchase of Intimacy:** Symbolism of Expenditures for Children among Low Income Working Parents. Jennifer Sykes, Harvard University
- **SINGLE-PARENT FAMILIES AND POVERTY The United States in Comparative Perspective.** Laurie Maldonado, UCLA

**Discussant:**

- Jennifer Koleser-Gahari,

278. Regular Paper Session--Community Ties and Rural Stratification: Sunday Feb 27 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Whitpen Room

**Presider:** Katrina Hoop, St Joseph`s College of Maine

- **Sentimental Attachment to Community in Rural High-Amenity Settings.** Brian Jennings, Albright College; Richard S Kranich, Utah State University
- **Ties to Place: A Comparison of Native and Non-Native Southeast Alaskan’s Ties to their Communities.** Jessica Ulrich, University of New Hampshire; Tom Safford, University of New Hampshire
- **Class, Education, and Place in Rural America.** Chris Colocousis, James Madison University
- **Political Economy and Environmental Context in Determining Community Boundaries in Rural Maine.** Megan Henly, University of New Hampshire
- **Social Capital in Action: The Place Rebranding of a Rural Community.** Michele Dillon, University of New Hampshire

279. ESS Special Events & Meetings--ESS General Business Meeting (open to entire membership): Sunday Feb 27 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | Society Hill Ballroom E2
280. ESS Special Events & Meetings--SWS Committee Meeting: Sunday Feb 27 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM | William Penn Boardroom

Organizer: Laura West Steck, York College of Pennsylvania

10:15 AM-11:45 AM

281. Thematic--Intersectionality and Embodiment: Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Cook Room

Organizer: Miliann Kang, University of Massachusetts
Presider: Miliann Kang, University of Massachusetts

- Caring, Curing, and the Community: Black Masculinity in a Feminized Profession. Adia Harvey Wingfield, Georgia State University
- Sexes, Genders, and Bodies: Should We Look at Genes, Hormones, or Social Factors? Judith Lorber, Graduate Center and Brooklyn College, CUNY
- Queering Brown Bodies: Latina Street Vendors "Performing" Informal Work. Lorena Muñoz, Westfield State University

282. Author Meets Critics--Peculiar Institution: America's Death Penalty in an Age of Abolition by David Garland: Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Shippen Room

Organizer: Philip Smith, Yale University
Presider: Philip Smith, Yale University

- Critic. Robin Wagner-Pacifici, Swarthmore College
- Critic. John Pratt, Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand
- Critic. Alexander Riley, Bucknell University, Lewisberg
- Critic. Philip Smith, Yale University
- Author. David Garland, New York University

283. Regular Paper Session--Immigrants' Construction of New Identities in Host Societies: Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Bromley Room

Presider: Susan Pearce, East Carolina University

- The Indian Diaspora in the Lusophone World: Adaptation and Identity. Valerian DeSousa, West Chester University
- Contextualizing Ethnic Identities of Boat People in the Diasporas. Kristen Tran, SUNY at Binghamton
- Transnationalism, Identity Negotiation and Asian Immigrant Women: Race, Class and Gender. EunJung Choi, University of Maryland University College

284. Regular Paper Session--Race and Class in Educational Attainment: Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Claypoole Room
• Educational Attainment in High Performing School District: The Relative Significance of Class. Enrique S. Pumar, Catholic University of America; Adam Sitsis, Catholic University of America
• Graduation and Release: The Intersection of Race, Gender, Socioeconomic Risk, & Culture. Natasha C. Pratt-Harris, Morgan State University
• Racial Differences in Realized Academic Potential: The Roles of Students and Schools. Tina Wildhagen, Smith College
• The Relationships Between Childcare and Maternal Education By Race/Ethnicity and Marital Status. Heather Macpherson Parrott, Long Island University - C.W. Post

Discussant:

• Faye Glass, Montclair State University


Presider: Ziad Munson, Lehigh University

• Social Inclusion and the Capabilities: Critical Assessment of Human Development in a Modernizing Society in Eastern Europe. Yuriy Savelyev, National Taras Shevchenko University of Kyiv
• Recentering the Center: Citizen Participation in Centro Histórico and Condesa in Mexico City. Esther Hernandez-Medina, Brown University
• Biopolitics of Neoliberal Urbanization: Insights from Urban Transformation Projects in Istanbul. Burak Kose, York University
• Measuring Residential Segregation across Major Indian Cities. Trina Vithayathil, Brown University; Gayatri Singh, Brown university

286. Regular Paper Session--Race/Ethnicity: Charity/Giving and Political Participation: Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Reynolds Room

• Why Are All of the Good Organizations White?: Status and Giving among Black Elite Philanthropists. Jane Jones, Ursinus College
• Tu Casa, Mi Casa: Place of Residence and Political Participation among Latinos. Maria Abascal, Princeton University
• Ordinary Jobs, Volunteering & Doing it Gladly! Tamil Immigrant Women’s Access and Transitions to Professional Work in America. Namita Manohar, CUNY Brooklyn College
• Global Poverty, Local Racism: How Cross-national Charity Enforces Symbolic Boundaries at Home? LiErin Probasco, Princeton University

Discussant:

• Lori Martin, CUNY John Jay College


• Presenting School Rampage Violence: Portrayals of Extreme Delinquency in the Press. Eric Madfis, Northeastern University; Herberto Da Silva, Northeastern University
• School-based Bullying Victimization and Opportunity Theory. Ann Marie Popp, Duquesne University
• Race, Ethnicity, and Court Processing of School Misbehavior. Elyshia Aseltine, Lycoming College
• Do Age Graded Transitions Matter for Emerging Adults? Christopher Salvatore, Towson University; Travis A Taniguchi, Redlands Police Department
Knowing is Not Enough. The Link Between Domestic Violence and Companion Animal Abuse Has Been Established, So Where Do We Go From Here? Understanding the Role of Domestic Violence and Animal Abuse Organizations. Donna Pickup, Agnes Scott College

Discussant:

Christine Bowditch, Lehigh Carbon Community College


- Time Cultures: Visions of The Proper Way to Experience Daily Life in Busy Middle Class Families. Edson Rodriguez, University of Southern California
- Unpacking Workplace Flexibility and Marital Satisfaction with the Division of Household Labor. Vanessa Alger, Rutgers University; Jocelyn Crowley, Rutgers University
- Household Inequalities in Rural Honduran Families: A Result of Machismo? Stacey Chiu, University of Southern California; Lynne M Casper, University of Southern California
- Bargaining Relationships between Spouses in Intermarriages in Urban India: Exploring the Intersections of Gender, Caste, Class and Ethnicity. Sonali Ghosh, University of Illinois - Urbana Champaign

Discussant:

Patricia Christian, Canisius College


Presider: Deborah Gambs, BMCC-CUNY, Social Science

- Getting Students to Read, Understand, and Evaluate Social Theory in Introductory Courses. Angie Beeman, Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY
- Cultivating Ground Zero as a Site of Sociological Inquiry. Rose Kim, Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY
- Journal Writing in the Sociology of Family class: Synthesis, Engagement and Making Connections. Rifat Salam, Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY; Robin G. Isserles, Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY
- “I’m just having a hard time right now…”. Pedagogical Strategies to Address Everyday Life Problems of Community College Students from a New Faculty Perspective. Sheldon Applewhite, Borough of Manhattan Community College


- Locational Sexualities: An Intersectional Examination of Sexual Subjectivity in the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health. Stacy Missari, University of Connecticut
- Sex Partnerships, Health, and Social Risks of Young Men Leaving Jail. Megha Ramaswamy, University of Kansas
- Sources of Women’s Marital Power in the Context of HIV Testing: Evidence from Rural Malawi. Lauren Gaydosh, Princeton University
Marriage and Motherhood: A study of The Reproductive Health Status and Needs of Married Adolescent Girls in Nsukka, Nigeria.  PETER EZEAH,

Discussant:

Misty Curreli, SUNY at Stony Brook


- The Portrayal of Families in Contemporary Children's Literature.  Kristen Hourigan, SUNY at Albany
- Drug Dealers, Cougar and Pimps...oh my! Aberrant mothers in contemporary culture.  Suzanna Walters, Indiana University at Bloomington; Laura Harrison, Indiana University
- “You can just put the second one’s name on the ‘father’ line”: Heterocentricity and Same-sex Families.  Marianne Cutler, East Stroudsburg University
- Small City Black Families, 1880 and 1930.  Jan DeAmicis, Utica College

Discussant:

Natalia Sarkisian, Boston College


Presider: Harriet Hartman, Rowan University

- Narrative, Intersectionality and the Study of Complex Identities from a Feminist Perspective.  Debra R Kaufman, Northeastern University
- Influences on Jewish Identity: Individual Characteristics, the Surrounding Jewish Community, and the Broader Religious Context--a 21-Community Study.  Harriet Hartman, Rowan University; Ira M. Sheskin, University of Miami
- Intersections of Religion, Age, Socio-Economic Status and Health Behaviors.  Allen Glicksman, Philadelphia Corporation for Aging; Gail Glicksman, Temple University
- Alive and Well: Expanding Roles of Grandparents in the American Jewish Family.  Rela M Geffen, University of Pennsylvania
- Sociology and Biblical Interpretation.  Samuel Klausner, University of Pennsylvania

293. Regular Paper Session--Voting Behavior in Time and Place: Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Whitpen Room

Presider: Gerard Weber, CUNY Bronx Community

- Democratic Accountability, Authoritarianism and Attitudes towards Homosexuality: A Cross-national Analysis .  Kannaki Bharali, CUNY Graduate Center & Queens College
- Social Cleavages and Electoral Politics: New Results from A Bayesian Analysis.  Ethan Fosse, Harvard University

**Presiders:** Medora W Barnes, John Carroll University; Laura West Steck, York College of Pennsylvania

**Discussants:**
- Kimberly Dugan, Eastern Connecticut State University
- Cara Bergstrom-Lynch, Eastern Connecticut State University
- Mary Bernstein, University of Connecticut

295. Roundtable--Exploring Race and Religion in Social Movements (Table 14): Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Josh Carreiro, University of Massachusetts - Amherst

- *The Black American Consumer Cooperative Movement: A Neglected History.* Josh Carreiro, University of Massachusetts - Amherst
- *MARCUS GARVEY AND HIS INTELLECTUAL IMPACT ON SOCIETY: HOW GARVEY ORGANIZED THE UNIA; HOW THE UNIA ORGANIZED BLACK AMERICA.* Kenneth Pierce, SUNY at Stony Brook
- *The Battle of the Buses: Bringing Critical Race Theory to the Secularist Movement.* Justin Stoll, Boston University

296. Roundtable--Theorizing Concepts and Theory Construction (Table 2): Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Jacob Heller, SUNY College at Old Westbury

- *Torture and the destruction of identity.* Martin Malone, Mount St. Mary’s University
- *The Problem of Causality in Sociology.* Jacob Heller, SUNY College at Old Westbury
- *At the Crossroads of Aesthetics and Sociology: Comte, Simmel, Weber.* Vincenzo Mele, Monmouth University
- *Exploring the Intersections between Erving Goffman and David Riesman: Interaction Rituals, Emotions, and Social Character Types.* Marcus Aldredge, Iona College; Brad G Harden, Lamar University
- *Group Diversity and Task-Performance in Peer Production.* Michael Restivo, SUNY at Stony Brook

297. Roundtable--Incarceration (Table 11): Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Jennifer A. Schlosser, SUNY at Oneonta

- *Sniffer Dogs in Prisons.* Gennifer Furst, William Paterson University
- *Expert Knowledge vs. Lived Realities: Resolving Dueling Narratives in Prison.* Jennifer A. Schlosser, SUNY at Oneonta
- *Punishment Trumps Therapy: Negotiating Contradiction in a "Therapeutic" Jail.* Brittnie Aiello, Merrimack College
- *Peer-based Correctional Programs.* Maya Silva, Temple University
298. Roundtable--Stigma, Boundary, Maintenance, and Deviance (Table 10): Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Gloria Gadsden, East Stroudsburg University

- “I’m not into all that:” Violence, boundary maintenance, and the construction of morality among gay gang- and crime-involved men. Vanessa Panfil, SUNY at Albany
- *Are There Male Victims of Sexual Assault? An Examination of Stigma Associated with Being a Male Victim.* Kevin Ralston, University of Delaware
- *The Undesirability of Being Unlabeled.* Jared Hanneman, CUNY Graduate Center
- *Facebook Frenzy: Modern Day Witch Hunts?* Gloria Gadsden, East Stroudsburg University

299. Roundtable--Law and Punishment (Table 8): Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Jerome Himmelstein, Amherst College

- *Marijuana Legalization Then and Now.* Jerome Himmelstein, Amherst College
- *An Argument against Death: What Is Wrong with Lethal Injection?* Luis Osorio, Long Island University - C.W. Post
- *A Ring around the Execution: Curiosity Seekers, Tricksters, and Demonstrators.* Annulla Linders, University of Cincinnati

300. Roundtable--Culture and Consumption (Table 15): Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Jennifer Raymond, Bridgewater State College

- *Interplay at Disneyland: The Totem, Fetish, and Simulacra.* Keith Garrett Kottenbach, California State University - Fullerton
- *Preservation for Whom?: An Examination of Attitudes toward World Heritage Designation in Old Town Lunenburg, Nova Scotia.* Jennifer Raymond, Bridgewater State College; Jodi H. Cohen, Bridgewater State College
- *The Logic of Reproductive Tourism.* Lauren Jade Martin, CUNY Graduate Center

301. Roundtable--Making and Remaking Belief (Table 12): Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

**Presider:** Thomas Gallagher, Ursinus College

- *Belief: a Documentary Miniseries.* Emmanuel Garcia, SUNY at Stony Brook
- *Anxiety and Care in the Times of Globalization: Reflections on an Indian Pilgrimage.* Vikash Singh, Rutgers University
• An Alternative Response to Change Among the Old Order Amish. Thomas Gallagher, Ursinus College
• Sociological Survey: From Varzaneh Pressure to Metamorphosis of Thought with Focusing on Women. Zohreh Mehravipour, independent scholar

302. Roundtable--Issues of Intersectionality in Contemporary Communities (Table 9): Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Carolyn Chernoff, University of Pennsylvania

• Chess in the Park. Daron Jabari Howard, CUNY Graduate Center
• Triumph, Tension, and Trouble: Experiencing Community-Based Art. Carolyn Chernoff, University of Pennsylvania
• Inequality within the Upper-middle Class. Fiona C. Chin, Northwestern University

303. Roundtable--Trauma and Healing (Table 6): Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Justin A. Snyder, Saint Francis University

• A New Sociology of Trauma. Justin A. Snyder, Saint Francis University
• Life After the Shooting. Jooyoung Lee, University of Pennsylvania
• “Heart’s Desire:” Women’s Stories of Miscarriage and Healing. Eileen Weigand, Virginia Tech

304. Roundtable--Gender in Comparative Contexts (Table 7): Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Sharon Lindhorst Everhardt, Delta College

• American Woman: Gender & Nation in the Experience of U.S. Female College Students Abroad. Roblyn Rawlins, College of New Rochelle
• The American Dream: Attainable for Low-Income Women? Sharon Lindhorst Everhardt, Delta College
• Iran within a Regional Context: Socio-Demographic Transformations and Women’s Status. Elhum Haghghat-Sordellini, CUNY Lehman College
• Caste, Gender and Intersectionality: Understanding Different Experiences of Dalit Women in India. Jagriti Tanwar, Georg-August-Universität

305. Roundtable--Intersections, Identity, and Politics (Table 1): Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Michael Ortiz, CUNY Brooklyn College
- **Insider or Outsider: And How Does it Matter?: Examining Intersections of Identity and Power in Community-Based Research Partnerships.** Katie Kerstetter, George Mason University; John J. Green, Delta State University
- **Contentious Prose and Politics: Intersecting Relations of Resistance.** Valerie Chepp, University of Maryland - College Park
- **Doing Intersectionality: Bridging the Macro and Micro-Components of Inersectional Identity Formation.** Tonie Gordon, University of Virginia
- **Cooperating Inequalities: Using Crash to Illustrate American Intersectionality.** Michael Ortiz, CUNY Brooklyn College

306. **Roundtable--Food Activism and Food Scarcity (Table 3): Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room**

**Presider:** Brian Obach, SUNY at New Paltz

- **Food Movements at the Second US Social Forum.** Geoffrey Pleyers, FNRS UC Louvain & CADIS
- **The Organic Movement, the State and Private Regulation.** Brian Obach, SUNY at New Paltz
- **Redefining Agriculture: The Role of Women in the Transition Towards a Sustainable Food System.** Caitlin Murray, Virginia Commonwealth University
- **Networks and Knowledge: Environmental Health Movement Organizational Structures and The Pursuit of Chemical Regulatory Reform.** Amy Lubitow, Northeastern University
- **Community Supported Agriculture as a Form of Environmental and Economic Justice.** Prita Lal, SUNY at Stony Brook

307. **Roundtable--Gender, Transnational Marriage, and Sex-trafficking in International Migration (Table 5): Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room**

**Presider:** Se Hwa Lee, SUNY at Albany

- **The “Supply” of Sex Trafficking in India and Barriers to Reintegration: Globalization, Fundamentalist Discourse, Economy, or the State?.** Autumn Mathias, Northeastern University
- **The Internet Bride Industry and the Transformative Potential of Sociological theory.** Teresa Downing-Matibag, Iowa State University

308. **Roundtable--Mobility and Job Achievement (Table 13): Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room**

**Presider:** Katrinell M. Davis, University of Vermont

- **Is the Push to Educate the Masses Warranted?: Shifts in the Relationship between Educational Attainment and Wage Convergence Among Black and White Women Workers, 1960-2000.** Katrinell M. Davis, University of Vermont
- **Occupational Attainment and Career Progression.** Anna Manzoni, Yale University
- **Job-related Spatial Mobility: Barrier or Booster to Becoming a Parent? Gender Specifics of the Relation Between Job Mobility and Parenthood.** Dr. Andrea S. Dauber, UCI
- **Low-Wage Mobility During the Early Career.** Colin Campbell, University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill
309. Roundtable--Education and Communities (Table 17): Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Darren Cyr, McMaster University

- *The Impact of Neighbourhood Disorder on Schools: A Multi-level Analysis from a Canadian City*. Darren Cyr, McMaster University; Scott Davies, McMaster University
- *Preparing the Young: School Values in Elementary and Secondary Education*. Carolyn Zook, University of Pittsburgh; Suzanna Eddyono, University of Pittsburgh
- *“They don’t mix it up a lot…”: Race, Culture, Familial Identity, and Belonging Among Low-Income First Generation College Students*. Ashley Rondini, American Sociological Association

310. Roundtable--Exploring the Intersection of Gender and Race in Education (Table 16): Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Don Sawyer, Syracuse University

- *Games, Gangs, and Fairytales: Mobilizing Ethnoracial Categories and Masculinity in a Small School*. Stephen Smith Cody, UC Berkeley
- *The Intersection of Race and Gender in College Enrollment*. Gokhan Savas, Syracuse University
- *Are They the Walking Wounded: Understanding the Effects of Internalized Racism and Oppression on Racial Minority Women in the Academe*. Michelle Cromwell, Regis College
- *Planning Research Examining Gender and Race/ethnic Influences on Science Education Experiences of Latino women*. Sandra Hanson, Catholic University of America

311. Roundtable--Buying Black, Facing Black, and Race and Reciprocity (Table 4): Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | Hamilton Room

Presider: Kesha Moore, Drew University

- *Buying Blackness: Identity and the Politics of Consumption*. Kesha Moore, Drew University
- *Race and Reciprocity: Social Exchange in Two Exurban Neighborhoods*. Gabe Ignatow, University of North Texas; Caazena Hunter, University of North Texas; Joseph Comeau, University of North Texas

312. ESS Special Events & Meetings--ESS Executive Committee Meeting: Sunday Feb 27 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM | William Penn Boardroom

12:00 PM-1:30 PM
313. Author Meets Critics--Making Transnational Feminism: Rural women, NGO Activists and Northern Donors in Brazil by Milicent Thayer: Sunday Feb 27 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Shippen Room

Organizer: Nancy A. Naples, University of Connecticut  
Presider: Nancy A. Naples, University of Connecticut

- Critic. Nathalie Lebon, Gettysburg College  
- Critic. Roberta Villalon, St. John's University  
- Critic. Leslie Salzinger, Boston College  
- Author. Millie Thayer, University of Massachusetts Amherst

314. Regular Paper Session--International Migration: 1.5th and 2nd Generation Youth: Sunday Feb 27 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Bromley Room

- In the Pursuit of Higher Education: A Glance at California's Undocumented College Students and Their Strategies. Francesca Degiuli, CUNY Staten Island  
- Internal Border Crossing: Boundaries of Legal Residence in the Lives of Mexican-Origin Teenagers. Stephen Ruszczyk, CUNY Graduate Center  
- Power, Conflict, and Identity Management of Being “In-Between”: When the Children of Vietnamese Exiles/Refugees Go “Back” to Vietnam. Mytoan Nguyen, University of Wisconsin - Madison  

Discussant:  
- Lina Rincon, SUNY at Albany

315. Regular Paper Session--Taking Meaning Seriously: Sunday Feb 27 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Claypoole Room

- Settled and Unsettled Times: Comparing the Temporal Toolkits of Students and Workers. Allyson Stokes-McLevey, McMaster University  
- Creating the Vigilant Body: The Corporal Roots of Clock Time. Benjamin Snyder, University of Virginia  
- Comparative Cultural Research after the Cognitive Turn. Bart Bonikowski, Princeton University

Discussant:  
- Rachel Schwartz, Cornell University

316. Regular Paper Session--Public Sociology: Welfare, Education, Policies and Mothers' Well-Being: Sunday Feb 27 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Cook Room

- It Works In Theory: Manufacturing an Ideal Worker. Andrea Robles, George Mason University  
- Disconnected Low-Income Women in Louisiana. Rebecca S. Powers, East Carolina University; Michelle M Livermore, Louisiana State University  
- Barriers Associated with Mothers Entering Post-Secondary Education Programs & Mitigating the Barriers. Erika Humphries, University of Southern California  
- Family Policies or Labor Markets? The Male-Female Wage Gap and Gender Occupational Segregation in 14 Welfare States from 1960 to 2008. Eric Tranby, University of Delaware
317. **Regular Paper Session--Parental Involvement: Sunday Feb 27 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Flower Room**

- **Cultural Discourse on Father Involvement in Childrearing across the Decades: Who Benefits and Why?** Melissa A Milkie, University of Maryland, College Park; Kathleen Denny, University of Maryland - College Park
- **Reevaluating the Relationship Between Religious Participation and Father Engagement.** Kati Li, Princeton University
- **Leisure Time As A Male Privilege: Gender Differences Among Dual-Earner and Single-Parent Families.** Sara Raley, McDaniel College; Vanessa Wight, Columbia University Mailman School of Public Health; Catherine Szczybor, McDaniel College
- **Assessing the advantages of a multi-method approach: Measuring mothering with data from the Early Childhood Longitudinal Study—Birth Cohort.** Deniz Yucel, William Paterson University; Douglas B Downey, Ohio State University

**Discussant:**

- Joan Maya Mazelis, Rutgers University

318. **Regular Paper Session--Pathologizing, Quantifying, and Exploring Mental Distress: Sunday Feb 27 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Frampton Room**

- **Social Support and Psychological Distress: The Unique Case of Bisexuality.** Travis Whalen, Virginia Tech; Thomas N Ratliff, Virginia Tech
- **“Bullicides”, the S-word, and society: Disenfranchising and re-enfranchising experiences of peers bereaved by suicide.** Tanetta Andersson,
- **The Professional Politics of Quantifying Mental Illness: Dimensionality and the DSM-V.** Owen Whooley, Rutgers University
- **Splitting to Oblivion: How Sub-threshold Diagnoses Pathologize Everyday Life.** Dena T Smith, Rutgers University; Kathryn Burrows, Rutgers University

**Discussant:**

- Sylvie Honig, University of Chicago

319. **Regular Paper Session--Religion and National Identity: Sunday Feb 27 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Reynolds Room**

- **Pentecostal Power in El Salvador: The Latest Survey Evidence.** Patricia Christian, Canisius College; Michael J. Gent, Canisius College; Timothy H. Wadkins, Canisius College
- **Anti-Christian Violence and Hindu Discourse in Orissa State, India: A Social Ecological Perspective.** Autumn Mathias, Northeastern University
- **Being Jewish: A Cross-Cultural Case Study of Two Jewish Communities.** Julie Pollack, Lafayette College
- **Religion and Politics in South-Eastern Europe: a Comparative Case Study.** Atanas Grozdev, Boston University

**Presider:** Xiaoshuo Hou, St Lawrence University

320. **Regular Paper Session--Religion and Gender: Sunday Feb 27 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom A1**
- **Masculine Subjects: Gender, Religion, and Caste in Western India.** Daniel Jasper, Moravian College
- **Goddess Worship and Political activity.** Helen Berger, Brandeis University; Diana Marte, Brandeis University
- **Religion and the Gender Dynamics of Work and Housework.** Mai Phan, University of Kent at Canterbury; Jeffrey G. Reitz, University of Toronto; Rupa Banerjee, Ryerson University
- **Can Your Mother Be a Man and How Should He Treat the Earth?: An Ecofeminist Analysis of a Bifurcated Tradition.** Brandn Green, Pennsylvania State University

**Discussant:**

- Amanda M. Czerniawski, Temple University

**321. Regular Paper Session--Professional/Occupational Boundaries: Sunday Feb 27 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom A2**

**Presider:** Stuart Eimer, Widener University

- **Paradigms of Change: Case Studies in Transforming Physician-Industry Interactions.** Susan Chimonas, PhD, Columbia University; David Rothman, Columbia University
- **Permeable Boundaries: Jurisdictional Encroachment in Private Education.** Linda Quirke, Wilfrid Laurier University; Janice Aurini, University of Waterloo
- **Is One’s Creativity a Function of One’s Social Network?** Tina Ching-Tien Lee, Princeton University
- **Identity and Discretion Amongst Street-Level Bureaucrats: An Investigation of Probation Officers.** Katie Derzon, Harvard University
- **Generation Humanitarian.** kiri gurd, Boston University

**322. Regular Paper Session--Structural Violence Against Black Women and Girls: Sunday Feb 27 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom B**

**Presider:** Nicole Rousseau, Kent State University

- **Hypersurveillance of Black Girls as Structural violence.** Janice Johnson-Dias, CUNY/John Jay College of Criminal Justice; Anmarie Singh, CUNY/John Jay College of Criminal Justice; Nicole Rousseau, Kent State University
- **Intersectionality and Cultural Perceptions of Childbirth, Marriage, and Careers.** Wanda Parham-Payne, Prince George’s Community College; Tekisha D Everette, American University; Bette J Dickerson, American University
- **Intersectionality, Black Women, and the Maintenance of Family.** Bette J Dickerson, American University; Marla Kohlman, Kenyon College
- **Black Women and Work: We are lifting, but are we climbing?** Vernese Edghill-Walden, City Colleges of Chicago; Raja Staggers-Hakim, Eastern Connecticut State University

**323. Regular Paper Session--Natural Disasters: Social Effects of Earthquakes and Hurricanes: Sunday Feb 27 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom D**

**Presider:** Benigno E. Aguirre, University of Delaware

- **Governance, Development and Disaster Vulnerability: A Cross-National Analysis of the Human Impact of Earthquakes.** Rose Sayre, SUNY at Stony Brook
The Long Term Economic Effects of the 1960 Valdivia Earthquake. Benigno E. Aguirre, University of Delaware

An Exploratory Analysis of the Process to Receive Victims of the Haitian Earthquake and its Impact on Immigration in the U.S..  Manuel Torres, University of Delaware

“I Feel Like I’m Left Out, Lost, and Forgotten.”: The Disparate Impact of Post Hurricane Katrina Housing Assistance Policies. Megan Reid, University of Texas at Austin

Waiting in The Lower Ninth Ward in New Orleans: A Case Study on the Tempography of Urban Marginalization. Daina Harvey, Rutgers University

324. Regular Paper Session--Housing Issues and Community Attachment in the United States: Sunday Feb 27 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E1

An Ethnography of Landlords in Poor Neighborhoods. clement thery, Columbia University

Housing and Hegemony: The US Experience. Maria N. Ivanova, New York University

Race, Gender, and the Typical Path Taken by the Housing Choice Voucher Applicant. Justin Betz, Northeastern University

Does Technology Matter When Studying Community Life? Yushi Li, Northern Kentucky University; Jamie Cupp, Northern Kentucky University; Debra Lemke, McDaniel College

My Brother from Another Mother: Public Housing Policies and the Development of Informal Networks. Denishia Harris, University of Connecticut

Discussant:

Jonathan Wynn, University of Massachusetts - Amherst

325. Regular Paper Session--Public Sociology: Poverty, Welfare Policy and the Living Wage: Sunday Feb 27 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Society Hill Ballroom E2


The Processes, Objectives, and Merits of Facilitating a Poverty Simulation Program for Human Service Professionals working with Impoverished Client Populations. Laura West Steck, York College of Pennsylvania; Jennifer Engler, York College of Pennsylvania; Mary Ligon, York College of Pennsylvania; Perri Druen, York College of Pennsylvania; Steven Jacob, York College of Pennsylvania


Discussant:

Elizabeth Derickson, Princeton University

326. Regular Paper Session--Re-forming the City: Sunday Feb 27 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM | Whitpen Room

Determinants of Support for Transit Expansion and Downtown Redevelopment: Evidence from Houston, Texas. Paul Knudson, SUNY at Albany

Where Are They Now? Urban Revitalization, Eminent Domain, and the Displacement of Individuals and Families. Nancy Mezey, Monmouth University; Michele Parisi, Monmouth University

Reimagining the Figueroa Corridor, 1960-2005: Growth Politics, Policy, and Displacement. Daniel Wu, University of Southern California
• *Perceptions of Boundaries during Neighborhood Change: A Case Study of Gentrification in Philadelphia*. Jackelyn Hwang, Harvard University

• *Exploring the Accuracy of Census-based Strategies for Identifying Gentrification in New York City Between 1980 and 2000*. Michael Barton, SUNY at Albany

**Discussant:**

• Richard Ocejo, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY
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